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Summary
In nature, populations can be affected by multiple chronic and short-term stressors simultaneously,
which can interact with each other both by influencing phenotypic expression and as agents of
natural selection. These interactions can shape adaptive processes at the level of populations and
ultimately influence phenotypic and genetic variation in nature. Adaptive processes can be
characterized by multiple selective forces acting on multidimensional phenotypes, which can lead
to trade-offs in trait evolution. The integrative phenotype, characterized by all traits of an individual,
can be split into genetic (G), environmental (E) and G x E interaction components. Hence, adaptation
to environmental stressors can be driven simultaneously by genetic variation, phenotypic plasticity
and a combination of both. Physiological traits, such as glucocorticoids, are often linked to many
other traits of the composite phenotype. Their expression is influenced by abiotic as well as biotic
environmental stressors and they can facilitate adaptive responses of organisms through plasticity or
genetic variation. However, the exact role of physiological processes in adaptation of natural
populations to stress is poorly understood.
In this thesis, I aimed to understand the role of the integrative phenotype, and specifically of
corticosterone, as a mediator of adaptation to environmental stress using individual level studies. I
investigated the integrative phenotype of Rana arvalis tadpoles in five populations (two acid [AOP],
one intermediate [IOP] and one neutral pH origin [NOP] population) along an acidification gradient
in Sweden. These populations were previously found to show adaptive divergence and dynamic
plastic responses to acid and predator stress in tadpole life history and morphological traits. I used a
series of common garden laboratory experiments, where individuals from different populations
were reared in different combinations of two pH (acid or neutral) and two predator stressor (predator
cue or no cue) treatments. In chapter I, I reared individuals from three populations (AOP, IOP,
NOP) under chronically acid or neutral pH conditions to study the links between corticosterone and
mid-larval stage traits (life history and morphology). I found divergence between populations in
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corticosterone levels, with AOP tadpoles having lower and NOP tadpoles relatively higher
corticosterone, with IOP being intermediate. Higher corticosterone levels were correlated to faster
developmental time and shorter tails and bodies, hinting to a mediator effect of corticosterone. In
chapter II, I investigated short-term behavioural and hormonal responses to acute acid and predator
stress using one AOP and one NOP from the extreme ends of the acidification gradient. In this
experiment, tadpoles from both populations reduced their activity in acidic pH, but under predator
stress NOP tadpoles decreased their activity, whereas AOP tadpoles increased their activity.
Moreover, AOP tadpoles increased their corticosterone levels under stress, whereas NOP tadpoles
did not. In chapter III and IV, I studied tadpoles from two AOP and two NOP and reared them
under a combination of chronic acid and/or predator stress. In chapter III, I studied the linkage
between metabolic activity (oxygen consumption) and life history traits of tadpoles. AOP tadpoles
had lower oxygen consumption and slower development overall and tadpoles reduced their oxygen
consumption when exposed to predator cues. In chapter IV, I studied the integrative phenotype of
tadpoles and its linkage to corticosterone (including corticosterone manipulation) and metamorphic
fitness traits. The common garden experiment revealed that AOP tadpoles were larger and needed
longer to reach metamorphosis, had deeper tail muscles and shorter tails, and exhibited mostly lower
corticosterone levels. Acid stress led to higher corticosterone levels, and tadpoles with smaller and
shallower bodies, deeper tail muscles, and slower development to metamorphosis. Tadpoles
exposed to predator stress had deeper tail muscles and shorter tails, were bigger at metamorphosis,
needed longer until reaching metamorphosis, and responded to freshly added predator cues by
reduced behavioural activity. Moreover, AOP tadpoles reared under predator stress reduced their
general behavioural activity, whereas NOP tadpoles did not. The causal role of corticosterone
was supported by a corticosterone manipulation experiment: experimental increase in
corticosterone levels increased tail muscle depth and body depth and resulted in smaller size of
tadpoles. Taken together, I conclude that a combination of G (population), E (acid and predator
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stress), and GxE (population specific responses to acid and predator stress) effects are at play in the
responses of R. arvalis to environmental acidification. Importantly, my research indicates that
corticosterone is a potential mediator of the observed differences in morphology, life history and
metabolic activity between populations. Together with previous work, my studies indicate that
adaptive divergence of R. arvalis along the acidification gradient is most likely driven by selection
via both predator and acidity stress on the integrative phenotype. My thesis sheds light on the
composite phenotype of an amphibian and the value of individual level studies in unravelling ecoevolutionary processes in organismal stress responses.
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Zusammenfassung
In der Natur können Populationen von mehreren lang- und kurzzeitigen Stressoren beeinflusst
werden. Diese wiederum können miteinander interagieren und die phänotypische Ausprägung der
Population und natürliche Selektion beeinflussen. Diese Interaktionen können adaptive Prozesse
auf Populationsebene beeinflussen und schlussendlich die phänotypische und genetische Variation
in der Population bestimmen. Dies heisst, dass adaptive Prozesse als multiple selektive Kräfte, die
auf den multidimensionalen Phänotyp einwirken, beschrieben werden können, was zu Konflikten
(Trade-off) während der Evolution von bestimmten Merkmalen führen kann. Der integrative
Phänotyp, die Summe aller einzelnen Merkmalen eines Individuums, kann in eine genetische (G),
umweltbedingte (E), und G x E interaktive Komponente aufgeteilt werden. Somit kann Adaptation
an Umweltstressoren gleichzeitig durch genetische Variation, phänotypische Plastizität und die
Kombination von beiden gesteuert werden. Physiologische Merkmale, wie Glukokortikoide, sind
häufig mit vielen weiteren Merkmalen des integrativen Phänotyps vernetzt. Ihre Expression wird
durch abiotische und biotische Umweltstressoren beeinflusst, und sie löst teils adaptive Prozesse in
Organismen durch Plastizität oder genetischer Variation aus. Welche genaue Rolle physiologische
Prozesse im Rahmen der Adaptation von natürlichen Populationen hinsichtlich Stressanpassungen
spielen, ist jedoch wenig verstanden.
In dieser Doktorarbeit, war mein Ziel, die Rolle des integrativen Phänotyps, und im spezifischen
die von Kortikosteron getriebenen Umweltstressanpassungen auf der Ebene eines Individuums, zu
verstehen. Ich erforschte dazu den integrativen Phänotyp von Kaulquappen des Moorfrosches (Rana
arvalis) in fünf Populationen (zwei Populationen von saurer [AOP], eine von mittlerer [IOP] und
zwei von neutraler [NOP] pH Herkunft) entlang eines pH Gradienten in Schweden. In vorherigen
Studien wurde gezeigt, dass die Kaulquappen dieser Populationen adaptive Divergenz und
plastische Prozesse in Bezug auf «Life History» und ihren morphologischen Merkmale zeigen,
wenn sie Säure- und Prädatorenstress ausgesetzt sind. Um in diesem Kontext den integrativen
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Phänotyp und relevante physiologische Merkmale zu erforschen, führte ich verschiedene «Common
Garden» Experimente durch. Individuen von verschiedenen Populationen wurden dazu in
verschiedenen Kombinationen von zwei pH- (sauer und neutral) und zwei Prädatorstressoren
(Prädator Cue und Kontrolle) aufgezogen. Im Kapitel I benutzte ich jeweils eine saure, mittlere
und neutrale Populationsherkunft. Ich zog die Kaulquappen unter chronisch sauren oder neutralen
pH Bedingungen heran, um Vernetzungen zwischen Kortikosteron und Merkmalen der
Kaulquappen im mittleren Larvalstadium («Life history» und morphologische Merkmale)
feststellen zu können. Ich konnte eine Divergenz in den Kortikosteronleveln zwischen den
Populationen nachweisen. Die Kaulquappen der AOP hatten tiefere Kortikosteronwerte, die der
NOP höhere und die der IOP lagen dazwischen. Höhere Kortikosteronwerte korrelierten mit einer
schnelleren Entwicklung, kürzeren Schwänzen und Körpern der Kaulquappen, was auf einen
potentiellen Mediatoreffekt hinweisen kann. Im Kapitel II erforschte ich Verhaltens- und
Hormonreaktionen auf kurzzeitig auftretenden Säure- und Prädatorenstressoren. Dafür benutze ich
Individuen von der AOP und NOP Populationen, die die extremen Enden des Säuregradienten
repräsentieren. Kaulquappen beider Populationsherkunft reduzierten ihre Aktivität unter saurem
pH. Unter Prädatorenstress waren die NOP Kaulquappen weniger aktiv, während die AOP
Kaulquappen aktiver wurden. Die Kaulquappen der AOP Population zeigten höhere
Kortikosteronwerte als Reaktion auf alle Stressoren, während sich die Werte bei der NOP
Population nicht veränderten. Im Kapitel III und IV, untersuchte ich Kaulquappen von zwei AOP
und zwei NOP Populationen. Die Tiere wurden unter Kombinationen von chronischen Säure- und
Prädatorenstress aufgezogen. In Kapitel III, erforschte ich den Zusammenhang metabolischer
Aktivität (Sauerstoffverbrauch) und «Life history» Merkmalen der Kaulquappen. AOP
Kaulquappen hatten einen grundsätzlich niedrigeren Sauerstoffverbrauch und entwickelten sich
langsamer als NOP Kaulquappen. Die Kaulquappen reduzierten ihren Sauerstoffverbrauch in den
experimentellen Gruppen, in denen sie Prädatorenstress erfuhren. In Kapitel IV, erforschte ich den
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integrativen Phänotyp der Kaulquappen im mittleren Entwicklungsstadium und untersuchte, ob
Kortikosteron diese phänotypischen Merkmale beeinflusst (auch durch Kortikosteronmanipulation)
bzw. wie dieser Phänotyp mit den Fitnessmerkmalen während des Metamorphosestadiums verlinkt
ist. Das Experiment zeigte, dass AOP Kaulquappen grundsätzlich breitere Schwanzmuskeln,
kürzere Schwänze und zum grössten Teil tiefere Kortikosteronwerte hatten, und im
Metamorphosestadium grösser waren aber allerdings auch längere Zeit brauchten bis sie die
Metamorphose

erreichten,

als

NOP

Kaulquappen.

Säurestress

führte

zu

höheren

Kortikosteronwerten, die Kaulquappen waren kleiner, hatten flachere Körper, breitere
Schwanzmuskeln und brauchten länger bis sie die Metamorphose erreichten als Kaulquappen in der
neutralen Experimentengruppe. Kaulquappen, die Prädatorenstress ausgesetzt waren, hatten
breitere Schwanzmuskeln, kürzere Schwänze und waren grösser sobald sie die Metamorphose
erreichten, brauchten aber wiederum auch länger bis sie die Metamorphose erreichten als die
Kaulquappen aus der Kontrollgruppe. Zudem reagierten sie auf frische Prädatorencues mit
reduzierter Aktivität. AOP Kaulquappen der experimentellen Prädatorengruppe reduzierten ihre
Aktivität durchweg. Der kausale Link zwischen Kortikosteron und Phänotypausprägungen, wurde
durch ein Experiment, in dem die Kortikosteronwerte der Kaulquappen manipuliert wurden,
untermauert: wurden die Kortikosteronwerte experimentell erhöht, so bekamen die Kaulquappen
breitere Schwanzmuskeln, breitere Körper und waren allgemein kleiner, als jene der
Kontrollgruppen. Zusammenfassend schliesse ich aus diesen Experimenten, dass Kombinationen
aus G (Population), E (Säure- und Prädatorenstress) und G x E (populationsspezifische Reaktionen
auf Säure- und Prädatorenstress) Effekten die Merkmalsausprägungen von R. arvalis auf
Versäuerung beeinflussen. Meine Studien haben untermauert, dass es sich bei Kortikosteron um
einen potentiellen Mediator handelt, welcher Unterschiede in den morphologischen «Life history»
und metabolischen Aktivitätsmustern beeinflussen kann. Zusammenfassend unter Einbezug von
früheren Studien, hat meine Arbeit ergeben, dass die adaptive Divergenz von R. arvalis entlang des
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Säuregradienten sehr wahrscheinlich durch selektive Prozesse die von Säure-und Prädatorenstress
angetrieben werden, den integrativen Phänotyp beeinflussen. Meine Doktorarbeit gibt Aufschluss
über den integrativen Phänotyp eines Amphibiums und verdeutlicht wie wichtig Studien auf
individueller Ebene sind, um evolutionsökologische Prozesse auf Stressreaktionen zu verstehen.
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This thesis is based on the following Chapters, which are referred to by roman numbers henceforth:

I
Mausbach Jelena, Laurila Anssi, Räsänen Katja
Corticosterone expression and phenotypic divergence of Rana arvalis populations along an
acidification gradient
Submitted manuscript, under review at BMC Evolutionary Biology

II
Scaramella Nicholas*, Mausbach Jelena*, Laurila Anssi, Stednitz Sarah, Räsänen Katja
*Shared 1st authorship
Short-term responses of Rana arvalis tadpoles to pH and predator stress: adaptive divergence
in behavioural and physiological plasticity?
Manuscript

III
Jury Mylène*, Mausbach Jelena*, Laurila Anssi, Räsänen Katja
*Shared 1st authorship
Among population divergence in oxygen consumption of Rana arvalis tadpoles exposed to
acid and predator stress: implications for physiological adaptation
Manuscript

IV
Mausbach Jelena, Laurila Anssi, Jury Mylène, Scaramella Nicholas, Räsänen Katja
Adaptive divergence of Rana arvalis along an environmental stress gradient: the integrative
phenotype
Manuscript draft
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General Introduction
In nature, populations are exposed to multiple stressors, or selective forces at the same time (e.g.
MacColl 2011, Bijlsma and Loeschcke 2005). The composite phenotype of an individual consists of
a large set of traits, from physiology, behaviour, morphology and life- history, that can be under
simultaneous environmental influence and be linked to each other (e.g. Houle et al. 2010, Murren
2012). Therefore, different traits are not necessarily responding to natural selection independently
from each other (Lande and Arnold 1983, Houle et al. 2010). Rather, adaptation can be viewed as
a highly dynamic multidimensional response to several selective forces (Houle et al. 2010).
These selective forces may be abiotic or biotic stressors, which can interact, act at different time
scales and have sequential effects; a change in one selective force can lead to a follow-up change in
another abiotic or biotic stressor (reviewed in Bijlsma and Loeschcke 2005, MacColl 2011).
Environmental stress is defined as an environmental condition that compromises an organism’s
fitness (Hoffmann and Parson 1997). Environmental stressors can be chronic or short-term, and
represent a powerful driving force of natural selection (Hoffmann and Parsons 1997, Palumbi 2001,
Bijlsma and Loeschcke 2005). In times where environments change rapidly and to a drastic degree,
phenotypic plasticity or evolutionary processes at short time scales can be facilitated and can allow
organisms to cope with the new environment (Hoffmann and Parsons 1997, Bijlsma and Loeschcke
2005, Ghalambor et al. 2007, MacColl 2011, Merilä & Hendry 2014).
Phenotypic variation in a population can be partitioned into different components, namely variation
in G (differences in phenotype due to genetic variation, i.e. genotype), variation in E (differences
in phenotypes between environments, independent of the genotype) and variation in G x E (the
extent to which different genotypes respond differently to different environments) (Via and Lande
1985, Via et al 1995, Pigliucci 2001, Houle et al. 2010). Hence, a population’s integrative phenotype,
can be described as variation in Genotype (G), Environment (E) and Genotype x Environment
interactions (G x E) (e.g. Via and Lande 1985, Via et al 1995, Pigliucci 2001). When comparing
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populations in common garden conditions, variation between populations can be considered as
differences between genotypes (G) (e.g. Pigliucci 2001) and patterns of phenotypic plasticity that
are ubiquitous (i.e. individuals from all populations react in the same way to environmental
variation) can be described as an E effect (Pigliucci 2001, Ghalambor et al. 2007). However, if
individuals from different populations (i.e. genotypes) react differently to environmental variation,
forming different phenotypes, the effect can be described as a G x E effect (Via and Lande 1985,
Pigliucci 2001). In evolutionary time scales, G, E and GxE effects can align or counteract each other
leading to different evolutionary responses of populations (Ghalambor et al. 2007, Noble et al.
2019). In cases where they counteract, organisms face trade-offs in the expression of different traits
which can lead to local adaptation (e.g. Kawecki and Ebert 2004, Hereford 2009). In cases where
mean plastic and genetic effects on the phenotype are to the direction favoured by selection,
plasticity led evolution can occur (PLE) (Noble et al. 2019, Levis and Pfennig 2020). Either through
direct genetic effects, GxE effects and through PLE, adaptive divergence in several phenotypic traits
can arise among populations (e.g. Kawecki and Ebert 2004, Hereford 2009, Briscoe et al. 2020).
Evidence for adaptive divergence in morphological, life history and behavioural traits has been
found in the moor frog (Rana arvalis) in response to environmental acidification (Hangartner et al.
2011, 2012a,b, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). However, it is unknown if any physiological mediators
and processes might drive and facilitate these phenotypic changes and the importance those would
have for the entire phenotype of organisms.
The composite phenotype (i.e. an individual’s morphological, life history, behavioural and
physiological traits), independently of which evolutionary processes have shaped it, is often highly
plastic. Potential key mediators, responsible for many changes in the composite phenotype, are
physiological traits (e.g. Nemeth et al. 2013, Bonier and Martin 2016, Taff and Vitousek 2016).
They mediate an individual’s response to environmental stressors and environmental change
(Parsons 2005, Taff and Vitousek 2016). However, studies on individual level on physiological traits
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and their relationship to other phenotypic traits of the composite phenotype, and to fitness, are still
scarce (e.g. Feder et al. 2000, Houle et al. 2010, Nemeth et al. 2013, Haase et al. 2015, Storz et al.
2015).
One highly important pathway for physiological responses is the hypothalamic-pituitary- adrenal
axis (HPA, in amphibians HPI) (e.g. Sapolsky et al. 2000, Denver 2009). This axis elicits the
secretion of glucocorticoids, which in vertebrates are (depending on the species) cortisol or
corticosterone (e.g. Sapolsky et al. 2000). These hormones are involved in many metabolic
functions and growth and are, therefore, integrated in several gene expression networks (e.g.
Guillette et al. 1995, Sapolsky et al. 2000). Commonly these hormones are linked also to an
individual’s response to stress, which is why they are often called ‘stress hormones’ (Sapolsky et
al. 2000). Expression patterns of glucocorticoid levels can be quite context dependent and differ
between short-term stress, chronic stress, and baseline levels (Ouyang et al. 2011, Taff et al. 2018,
Schoenemann and Bonier 2018, Vitousek et al. 2019). Vitousek et al. (2019) proposed a concept
where evolutionary changes in glucocorticoids under different stressors can reflect either
‘supportive’ (higher levels) or ‘protective’ (lower levels) mechanisms. More specifically, when
populations are exposed to repeated and extensive stressors, natural selection can favour the
downregulation of corticosterone, as permanently elevated corticosterone levels can be costly for
individuals (e.g. Sapolsky et al. 2000, Hodges et al. 2010). This would be a protective mechanism
(Vitousek et al. 2019). However, when exposed to short-term stressors, dynamic profiles and
activation of the HPA axis can be favoured (in terms of energy allocation) to react appropriately to
acute stressors. This would be a supportive mechanism (Vitousek et al. 2019). In order to gain
overarching insight into the role of glucocorticoids as mediator on the adaptive processes on
composite phenotype, it is therefore highly important to study chronic and short-term stress
responses of populations under different environmental stressors and to record as many phenotypic
traits as possible at individual level. Up to now, individual level studies on the integrative phenotype
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are still rather scarce (e.g. Houle et al. 2010, Németh et al. 2013, Haase et al. 2015).
I studied the integrative phenotype in the moor frog (Rana arvalis), using populations that show
adaptive divergence along an acidification gradient in Sweden (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012a,b,
Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). Environmental acidification results in physiological stress and reduces
fitness in many organisms (e.g. growth, developmental rate, survival) (e.g. Schindler et al. 1985,
Petrin et al. 2008, reviewed for amphibians in Räsänen and Green 2009). It also causes many
ecosystem changes at multiple levels, such as predator community changes (Brodin 1993). It is
therefore not only pH that differs between populations of R. arvalis inhabiting contrasting pH
environments, including breeding ponds where the tadpoles develop.
Previous studies revealed that R. arvalis tadpoles exposed to acid stress show a lower feeding rate
and behavioural activity, grow and develop slower as tadpoles, are smaller at metamorphosis and
reach metamorphosis later (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012a,b). However, R. arvalis tadpoles from acid
origin populations are more active, have deeper tails, higher survival in predator presence, are larger
at metamorphosis, and reach metamorphosis later (Hangartner et al. 2012a, Egea-Serrano et al.
2014). These phenotypic differences between populations indicate that adaptive divergence to acid
and predator stress has occurred, which is known to have been mediated through genetic and
maternal effects (Hangartner et al. 2012 a,b). Importantly, several studies on other amphibian species
have shown corticosterone to be involved in anti-predator defense traits, growth rates, immune
function and in general metabolism, suggesting that this hormone may be a relevant candidate as
mediator of several phenotypic traits (e.g. Glennemeier and Denver 2002b, Denver 2009, Dahl et
al. 2012, Middlemis Maher et al. 2013, Cox et al. 2016a, b).
With that knowledge, I aimed to understand the linkages of the integrative phenotype (morphology,
life history, behaviour, physiology) at individual level. I studied R. arvalis tadpoles originating from
different pH environment populations in a series of common garden experiments exposing them to
chronic (rearing) or short-term acid and predator stress.
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The aims of the thesis were to study the following questions:
1) Which endocrinological sampling methods are best suited to sample R. arvalis tadpoles in
order to measure their baseline corticosterone levels? (I)

2) How are corticosterone levels expressed in different populations along an acidity gradient
and how do those link with observed phenotypic divergence of populations under acidity
stress? (I)

3) Are there signs of adaptive divergence in behavioural and physiological plasticity in shortterm responses to acidity and predator stress? (II)

4) Does metabolic activity (oxygen consumption) along the pH gradient reared under acidity
and predator stress show indications of adaptive divergence and how does that link to life
history traits? (III)

5) How is the integrative phenotype (behaviour, physiology, life history, morphology) of R.
arvalis tadpoles along the acidification gradient composed and how do the phenotypic traits relate
to each other ? (IV)

6) Is corticosterone a potential mediator of adaptive divergence? (I, II, IV)
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Study system
The moor frog, R. arvalis, inhabits areas in Northern, Central and Eastern Europe, up to 1500 m
above sea level (Glandt 2006, Glandt and Jahle 2008). The species is able to inhabit aquatic habitats
with a broad range of pH values (4 to 8), breeding in small lakes and ponds (Glandt 2006, Glandt
and Jahle 2008). Egg clutches are laid in spring, in northern regions after snowmelt. Each female
lays around 500-1500 eggs per year (Räsänen et al. 2008). Time from fertilization to hatching takes
about 10-12 days depending on the environmental conditions of the home site (Glandt 2006, Glandt
and Jahle 2008). Metamorphosis (both hind legs and at least one front leg present) happens two to
three months after egg laying (Glandt 2006, Glandt and Jahle 2008).
The study populations of my research inhabit an acidity gradient in Västergötland, Sweden (SouthWestern Sweden (for map, see Figure 1). A total of nine populations have been studied along this
gradient in the past years, especially for adaptive divergence in response to acidification (e.g.
Räsänen et al. 2003, Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012 a,b, Egea- Serrano et al. 2014). These populations
start breeding between end of March and late April, after snow has melted and rainy periods started.
I focused on five populations for the studies of my thesis. These populations breed in ponds from
pH 4 to pH 7.5 and have a pairwise geographic distance of 20-160 km. SR (chapter III and IV)
and RD (chapter I-IV) have a lower density of invertebrate predators (dragonfly larvae and
diving beetles) and are situated on calcified soils (Hangartner et al. 2011). Both ponds are inhabited
by other amphibian species (common frogs, newts, common toads). RD is an artificial pond that
originally was used for crayfish farming. BS (chapter I) is a natural small lake with indermediate
pH. Here moor frogs, common frogs, common toads, fish and invertebrate predators co-occur. TT
(chapter I-IV) and SA (chapter III, IV) are situated in granite bedrock areas with peat soil and
have a high invertebrate predator density (Hangartner et al. 2011). The moor frog is the dominant
amphibian species occurring here. For further details of the study sites see Table 1.
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Table 1: Overview of populations I studied in my thesis. For further details see Hangartner et al.
2011; pictures ©Katja Räsänen.
Population

Picture

Pond
size (m3)

Mean
pH ± SD

GPS
coordinates

Sätila (SA)

263647

4.1 ± 0.2

57º30'25''N
12º20'23''E

Tottatjärn
(TT)

462683

4.0 ± 0.2

57°36'12"N
12°34'47"E

Bergsjön
(BS)

7221305

6.1 ± 0.3

58º12'7''N
13º28'57''E
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Stubberud
(SR)

34128

7.3 ± 0.2

58º27'26''N
13º45'52''E

Rud (RD)

267701

7.0 ± 0.2

58º35'28''N
13º47'26''E

Figure 1: Overview of the study sites in South Western Sweden. AOP (SA and TT) in red, IOP (BS)
in purple, NOP (SR and RD) in blue.
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Material and Methods
During my PhD studies, I used common garden experiments to study adaptive divergence in R.
arvalis along the previously studied acidification gradient. I used previously established methods
to measure life history, morphological and behavioural traits (e.g. Hangartner et al. 2011, EgeaSerrano et al. 2014). Those were complemented by physiological assays of corticosterone (Enzyme
Immuno Assays to quantify hormonal levels) and non-invasive O2 consumption measurement
techniques.

Common garden experiments (chapter I-IV)
All experiments were set up with freshly collected eggs (max. 2 cell stage) from the study ponds
described above (Table 1, Figure 1). After collection eggs were transported in coolers (approx. 4
°C) to laboratory facilities at Uppsala university (EBC), Sweden. The experiments were set up in
16°C -17°C walk-in climate rooms with a 17L:7D light-dark cycle. Embryos were reared in family
groups until hatching in reconstituted soft water (RSW, APHA 1985) with pH 7.5. Once the larvae
reached G25 (independent feeding, Gosner 1960) they were assigned individually to their respective
experimental treatments within a given experiment. For the experiments, individuals were reared in
1 L PP plastic vials that contained a shelter for hiding and were distributed in randomized designs
across study shelves. The experimental treatments consisted of different combinations of pH (acid
or neutral water, chapters I- IV) and predator cue (with or without chemical cue from dragonfly
larvae and its’ prey) chapters II-IV) manipulations. Tadpoles were fed ad libitum with a mixture
of finely chopped spinach and spirulina powder and after mid larval stage sampling with a substitute
of freeze dried tubifex worms to ensure protein richness of food (35% protein at a later larval stage)
(Carmona Osalde et al. 1996, Alvarez and Nicieza 2002). Water change and feeding was conducted
every 2-3 days to maintain good water quality and stable pH conditions.
Depending on thesis chapter, sampling took place at mid larval stage (approx. G30-G34), at late
mid larval stage (G38) and at metamorphosis (G42) (Gosner 1960) (for details see below). These
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developmental stages were chosen as amphibian larvae are known to have different baseline
corticosterone levels in those stages (Glennemeier and Denver 2002a, Kulkarni et al. 2017).
Additionally, these developmental stages are relevant stages when studying fitness relevant traits of
tadpoles (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014) and metamorphs (e.g. Hangartner et al. 2012a, b) in these
populations. Further details on exact conditions are provided in the single chapters.

Physiological measurements (chapter I-IV)
To assess tadpoles’ ‘stress’ reactions along the acidification gradient under different stressors, and
to make inferences about potential roles of physiological traits as mediator of the integrative
individual phenotype, their metabolic (O2 consumption) and hormonal state (corticosterone levels
under chronic and short-term stressor exposure) was investigated in several experiments.
First of all, I conducted pilot studies to decide upon the best hormonal sampling method (i.e. whole
tadpole tissue, tail only or plasma) for assessment of the relevant glucocorticoid first via Enzyme
Immuno Assays (EIA) and thereafter organic phase extraction of samples using acetylacetate.
Moreover, it was tested (via Liquid Chromotography-Mass Spectrometry [LC-MS] in Tobias
Deschner’s laboratory, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Germany), if
corticosterone was the dominant glucocorticoid in R. arvalis. Details of this pilot study can be found
in chapter I, Appendix 4. For all following experiments (chapter I, II, IV) whole tadpole sampling
and extraction with ethylacetate was conducted (details described in chapter I) followed by EIA
(Arbor Assays, Corticosterone).
To assess metabolic activity and therefore its potential linkage to other life history traits and
corticosterone (e.g. Haase et al. 2016), oxygen consumption of tadpoles was measured for 40
minutes under resting conditions in a closed glass container (dark surrounding with habituation
phase) (chapter III). Oxygen measurements were done using a Fibox 4 set up, a handheld device
that can measure oxygen consumption from the outside of the glass vials by scanning a sensor spot.
Details on this technique and exact set-up are described in chapter III.
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Behavioural measurements (chapter II, IV)
To investigate tadpoles’ behavioural phenotypes in response to short-term or chronic stressor
exposure, individuals tadpoles behavioural activity (% time moved) was assessed via videorecording for 20 minute sampling periods. Video files were afterwards analysed frame by frame
and a percentage of movement was calculated as described in detail in chapter II.

Morphological measurements (chapter I, IV)
Former studies have shown divergence and plasticity in morphological traits of the studied

populations (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012a,b, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). This is why I assessed the
morphological phenotype when linking physiological traits and the integrative phenotype of
tadpoles. Measurements were conducted following formerly established methods (Egea-Serrano et
al. 2014) by taking standardized digital images of tadpoles. Body length (BL), body depth (BD), tail
length (TL), tail depth (TD) and tail muscle depth (TMD) were measured from the images using
ImageJ. This procedure is described in detail in chapter I.

Life history traits measurements (chapter I-IV)
Life history traits have been shown to be divergent in the studied populations (Hangartner et al.
2011, 2012 a,b, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). In order to investigate the composite phenotype, these
traits are essential as they can be viewed as fitness proxies, especially at metamorphosis (Altwegg
and Reyer 2003, van Allen et al. 2010, Crean et al. 2011). Therefore, tadpole weight was taken at each
sampling time point as a proxy for body size, developmental stage was assessed visually (Gosner
1960), and time (in days) until they reached a particular stage was calculated. Details of sampling
procedures at different life-history stages can be found in chapters I-IV.

Statistics
I used mainly multivariate and univariate linear (mixed) models in R (v.1.2.5033, R version v. 4.0.2
and 4.0.3) to assess the collected data (Friendly 2007, Fox and Weisberg 2019, Pinheiro et al. 2020).
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For visualisation of the data I used mean or LSmean plots and HE plots (Friendly 2007, Wickham
2016, Fox et al. 2018, Length 2020, Ogle et al. 2020).

Results and Discussion
1) Endocrinological sampling methods (I)
Corticosterone levels over all samples (plasma, tail, body) were correlated with each other. Plasma
levels were logistically difficult to obtain as sampling per individual took about 5 minutes, and
handling above 3 minutes can increase corticosterone levels (e.g. Cash et al. 1997, Romero and
Romero 2002). Moreover, corticosterone levels within treatments varied to a considerable extent.
For that reason, I decided not to use plasma collection as a method for hormonal analyses in my
experiments. Plasma samples can be used to measure baseline levels, but they require fast sampling,
and are most often used to track short-term responses (e.g. Goymann 2005, Touma and Palme 2005,
Burraco et al. 2015, Nemeth et al. 2016). Tail tissue was easy to obtain, but corticosterone levels
were often below detection limit or varied a lot within treatment combinations. Body samples were,
most of the time, in the detectable range of the corticosterone assay used. Moreover, they showed
the least variability within the treatments and they are easy and fast to sample. As I was mainly
interested in chronic corticosterone responses, whole tadpole samples seemed a well suited
integrative measure for this purpose. Although body samples contain only diluted plasma and also
contain other cellular structures and potential corticosterone metabolites, they still seemed to be best
suited for chronic hormonal level measurements in our case.
LC-MS analyses revealed that corticosterone is the dominant glucocorticoid in R. arvalis whole
body samples. Therefore, I concluded that that corticosterone is a primary and quantifiable
glucocorticoid in R. arvalis. Other studies that used ACTH studies (e.g. Rana pipiens, Glennemeier
and Denver 2002a), a hormone activating the HPI axis and leading to increase levels of
corticosterone, confirm this finding for Rana species. Corticosterone EIAs are therefore an
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appropriate tool to investigate glucocorticoid levels in our study species. Details on this study can
be found in Appendix 4 of chapter I.

2) Adaptive divergence of CORT and the general phenotype along the acidification
gradient (I)
In Chapter I, I investigated if corticosterone could be a mediator in the observed adaptive
divergence of R. arvalis along the acidification gradient. In a common garden experiment, I reared
individual tadpoles from three populations with different pH backgrounds (acid origin population
[AOP], intermediate origin population [IOP], neutral origin population [NOP]) from hatching to
metamorphosis in two contrasting pH environments (acid and neutral), sampling them either in a
morning or afternoon block (A or B). Corticosterone profiles of tadpoles from all three populations
differed across the three investigated developmental stages (G32, G38, metamorphosis).
Divergence in the corticosterone profiles was most prominent at the mid larval stage G32. AOP
tadpoles had on average lower corticosterone levels than the NOP tadpoles, with IOP tadpoles
showing intermediate levels. Corticosterone levels were context dependent at G32 larval stage when
tadpoles were reared in acid environment, with tadpoles having higher corticosterone levels in the
afternoon block than in the neutral treatment.
The overall phenotype confirmed previously found divergence patterns in life history traits and
morphology: tadpoles from the AOP developed slower, were larger at metamorphosis and expressed
deeper tails and tail muscles compared to tadpoles from the NOP population. When linking
corticosterone levels to those traits, tadpoles with higher corticosterone levels developed faster and
had shorter body and tail. These results on corticosterone levels indicate that different corticosterone
profiles are likely reflecting genetic divergence among populations. Most likely divergent selection
was induced via environmental stress, acidity in this case. Furthermore, the relationship to other
phenotypic traits revealed that corticosterone might play an essential role as a mediator of
adaptive divergence in multiple traits along this acidification gradient. However, I concluded that
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further studies are needed to support this finding, as discussed in chapter IV.

3) Adaptive divergence and physiological plasticity of short-term responses to acid and
predator stress (II)
Responses to short-term and chronic stressors can differ substantially and are not necessarily
genetically correlated with each other though they often are phenotypically correlated (Baugh et al.
2012, Jenkins et al. 2014, Stedman et al. 2017). In chapter II, I compared short-term responses of
tadpoles from two diverged populations (one AOP and on NOP, representing the extreme ends
along the acidification gradient) to acute environmental stress. At mid-larval stage, individuals that
were reared initially under neutral pH conditions, were exposed to a combination of pH (acid or
neutral) and predator cue (Aeshna dragonfly chemical cue or no cue control) treatments.
Behavioural activity of tadpoles was measured for 15 minutes after cue addition and corticosterone
levels assessed at three time points: 8h and 24h after stressor exposure. Behavioural activity of both
populations was reduced in acidic pH. When exposed to predator cue, AOP tadpoles increased their
activity, while NOP tadpoles reduced it. The two populations differed in their CORT responses:
after 8h exposure individuals from the AOP showed increased corticosterone levels in the acidpredator cue treatment. After 24h exposure AOP individuals had higher corticosterone levels in all
predicted stressful treatments (acid-no predator cue, acid-predator cue, neutral-predator cue). The
NOP tadpoles did not show a significant treatment response in corticosterone levels in the
investigated time frame. I can conclude that individuals reared under common garden conditions
from different populations can differ in their short-term behavioural and hormonal responses. This
is likely reflecting genetic divergence, which should be considered when using those traits as
stress indicator measurements in natural populations. Moreover, my results indicate adaptation to
environmental stressors, in our case acidification in R. arvalis, could be mediated through
behavioural and hormonal plasticity.
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4) Adaptive divergence of oxygen consumption related to life history traits (III)
An organism’s response to and performance under environmental stress is heavily influenced by its
physiology. One key physiological process, metabolic activity, which can be measured via oxygen
consumption of an individual, can either decrease or increase under environmental stress (e.g. Norin
and Metcalfe 2019). Moreover, metabolic rate mediates an individual’s allocation of energy to
multiple - often competing – processes (e.g. Arnott et al. 2006, Auer et al. 2018). In this light,
metabolic rates might be an essential driver of diverged life history traits in R. arvalis. I studied
oxygen consumption as a proxy of metabolic activity in tadpoles originating from four populations,
two from each extreme end of the acidity gradient (2 AOP and 2 NOP). Tadpoles were chronically
exposed to combinations of acidity (acid and neutral) and predator cue (chemical cue and control)
treatments. At mid larval stage, their oxygen consumption, size (mass) and developmental rate was
measured. I showed divergence in oxygen consumption between AOP and NOP, with AOP tadpoles
having lower oxygen consumption on average. Three of our studied populations decreased oxygen
consumption under predator cue exposure, which indicates a genotype-by-environment interaction
for oxygen consumption, which however was not significant statistically. When relating oxygen
consumption to life history traits, I found that lower oxygen consumption was linked to lower
developmental rate between populations, potentially indicating the role of metabolic rate changes
to adaptation along the acidification gradient in R. arvalis. These results motivated me to investigate
this link further in a bigger context of the integrative phenotype (chapter IV).

5) Multivariate phenotype -interactions and the integrative phenotype (IV)
Driven by my findings in chapter I-III it was especially interesting to look onto how physiological
processes might mediate the integrative phenotype. Therefore, in chapter IV, I used the same
populations as in chapter III (two AOP, two NOP) and reared tadpoles from them under a factorial
combination of pH and predator cue treatments (acid or neutral, predator cue or control). I tried to
capture the integrative phenotype by measuring morphological, life history, behavioural and
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physiological traits.
My findings suggest genetic divergence in several of the traits (population specific divergence, G),
some plasticity of traits (comparable responses in all populations, E) and in some cases G x E
interactions (population specific response to environmental stressors). I showed many trait
correlations between the metamorphic and the mid-larval phenotypes. Individuals from AOP were
larger, developed slower, had shorter tails and deeper tail muscles than individuals from NOP. The
acid treatment slowed down development and resulted in individuals having shallower body but
deeper tail muscle, and in general being smaller. The observed multidimensional phenotypic trait
divergence is most likely driven, among other processes, by selection through both predator and
acid stress, the composite environment of our studied individuals. However, the observed population
divergence is still context dependent resulting in variable phenotypic expression. I conclude that
through individual level studies one can better understand processes shaping the integrative
phenotype in stressful environments.
6) Corticosterone as one potential mediator of adaptive divergence? (I, IV)
The composite phenotype analyses conducted in chapter I and IV suggest a potential mediator role
of corticosterone on expression of other phenotypic traits. Results from chapter I suggest a link of
higher corticosterone level to shorter tadpole body length, shorter tail length and accelerating
development. In chapter IV these effects were only partially prominent, and corticosterone was
mainly associated with tail muscle depth, tail length and body depth. The effect of corticosterone on
tail morphology was also supported by my findings from a corticosterone manipulation study
(detailed in Appendix 2 of chapter IV), with tail muscle depth and body depth increasing under
experimentally higher corticosterone levels. Tadpoles with higher corticosterone levels were also
smaller in the manipulative and correlative study, suggesting clear fitness effects of corticosterone.
Moreover, individuals with higher corticosterone showed higher oxygen consumption (chapter
IV), suggesting higher metabolic rate and a generally faster pace of life. Finally, AOP tadpoles
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showed downregulation of corticosterone and metabolic rate suggesting a tightly linked divergence
pattern that may have been shaped by acid and predator induced selection to avoid detrimental
effects of high corticosterone levels. Therefore, I conclude that corticosterone has an important
mediator role in shaping the individual morphological phenotype, though the effects seem highly
dynamic and partially context dependent (E and G X E).

Conclusions and description of the integrative phenotype
Taken together, I observed several phenotypic patterns of plastic and constitutive divergence
between R. arvalis populations along the studied acidification gradient, most likely driven by their
different selective histories through varying selective forces. In our study populations, acid and
predator stressors and their interactions seem to be relevant selective forces. Corticosterone appeared
to mediate some of the observed multi-trait patterns that I observed. Further, all my studies highlight
the importance and value of individual level experimental set-ups when investigating the composite
phenotype, or parts of it, and their eco-evolutionary responses to stress (e.g. Safran and Vitousek
2014, Noble et al. 2019). Next, I want to summarize which support I found for Genotype (G,
population in our case), Environment (E, treatment in our case) or Genotype by Environment
interactions (G x E, population x treatment interactions in our case) (e.g. Via and Lande 1985, Via
et al 1995, Pigliucci 2001).
I found several indications for divergent patterns between populations, indicating a G effect and
potential adaptive divergence (e.g. Kawecki & Ebert 2004). Overall AOP tadpoles were larger,
needed longer to reach metamorphosis, had deeper tail muscles and shorter tails, as well as mostly
lower corticosterone levels and oxygen consumption (depending on the year populations showed
different patterns), when exposed to chronic stress. They also had higher corticosterone levels when
exposed to short-term stress than tadpoles from NOP. Larger size and changes in tail morphology
are typical predator defence responses in tadpoles, and the constitutive phenotype of AOP tadpoles
seems more resistant against predator attacks (e.g. McCollum and Leimberger 1997, Teplitsky et al.
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2005b, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014, Lindgren et al. 2018). Chronic corticosterone levels indicate
patterns of a ‘protective’ corticosterone pattern (Vitousek et al. 2019). The ‘protective patterns’ are
expected in environments where stressors occur persistently and therefore costs of constantly
elevated corticosterone levels might outweigh benefits of faster energy allocation (Sapolsky et al.
2000, Vitousek et al. 2019). As lower metabolic rate can be physiologically tightly linked to
corticosterone levels (Haase et al. 2015), decreased oxygen consumption as seen in AOP appears
logical in this case. Moreover, lower metabolic rate might lead to reduced prey cue emittance (e.g.
Florencio et al. 2020), so that individuals in the AOP might be better protected against the high
invertebrate predator pressure (especially Aeshna larvae and Dytiscus diving beetles).
Evidence for effects of E were very prominent in my studies, supporting adaptive phenotypic
plasticity in some cases (Pigliucci 2001, Ghalambor et al. 2007). Tadpoles exposed chronically to
acidity had deeper tail muscles and shallower bodies, were smaller at mid-larval and metamorphic
stages, needed longer to reach metamorphosis and showed higher corticosterone levels (note that
the corticosterone and morphology traits varied depending on the specific study). Under short-term
exposure to acidity, behavioural activity was reduced. Chronic predator cue exposure led to bigger
size at metamorphosis, slower development, deeper tail muscles and shallower body depth, reduced
behavioural activity (when fresh predator cues was present) and less oxygen consumption. Under
short-term exposure to predator cues, no pure E effects were observed. Life history responses, in
particular smaller size, in acid treatment are indicating the challenges of living in highly acidic
environments. Changes in size, tail morphology, reduced behavioural activity and less oxygen
consumption are indicative for predator defence traits (e.g. McCollum and Leimberger 1997, Ferrari
et al. 2010, Florencio et al. 2020). However, when individuals are exposed to acid and predator
stress at the same time, some trade-offs can occur (e.g. cannot be bigger under predator stress and
smaller under acid stress at the same time although this is not an adaptive response). In our case,
acidity had a bigger effect on size, so individuals were smaller, which might compromise fitness
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(e.g. Ghalambor et al. 2007, Hereford 2009).
As some observed patterns seemed to be context dependent, highly dynamic and differed between
years in populations (as described below in more detail), there is a strong argument for many of
them being driven by G x E interactions (Via and Lande 1985, Pigliucci 2001). Under acid and/or
predator cue exposure I found population specific responses of the AOP compared to the NOP in
morphological expression, short-term and chronic behaviour and short-term corticosterone
expression. Therefore, predator defence mechanisms may differ between AOP and NOP
populations in a context dependent way (e.g. active avoidance strategy: Brown et al. 2019, versus
reduced activity strategy: Ferrari et al. 2010).
Short-term responses of corticosterone in the AOP support the hypothesis of ‘supportive’ processes
(Vitousek et al. 2019) in tadpole corticosterone profiles. Energy can be allocated to potential
demanding activities (in our case: increased behavioural activity). As a short-term response, the
benefits of high corticosterone levels may outweigh the costs (Sapolsky et al. 2000). The generally
observed variable patterns of the integrative phenotype can indicate that highly dynamic reactions
are beneficial in populations that experience fast environmental changes and strong natural selection
through multiple strong selective agents. In my study, R. arvalis tadpoles’ traits have not become
fully constitutive, but some degree of plasticity is still present (e.g. Noble et al. 2019, Levis and
Pfennig 2020). Additionally, tadpoles’ morphological traits that were linked to corticosterone
differed between my studies: corticosterone levels related to body length and tail length versus tail
muscle depth, tail length and body depth. The correlative effect of corticosterone on developmental
time also differed between my studies, as did the corticosterone profiles (less clear downregulation
in chapter IV, stronger pH interactions in chapter I). These variable patterns can be interpreted
manifold. They could arise from either maternal effects (Räsänen et al. 2005, Räsänen et al. 2008,
Hangartner et al. 2012b), genotypic effects (different families used) or context dependent and
therefore highly dynamic G x E interactions could be at play.
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For some traits, plastic responses were pointing in the same direction as patterns observed in the
diverged traits. For instance, deeper tail muscles, shorter tail length and lower oxygen consumption
was apparent generally for animals exposed to predator cues (E, plasticity). However, I observed
these trait pattern also in the AOP. These cases of plastic responses aligning with patterns of trait
divergence between populations might speak for a case of ‘Plasticity Led Evolution’ (PLE) (e.g.
Noble et al. 2019, Levis and Pfennig 2020). Nevertheless, as there was no full fixation of the
genotype, plasticity could still be beneficial, which is why it is likely maintained (discussion in
chapter IV).

I found evidence, both correlational and manipulative, for corticosterone mediating parts of the
integrative phenotype. Size, developmental time, tail shape, tail-body proportion and metabolic rate
seemed to be directly linked to chronic corticosterone levels. This supports former studies and
theories that glucocorticoids may play a vital role in shaping the integrative phenotype and
facilitating fast selective responses to changing environments in multi-trait levels (Denver 1997,
Parsons 2005, Nemeth et al. 2013, Schoenle et al. 2018, Bonier and Martin 2016, Taff and Vitousek
2016).

Future directions
A next essential step to unravel the mediator effects of corticosterone on fitness traits of tadpoles in
their natural habitat, would be to measure phenotypic traits, performance and fitness proxies using,
for example, a stepwise adaptive landscape approach (e.g. Arnold 2003, Murren 2012). This could
be done, for example, by assessing survival of different phenotypes under presence of predators and
competition from conspecifics. One could approach this via a mesocosm experiment, where tadpoles
from both extreme ends of the acidification gradient could be reared in separate groups under acidic
versus neutral conditions. Groups would be exposed to the same predator density, but different
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corticosterone treatments (i.e. corticosterone addition versus corticosterone blocking). The
integrative phenotype of tadpoles could be measured following methods described in Chapter IV.
For corticosterone measurements one could either sample a subset of the experimental individuals
within a population-treatment combination invasively, and keep the remaining subset for predator
exposure, or one could use water-borne non-invasive sampling techniques on all experimental
individuals. The fitness effects of phenotypic variation could then be studied by exposing tadpoles
from different population-treatment combinations to free-ranging predators at the end of the
experiment and recording tadpole survival (e.g. Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). This would allow causal
inferences between corticosterone, the expression of the integrative phenotype and fitness proxies,
which can be highly important in order to understand the role of corticosterone as mediator of the
integrative phenotype (e.g. Bonier and Martin 2016, Taff and Vitousek 2016, Schoenle et al. 2018).
Moreover, it would be relevant to confirm observed patterns of the integrative phenotype under field
conditions, as there are even further environmental effects acting on the tadpoles and additional
trade-offs in trait expression and fitness could arise.
One additional approach to allow individual level studies over time, while still measuring
corticosterone, would be to take a water-borne approach for hormonal data collection (Narayan et al.
2019). As amphibian skin is permeable for glucocorticoids, tadpole corticosterone levels can be
indirectly estimated by this technique (reviewed in Narayan et al. 2019). Although I already started
using this method (Mausbach, unpublished data), and it gave promising results (not included in this
thesis), the methods could still be refined and streamlined. The strong advantage of such noninvasive methods would be that less study animals would be needed for replication as individuals
could be sampled multiple times. Additionally, also non-invasive sampling in the field could be
established under consideration of population specific levels, which is strongly suggested in times
of amphibian decline (Collins 2010).
Another approach to study physiology and composite phenotypic links, would be to follow Bonier
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and Martin’s (2016) suggestion to study ‘an individual’s reaction capacity’, and therefore capacity
for plasticity (E and G x E) versus the constitutive phenotype (G), not via correlational or
manipulative approaches, but by exposing the same individual to multiple different stressors after
each other. In my studies, where individuals were exposed to chronic and short-term stressors at the
larval stages, and no individual could be repeatedly exposed to multiple different chronic stressors
in the same developmental stage, only short-term stressors could be studied using this approach. A
set up to study the physiological aspects and composite phenotypic traits for a given individual
could look like the following: 1) acid stressor exposure, 2) acid – predator stressor exposure, 3)
predator stressor exposure, 4) no stressor exposure. As it is 4 different combinations, four different
individual tadpoles (i.e. replicates) from the same family (i.e. same genetic background) could be
exposed to these stressors and treatment order altered between the replicates, or individuals from
many different families used and order altered but with no family level replication. Ideally, one
would compare different populations from both extreme ends of the acidification gradient and
intermediate as well.
Another useful approach would be to investigate the genomic basis of the observed phenotypic and
physiological patterns. Linking trait variation to gene expression could reveal some of the genetic
basis of a particular trait (e.g. Birol et al. 2015). One could look for a correlation between shifts in
a trait and differences in gene expression to identify candidate genes involved in the development
of the phenotype. This could strengthen inferences about the underlying genetic basis of observed
patterns.
Especially in times of global amphibian decline (e.g. Stuart et al. 2004, Collins 2010) and fast
changing environments with many interactive stressors (Sih et al. 2011, Fox et al. 2019), the
processes driven by physiological mediators; which I observed in my study, could be decisive for
whether populations can deal with the new challenges they are exposed to. A lot of traits vary at
individual level and direct links between traits can often only be raised from individual level
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integrative studies reliably but are currently very scarce (Houle et al. 2010, Haase et al. 2015, Nemeth
et al. 2013). I strongly promote future individual based studies, including physiological traits, to
predict changes in the integrative phenotype at species and population levels in times of increasing
environmental stressors. As I found population specific corticosterone levels in standardized
environmental conditions (indicative of G and GxE effects), I argue that corticosterone
measurements should be used as universal bioindicators in the field only with simultaneously
considering population level responses, which is often ignored in conservation biology (Wikelski
and Cooke 2006, Narayan et al. 2013, Narayan et al. 2019). One should always be very aware what
one is actually measuring and consider potential flaws before making substantial conclusions that
would be the basis for conservation interventions (Gormally & Romero 2020).
My thesis shed light on the composition and interplay of the integrative phenotype of an amphibian
in response to acidification, with a special focus on physiological key mediators. I show the value
of individual based study approaches in order to understand processes of eco-evolutionary stress
responses, which may become increasingly important to unravel in times of environmental change.
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Abstract

Background

Physiological processes, as immediate responses to the environment, are important mechanisms of
phenotypic plasticity and can influence evolution at ecological time scales. In stressful
environments, physiological stress responses of individuals are initiated and integrated via the
release of hormones, such as corticosterone (CORT). In vertebrates, CORT influences energy
metabolism and resource allocation to multiple fitness traits (e.g. growth and morphology) and can
be an important mediator of rapid adaptation to environmental stress, such as acidification. The
moor frog, Rana arvalis, shows adaptive divergence in larval life-histories and predator defense
traits along an acidification gradient in Sweden. Here we take a first step to understanding the role
of CORT in this adaptive divergence. We conducted a common garden laboratory experiment and
reared tadpoles from three phenotypically divergent populations in neutral or acidic pH, from
hatching to metamorphosis. We tested how these populations, originating from acidic, neutral and
intermediate pH environments, differ in tadpole CORT profiles and CORT associations with lifehistory and morphological traits.

Results

We found clear differences among the populations in CORT profiles across developmental stages,
but only weak effects of rearing pH on CORT. Tadpoles from the acid origin population had, on
average, lower CORT levels than tadpoles from the neutral origin population, whereas the
intermediate origin population had intermediate CORT levels. Overall, tadpoles with higher CORT
levels developed faster and had shorter tails and bodies.
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Conclusions

Our common garden results show divergence in CORT levels among populations, likely reflecting
environmental stress induced divergent selection and/or potential maternal effects on baseline
CORT. Our results also suggest that divergence in larval life-histories and morphology is partially
mediated by CORT, though further studies are needed to establish causality. This study indicates a
potential role of CORT as a mediator of multi-trait divergence along environmental stress gradients
in natural populations. At the same time, we argue that due to potential baseline differences among
genotypes in CORT, snapshot assessment of CORT levels in nature may not be reliable
bioindicators of stress.

Key words: acidification, adaptive divergence, amphibians, corticosterone, environmental stress,
evolutionary physiology, phenotypic plasticity
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Background

Environmental change, be it natural or anthropogenic, is often associated with the exposure of
individuals and populations to abiotic and biotic environmental stressors, which can lead to strong
natural selection [1]. At short evolutionary time scales, environmental stress can lead to “rapid
evolution” [e.g. 2], raising the questions how natural selection acts on multiple interacting traits and
what are the mechanisms of rapid adaptation to environmental stress [1]? In order to understand
how populations can adapt or persist in stressful and fast changing environments, we need to
understand how environmental and genetic effects jointly act on the organismal phenotype [e.g. 1,
3, 4, 5].

A major source of environmental responsiveness of organisms is physiological plasticity, which
determines the immediate responses of organisms to environmental stress and the ability of
individuals to acclimate to environmental change [e.g. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Physiological responses are,
hence, expected to be under natural selection [8, 11, 12, 13], favouring genotypes with optimal
combinations of stress responses and metabolism in a given ecological context. Although the role
of physiology in adaptation has received attention in ecophysiology [14] and evolutionary
physiology [15, 16], it has yet not been fully integrated across fields (i.e. as eco-evolutionary
physiology of contemporary populations).
How environmental stress facilitates phenotypic integration is a major question in evolutionary
biology [3]. A candidate pathway in integrated stress responses in vertebrates arises via
corticosterone (CORT) and/or cortisol, hormones that belong to the glucocorticoids [e.g. 17].
Among involvement in general metabolic processes and a range of gene expression networks
(metabolism, growth, tissue repair, reproduction, immune function; reviewed in [17, 18]), they
modify an individual's response to stressors and, therefore, are of special interest in the context of
eco-evolutionary physiology [e.g. 17, 18]. CORT is excreted after the activation of the
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hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, the physiological pathway responsible for stress
responses in vertebrates [17, 18]. In the short term, elevated glucocorticoid levels can allow energy
mobilization in stressful situations (e.g. via fat catabolism and decrease in digestion; [17]).
However, chronically elevated CORT levels can be costly, causing disease and reproductive
malfunction [17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Therefore, under long-term exposure to stress, populations face
a trade-off and natural selection may hence drive divergence in baseline and stress induced levels
to, on one hand, prevent detrimental effects whilst, on the other, maintain the ability to respond
adaptively to stressors (e.g. predation attempts or extreme temperatures).
In amphibians, many different stressors activate the hypothalamic-pituitary-interrenal (HPI) axis,
leading to the excretion of CORT [24, 25, 26, 27]. In tadpoles, CORT levels are influenced, for
example, by acidity, predators and parasites [28, 29, 30], and vary strongly across the developmental
stages, peaking at metamorphosis [31]. CORT can influence many fitness related traits of tadpoles,
including growth rates, immune function, as well as traits related to resource acquisition and
predator defense [e.g. 29]. For example, at early to mid-larval stages elevated CORT levels can
decrease growth and development rates [e.g. 32, 33, 34], as well as reduce body length and increase
tail depth [28, 29]. From late to mid-larval stages elevated CORT levels may instead accelerate
development [e.g. 24, 35]. Performance trade-offs [29, 33, 34] as well as geographic variation in
glucocorticoid excretion has been demonstrated [28, 32], indicating the potential for divergent
natural selection through CORT. However, how CORT profiles, and CORT- trait associations, vary
across divergent environments in natural populations is poorly known.
Environmental acidity, both natural and anthropogenic, is stressful for a range of organisms [e.g.
36, 37], including amphibians [reviewed in 38]. Moor frog, Rana arvalis, populations along a pH
gradient in Sweden show phenotypic divergence in multiple tadpole traits [39, 40]. Specifically,
laboratory studies show that - when reared in common garden – tadpoles from acid origin
populations develop slower but grow faster to metamorphosis, and have deeper tails than tadpoles
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from neutral origin populations [39, 41]. This divergence is mediated through a combination of
maternal and direct genetic effects [41, 42] and is a response to both acidity and predator induced
divergent selection [39]. However, the physiological underpinnings of this multi-trait divergence
are unknown.
Here we aim to increase the understanding of the role of glucocorticoids in adaptive divergence of
natural populations. Specifically, we study the effects of acid stress on CORT levels, and its
associations to life-history traits and morphology, in R. arvalis tadpoles from populations inhabiting
different pH environments. In a laboratory experiment, we compared three populations (acid,
neutral and intermediate pH origin) under chronic exposure (over several weeks) to two contrasting
pH treatments: acid pH (physiologically stressful) and neutral pH (benign). We compared tadpoles
from these population-treatment combinations at three developmental stages (from mid larval stages
(G32 and G38) to metamorphosis (G42, [43]). We made the following predictions. First, based on
CORT being an indicator of stress, tadpoles reared under acidic conditions should at least initially
show elevated CORT levels. (However, it is important to note that levels can be downregulated
after an initial increasing response after a stressor exposure and hence this signal is highly dependent
on the timing of sampling). Second, if there has been divergent selection on CORT, acid and neutral
origin populations should differ in their CORT profiles. This phenotypic divergence among the
populations could be in the form of Genotype x Environment interactions (i.e. differential CORT
responses to pH) and/or differences in baseline CORT levels (i.e. differences in mean CORT levels).
Finally, if CORT is a key mediator of multi-trait adaptive divergence, CORT levels should correlate
with functionally relevant traits – especially larval life-history traits and tail morphology (latter is a
predator defense trait in tadpoles). Given what is known about CORT effects on tadpole phenotype
in other studies (references above), we predict that elevated CORT levels should correlate with i)
slower growth and developmental rates up to mid-larval stages, but accelerating development to
metamorphosis, and ii) shorter bodies but deeper tails.
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Results

We conducted a common garden laboratory experiment and reared tadpoles from three
phenotypically divergent populations (acid pH origin: TT, neutral pH origin: RD, and intermediate
pH origin: BS) in two contrasting pH treatments (Neutral or Acid pH). We tested how the three
populations originating from ponds along a pH gradient differed in tadpole CORT profiles, larval
life-history traits (mass and developmental time) and tadpole morphology (body length (BL), body
depth (BD), maximum tail depth (TD), tail length (TL), tail muscle depth (TMD); Figure 1), as well
as the CORT - trait relationships. The rearing was conducted in two blocks (A: morning
sampling/warmer temperature; B: afternoon sampling/cooler temperature) and measurements were
taken at three different larval stages (G32, G38 and G42; see Methods for details). Final models
from multivariate and univariate factorial AN(C)OVAs are presented. Note that although the
intended number of replicates for each population treatment combination was eight individuals, the
following population treatment combinations had fewer replicates (as detailed in methods): Stage
G32: TT4B: N=7, TT7B: N=7, Stage G42: BS4B: N=6, TT4B: N=7, TT7B: N=7). Therefore, a
total of 282 individuals were included into the statistical analyses.

Figure 1: Morphological traits of Rana arvalis tadpoles measured at G32 and G38: body length
(BL), body depth (BD), tail length (TL), maximum tail depth (TD) and tail muscle depth (TMD).
BL was taken from mouth to the base of the hind leg, BD was taken where it was widest orthogonal
to BL, TL was taken from base of the hind leg to tail tip, TD was measured where it is deepest and
TMD was taken orthogonal to the “spine” right at its base.
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Corticosterone
In univariate analyses of log(CORT) across stages, a significant pH treatment x block x stage
interaction (Table 1) indicated that CORT variation was context dependent: tadpoles at G32 and
G38 had lower CORT levels than the G42 metamorphs (Figure 2a-c). To examine the three-way
interaction further, the subsequent models were conducted within each of the developmental stages
(G32, G38, G42). At G32 there were significant population, block and pH treatment x block effects
(Table 2). These effects arose because RD and BS tadpoles had, on average, higher CORT levels
than TT tadpoles (Tukey test Table 2, Figure 2a). Moreover, CORT levels tended to be higher in
the Acid than the Neutral treatment in the B block, whereas there was no difference between the pH
treatments in the A block (Tukey test Table 2, Figure 2a). Further population-specific models at
G32 showed that tadpole body mass (log(mass)) did not affect CORT (Additional file 1, Table 1.1).
At G38, only block effect was significant with animals in the A block having higher CORT levels
compared to the B block (Figure 2b, Table 2). At G42 no statistically significant effects were found
(Figure 2c, Table 2).
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Results of univariate linear models on log(CORT), log(developmental time) and log(mass) across three developmental stages (G32, G38 and
G42) in Rana arvalis tadpoles from three populations (TT, BS and RD), reared in two pH treatments (Acid and Neutral) and two blocks (A:
morning/warmer, B: afternoon/colder). The results represent variation from early larval stage (G25) to the respective developmental stage.
These are final models following removal of non-significant three or four way interactions. Statistically significant effects (p< 0.05) are
shown in bold.

Table 1 Univariate models across G32, G38 and G42

Table 2 Univariate models for log (CORT) for G32, G38 and G42, separately

Results of univariate linear models on log(CORT) for G32, G38 and G42, respectively, in Rana arvalis tadpoles from three populations (TT,
BS and RD) reared in two pH treatments (Acid and Neutral) and two blocks (A: morning/warmer, B: afternoon/colder). These are final
models following removal of non-significant three or two way interactions. Statistically significant effects (p< 0.05) are shown in bold.
Different letters in post-hoc tests (e.g. a and b) indicate significant differences of LSmeans (Tukey’ s pairwise differences).
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Figure 2: Mean ± SE CORT levels (a-c) and LS means ± SE of log(developmental time) in days (d-f) and log(mass) in g (g-i) across three
larval developmental stages (G32, G38 and G42) in Rana arvalis. Tadpoles from three populations (TT, BS and RD) were reared at two
pH’ s Acid and Neutral) in two blocks (A: morning sampling/warmer temperature; B: afternoon sampling/colder temperature). N =8 except
for the following cases where data was missing (see Methods for details): Figure 2a) TT4B, TT7A and TT7B: N = 7; Figure 2b) RD4B and
BS4B: N = 6, BS4A and TT4B: N = 7; Figure 2c) BS4B and TT4B: N = 6, TT7B: N = 7; Figure 2d) TT4B and TT7B: N = 7; Figure 2e)
RD7B, BS7B and TT7B: N = 7, RD4B, BS4B and TT4B: N = 6; Figure 2f) BS4B: N = 6, TT4B, TT7A and TT7B: N = 7; Figure 2g) BS4B,
TT4B add TT7B: N = 7; Figure 2h) RD4B, BS4B and TT4B: N =6, RD7B, BS7B and TT7B: N = 7; Figure 2i) BS4B: N=6, TT4B, TT7A
and TT7: N = 7).
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The multivariate phenotype
CORT and life history traits
Mid-larval stage G32
MANOVAs - Population, pH treatment and block had significant main effects, but no significant
interactive effects, on the joint variation between CORT, developmental time and tadpole mass at
G32 (MANOVAs, Table 3). Block explained most of variation in this multivariate space (eta2: 52
%), followed by population (19%) and pH treatment (17-18%) (Table 3) - which is also seen in
the canonical HE plot (i.e. block ellipse is outside of the error ellipse; Additional file 2: Table 2.1
& Figure 2.1a). On average, TT tadpoles developed slower and were larger than RD tadpoles,
with BS being intermediate – though the variation was treatment and stage dependent (Figure 2d,
g; for Univariate ANOVAs see Additional file 1: Table 1.2). However, the multivariate
relationships of CORT, developmental time and mass differed across populations (Additional file
2: Figure 2.1a). For example, RD and BS tadpoles had higher CORT levels than TT tadpoles, but
RD and TT tadpoles developed slower than BS tadpoles (Figure 2d, g; Additional file 2: Figure
2.1a).
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Table 3 Multivariate AN(C)OVAs of CORT and life history traits and CORT and
morphological traits
Results of multivariate AN(C)OVAs (i.e. MANOVAs and MANCOVAs) on A-C) CORT and
life-history at three developmental stages (G32, G38 and G42) and D) CORT and morphology
at G32 in Rana arvalis tadpoles from three populations reared in two pH treatments and two
blocks. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are shown in bold. Partial variance (eta2) and ranking
(rank 1 = strongest contribution) is shown for three different test statistics (Wilk’s lambda,
Hotteling-Lawley and Pillai). Eta2 values show the relative variance contribution of the
different predictors. N of CORT, mass and developmental time are indicated in Figure 2. For
all morphological traits at G32, N=8, except for RD4B, TT4B and TT7B: N = 7, TT4A: N = 6,
TT7A: N = 5.
Eta2 & rank

df

Wilk’s
valuetest stat

approx.
F

ndf, ddf

Wilk’s
lambda

H.-La.

Pillai

p

A) G32 (log(CORT), log(developmental time), log(mass))
Population

2

0.68

5.8

6, 166

<0.001

0.17 3

0.18

3

0.17 3

pH

1

0.81

6.4

3, 83

<0.001

0.19 2

0.19

2

0.19 2

Block

1

0.48

29.9

3, 83

<0.001

0.52 1

0.52

1

0.52 1

Pop x pH

2

0.97

0.4

6, 166

0.861

0.02 4

0.02

4

0.02 4

B) G38 (log(CORT), log(developmental time), log(mass))
Population

2

0.82

2.7

6, 150

0.017

0.10

3 0.10

3 0.10 3

pH

1

0.79

6.5

3, 75

<0.001

0.21

2 0.21

2 0.21 2

Block

1

0.33

51.1

3, 75

<0.001

0.67

1 0.67

1 0.67 1

Pop x pH

2

0.86

2.0

6, 150

0.076

0.07

4 0.07

4 0.07 4

C) G42 (log(CORT), log(developmental time), log(mass))
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Population

2

0.81

2.9

6, 164

0.010

0.10

2 0.10

2 0.10 2

pH

1

0.95

1.6

3, 82

0.202

0.05

3 0.05

3 0.05 3

Block

1

0.84

5.4

3, 82

0.002

0.16

1 0.16

1 0.16 1

Pop x pH

2

0.95

0.6

6, 164

0.698

0.02

4 0.02

4 0.02 4

D) G32 – CORT morphology (log(CORT), log(BD), log(BL), log(TL), log(TD), log(TMD)

Pop

2

0.77

1.68

12, 144

0.077

0.12

4 0.13

4 0.12 4

pH

1

0.95

0.61

6, 72

0.724

0.05

6 0.05

6 0.05 6

Block

1

0.56

9.59

6, 72

<0.001

0.44

2 0.44

2 0.44 2

log(mass)

1

0.32

25.71

6, 72

<0.001

0.68

1 0.68

1 0.68 1

pop x pH

2

0.85

0.99

12, 144

0.457

0.08

5 0.08

5 0.08 5

Pop x
log(mass)

2

0.75

1.90

12, 144

0.039

0.14

3 0.15

3 0.13 3
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Figure 3: HE plots with CORT involvement from the CORT - life history MANOVAs (see
table 3) at mid-larval stages G32 and G38 and metamorphosis (G42) in Rana arvalis. Response
variables are log transformed. Ellipsoids that are outside of the error ellipse indicate significant
effects. The solid dots indicate fixed effect means for Population (TT: acid origin, BS:
intermediate origin, RD: neutral origin), pH (7: Neutral treatment, 4: Acid treatment) and Block
(A: morning sampling/warmer block, B: afternoon sampling/colder block).
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HE-plots from the MANOVAs - There was a strong negative association between CORT and
developmental time across blocks (Figure 3a, block ellipsoid), with individuals with higher CORT
levels (mostly A block) developing faster than those with lower CORT levels (mostly B block).
There was a negative association between CORT and developmental time across populations (see
population ellipsoid): TT individuals had lower CORT levels and developed slower, whereas RD
and BS individuals had higher CORT levels and developed faster. The pH treatment effect in the
MANOVA was primarily due to tadpoles developing slower in the acid treatment, but there was
no relationship between CORT and developmental time.
The strongest association between CORT and tadpole mass was evident as individuals with higher
CORT levels (i.e. RD and BS tadpoles) being smaller than those with lower CORT levels (i.e. TT
population) (population ellipsoid, Figure 3b). The block ellipsoid indicated a subtle negative
association between CORT and body mass: tadpoles from the A block tended to have higher
CORT levels and be smaller than those from the B block. There was no clear association between
CORT and tadpole size in relation to the pH treatment.
There was a strong negative association between developmental time and mass of tadpoles at the
population level (Figure 3c): tadpoles that developed slower (TT tadpoles) were larger than those
that developed faster (RD and BS tadpoles). Interestingly, the pH treatment reversed this
development time-mass relationship with individuals that developed slower (i.e. Acid treatment)
being smaller than those that developed faster (i.e. Neutral treatment) - reflecting stressful
conditions in the Acid treatment. There was also a subtle positive relationship between
developmental time and mass of tadpoles across the blocks: tadpoles in the A block developed
faster but were smaller, whilst tadpoles in the B block tended to develop slower and be larger.
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Mid-larval stage G38
MANOVAs - Block and pH treatment had significant main effects, but no significant interactive
effects on CORT and life history traits (developmental time and mass) (Table 3). The population
differences in developmental time and body size were not significant at G38 (Table 3). Block
explained most of the variation in this multivariate space (eta2: 67 %), followed by pH treatment
(21%) and population (10%) (Table 3). Individuals from the A block developed faster and were
slightly smaller than individuals in the B block, and individuals from the Acid pH treatment
developed slower and were smaller than those in the Neutral treatment (Figure 2e, h). For
univariate ANOVAs see Additional file 1: Table 1.2.
HE plots from the MANOVAs- As for G32, the block ellipsoid indicated a strong negative
association between CORT and developmental time (Figure 3d): individuals with higher CORT
levels (i.e. mostly A block) developed faster than those with lower CORT levels (mostly B block).
Development was again slower in the acid treatment than in the neutral treatment (pH ellipsoid).
At G38, the negative association between CORT and body mass was still evident but weaker
(Figure 3e): tadpoles from the A block tended to have higher CORT levels and be smaller, whereas
tadpoles from the B block fell to the opposite end of the axis. The pH ellipsoid showed no
association between CORT and mass at G38. Similar to G32, there was a strong negative
relationship between developmental time and mass of tadpoles in relation to pH (Figure 3f):
tadpoles developed slower and were smaller in the acid pH treatment and developed faster and
were larger in the neutral pH treatment. A weaker relationship was found in relation to block:
tadpoles that developed faster (A block) were smaller than those that developed slower (B block).
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Metamorphosis G42
MANOVA - At G42, only block and population had a significant main effect on the joint variation
of CORT, developmental time and mass. Variance partitioning showed that block explained 16%
and population 10% of this variation (Table 3). TT metamorphs were substantially larger in both
pH treatments than RD and BS metamorphs (Figure 2f, i; for univariate ANOVAs see Additional
file 1: Table 1.2).
HE plots from the MANOVAs - As for G32 and G38, the block ellipsoid indicated a strong negative
association between CORT and developmental time (Figure 3g): individuals with higher CORT
levels (i.e. mostly A block) developed faster to metamorphosis than those with lower CORT levels
(mostly B block). The population ellipsoid (Figure 3h) indicated that individuals having higher
CORT levels (mostly BS and RD tadpoles) were smaller than those with lower CORT levels (TT
tadpoles). The block ellipsoid (Figure 3h) showed a weak positive association, with tadpoles that
developed faster (A block) being smaller and tadpoles that developed slower being larger (B
block). The population ellipsoid further indicated a positive relationship, with individuals that
developed slower being larger (TT) and those that developed faster being smaller (RD, BS).
CORT and morphology relationships
Discriminant analyses of principal components (DAPC) - A multivariate DAPC including CORT
and morphological traits (log BL, BD, TL, TD and TMD) for tadpoles at the two mid-larval stages
(G32 and G38) showed a clear phenotypic separation of the two stages and partial differentiation
of populations and treatments (Additional file 3: Figure 3.1, 3.2a, b & Table 3.1). More
specifically, at G32 there was more variation, particularly along the LD2 axis, whereas at G38
observations were more aggregated indicating more similar phenotypes. (N = 8 for each
population - treatment combination, except for G32: RD4B, TT4B and TT7B: N = 7, BS4B and
TT4A: N = 6, TT7A: N = 5; G38: RD7B, BS4A and TT7B: N =7, BS7B and TT4B: N = 6, RD4B
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and BS4B: N =5. Lower replicate number was due to mortality or missing trait value; See Methods
for details). As G32 is more reflective of mid-larval stage morphology, when key morphological
defense traits are expressed, a separate DAPC was subsequently run on G32 tadpoles only.

Figure 4: DAPC on mid-larval stage G32 tadpoles for CORT and morphological traits (BL, BD,
TL, TD, TMD) in Rana arvalis. Tadpoles from three populations (TT, BS and RD) were reared
in two pH treatments (Acid: 4) and (Neutral: 7) and two blocks (A and B). The analysis was
conducted on log transformed values. LD1 represents mostly variation in tail depth (TD), tail
muscle depth (TMD) and CORT, LD2 represents mainly tail length (TL) and body depth (BD)
(See Additional file 3 for details).
At G32, LD1 explained 62.9% of the variance, with TMD (57.6%), TD (18.5%) and CORT
(12.8%) loading strongest along this axis. LD2 explained 18.6% of the variance, with BD (38.3%)
and TL (20.8%) loading strongest (Figure 4 and Additional file 3: Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2c, Table
3.1). Visual inspection indicated that LD1 reflects mostly population level variation, with TT
tadpoles showing higher (i.e. higher TMD and TD, and lower CORT) and RD tadpoles lower
(i.e. relatively lower TMD and TD, and higher CORT) LD1 values, and BS tadpoles being
intermediate (Figure 4). LD2, on the other hand, reflected mostly variation related to the pH
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treatments, with the acid treatment showing lower (relatively lower BD and longer TL) and the
neutral treatment higher (relatively higher BD and longer TL) values along this axis (Figure 4).
CORT - morphology relationships at G32
MANOVAs - To investigate the multivariate relationships between CORT and tadpole morphology
at the G32, we conducted a MAN(C)OVA on log BL, BD, TL, TMD, TD and CORT with
log(mass) as a covariate. This analysis found a significant population x log(mass) interaction and
significant block and log(mass) main effects, but no significant population or pH treatment main
effects (Table 3). Partitioning of variance indicated that strongest effects on the multivariate
phenotype were by log(mass) (68%), block (44%) and population x log(mass) (14-15%) (Table
3), the latter indicating that the relationship between tadpole mass and morphology differs among
the populations. (This ranking held for Pillai’s, Wilk’s Lambda as well as Hotelling Lawley’s test
statistics). LS means of individual morphological traits are shown in the Additional file 1: Figure
1.1 and univariate ANOVAs in the Additional file 1: Table 1.2.
HE plots - The canonical HE plot of the MANCOVA (Additional file 2: Figure 2.1b, Table 2.2)
showed that TT tadpoles were generally relatively larger in morphological traits (population
differences align with body mass and morphological traits, Additional file 2: Figure 2.1b),
particularly in TL and TMD. However, CORT was not overall associated with body size or
morphology (i.e. CORT arrow points in a different direction than other tadpole traits in the
canonical HE plot). Supporting the inferences from the Univariate ANOVAs for morphology and
the CORT - life-history MANCOVAs (See above), RD had the highest CORT values, followed
by BS and TT (Additional file 2: Figure 2.1b). Based on the ellipsoids (Additional file 2: Figure
2.1b), block and log(mass) had a significant effect in the multivariate space. The population x
mass interaction indicated however that the effects of tadpole mass on the multivariate phenotype
differed among the three populations, as detailed in Additional Figure 2.3. For further details on
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the multi-trait associations see Additional file 2: Figure 2.2 and Additional file 2: Figure 2.3.

Figure 5: HE plots for CORT - trait associations from MANOVAs including CORT and
morphology at G32 in Rana arvalis tadpoles. Ellipsoids that are outside of the error ellipse reflect
significant effects. Solid symbols indicate fixed effect means for population (TT: acid origin, BS:
intermediate origin, RD: neutral origin), pH treatment (7: Neutral treatment, 4: Acid treatment)
and block (A: morning sampling/warmer block, B: afternoon sampling/colder block).

log(CORT) - morphology - Based on the HE plots, there was a negative relationship between BD
and TL: tadpoles with higher CORT (A block) had slightly shorter bodies and, in particular,
shorter tails than tadpoles with lower CORT (B block) (Figure 5, Additional file 2: Figure 2.3).
There was no apparent association between CORT and TD or TMD (Figure 5). No other
morphological traits were associated with variation in CORT.
In summary, we found divergence of TT, BS and RD tadpoles in life-history traits and tadpole
morphology. Specifically, TT tadpoles had lower baseline CORT levels and slower
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developmental time, but were larger and had relatively deeper bodies and tails during the midlarval stage G32. Intriguingly, we found a strong negative association between CORT levels and
developmental time, and a negative association between CORT and body length as well as tail
length. Many of the effects were strongly affected by block effects.
Discussion
We found clear multivariate phenotypic divergence among three populations of R. arvalis that
were reared in acid versus neutral pH, with TT and RD tadpoles (two ends of acidification
gradient, [40]) being more divergent, and BS tadpoles being more variable or intermediate. Most
intriguingly, we found among population divergence in baseline CORT levels: tadpoles from the
acid origin population (TT) had on average lower CORT levels (especially at G32) than tadpoles
from a neutral origin population (RD), and tadpoles from the intermediate origin population (BS)
were intermediate. Variation in CORT was, however, highly context dependent. As expected,
CORT levels at metamorphosis (G42) were much higher than during mid-larval stages (G32 and
G38), but the effects of pH treatment on CORT were weak: only G32 tadpoles in the B block
showed higher CORT levels in the Acid than the Neutral treatment. In general, differences in
CORT levels between the rearing blocks likely reflect the effect of the circadian rhythm during
sampling time point which may have interacted with pH (and possibly temperature, see below).
Finally, our analyses of CORT - trait associations showed that higher CORT levels were related
to faster development (at all stages) and to relatively shorter tail and body at G32.

Corticosterone
The most striking and novel finding in our study is divergence in CORT profiles between the three
R. arvalis populations at G32. Given common garden rearing (and individuals originating from
multiple families within each population), these results suggest genetic divergence in baseline
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CORT levels, although a contribution of maternal effects is also possible. For example, previous
work shows that egg size mediated adaptive maternal effects contribute to life-history trait
divergence between acid and neutral origin populations [e.g. 42, 44]. Further studies are hence
needed to test to what extent the observed divergence is due to direct genetic versus maternal
effects.
The generally lower CORT levels for the acid origin population (TT) might indicate
downregulation of CORT as an adaptive response to avoid negative effects of chronically
increased CORT levels in physiologically stressful environments [17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. Another
reason for lower baseline CORT levels could be selection acting on CORT mediated traits (e.g
metabolic rate) rather than CORT per se. If selection favours, for instance, lower metabolic rate
(which in turn is positively linked to CORT levels), lower CORT levels may evolve as an indirect
response. While phenotypic divergence in baseline CORT expression is known between species
[e.g. 45, 46, 47, 48, 49], evidence for among population divergence within species for baseline
CORT is rather sparse and limited to stress selected lines in rainbow trout [50, 51] and birds (darkeyed junco, [52]; wild barn owls, [53]). This result highlights the need to study genetically based
divergence in baseline CORT levels. Importantly, as CORT levels are often used as “stress
indicators” for wild populations [45, 55, reviewed in 56], we strongly suggest that assessments of
potential genetically based population differences in CORT are needed to draw meaningful
conclusions and conservation strategies based on CORT assays in the wild.
In line with previous studies [e.g. 31, 47], CORT levels differed across the developmental stages
with generally higher CORT levels at the metamorphic climax (G42) compared to pre- (G32) and
pro- (G38) metamorphosis. This is in accordance with CORT, in interaction with thyroid
hormones, playing an essential role in amphibian metamorphosis [reviewed in 24, 31, 57]. We
also found a rearing block effect at all stages, confirming the contextual effect of sampling time
and environmental influence on CORT [58]: baseline CORT levels in vertebrates peak typically
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briefly before the diel activity period of a species [59, 60, 61, 62] due to the metabolic provisioning
of energy to behaviours, such as foraging [63]. However, in our study, the likely circadian effect
(i.e. morning A and afternoon B sampling blocks) was confounded with temperature differences
between the sampling blocks (relatively warmer A and colder B block). These temperature
differences were subtle, but in this ectotherm species could have caused higher metabolic activity
and, subsequently, higher CORT levels in the A block [64, 65, 66].
In contrast to our predictions, acidity did not have a consistent effect on CORT levels in our study:
Only at G32 in the B block did the acid treatment lead to higher CORT levels. This is in contrast
to studies on the salamander, Ambystoma jeffersonianum in the wild [28], and the Iberian
Spadefoot toad Pelobates cultripes in the lab [67], which found increased CORT levels in tadpoles
in acidic conditions. These inconsistencies across studies likely reflect the high context
dependency of CORT responses. In our study, the increase in response to acidic pH only in the B
block, could be due to the somewhat colder temperature in the B block, interacting via metabolic
rates with pH (see also above). However, it is also worth noting that R. arvalis is a relatively acid
tolerant species [reviewed in 38], and acidity may therefore rather act as a context dependent
stressor (e.g. interaction with suboptimal temperatures or predators needed to induce a CORT
response). Finally, the chronic exposure of tadpoles to acidity (here several weeks) could have led
to a general metabolic down regulation and, therefore, to lower CORT levels in order to avoid
detrimental effects of chronically elevated CORT [68, 69]. One further note to make for
assessment of CORT levels in tadpoles, is that as visual sex determination is not possible,
differences between the sexes [70] could have led to noise in our data. Future studies using sex
specific markers [e.g. 71] to investigate possible sex differences in amphibian CORT profiles
would hence be useful.
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CORT and the multivariate phenotype
Life history traits - CORT has many functions in metabolism, including lipid metabolism, growth,
tissue repair, reproduction, and immune function [17, 18]. To understand how environmental
stress in general, and stress hormones in particular, could mediate organismal evolution [e.g. 3,
72], it is important to link variation in CORT to variation in fitness [8, 11, 73]. It is particularly
essential to understand how CORT relates to life history traits [74], which are typically closely
related to fitness. We found that in R. arvalis tadpoles higher CORT levels were associated to
faster development within all of the three developmental stages, and these effects were primarily
driven by strong block effects (higher CORT but faster development in the warmer A block). This
is in some contrast to previous studies (see Background). For pre-metamorphic tadpoles (here:
G32), slower development and increased CORT levels, both in terms of unmanipulated and
experimentally elevated CORT levels, has been found in R. pipiens [33, 34] and R. temporaria
[32]. For pro-metamorphic stages (here: G38), faster development for increased CORT is
generally found in amphibians [reviewed in 24, 35].
It is possible that our observation of a positive CORT - development time association is a byproduct of higher CORT levels in the A block (as discussed above) and generally faster
development of tadpoles under warmer conditions [e.g. 75]. This could have led to the observed
correlation, without having a causal link between CORT and developmental time. Alternatively,
this association could be, at least in part, due to different scaling of CORT levels: the responses
may depend on whether we investigate CORT in nature or manipulate CORT levels within natural
ranges or extreme levels [76]. For instance, Glennemeier and Denver [34] manipulated CORT
during pre-metamorphosis by exposing R. pipiens tadpoles to high but naturally occurring CORT
levels and found slower growth and development and increased tail muscle depth. Experimental
manipulations of CORT could be detrimental if too high, whereas non-manipulated but elevated
CORT levels (as seen in our study) could still be within the beneficial range for individual
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performance. In the latter case, the individual’s metabolism could increase in response to CORT,
releasing energy to developmental processes, which could lead to faster development [76], though
possibly at the cost of reduced size. Extending this thought, mildly stressed tadpoles may benefit
from being able to metamorphose earlier (in response to elevated CORT levels) and thereby
escaping stressful conditions (such as drying ponds or predation; [7, 77, 78]). This hypothesis is
also supported by findings on Pelobates cultripes tadpoles and other species, which have higher
CORT levels and speed up development when exposed to low water levels [7, 47, 77, 78]. Jointly
these studies suggest that the relationship between CORT and developmental time is species and
context specific.
Overall, patterns in life history trait divergence in our study are comparable with previous studies
on this system: acidic conditions do reduce development rate and body mass in all populations,
but individuals from acid origin populations (of which TT is the most extreme) develop slower
and are larger when reared in common garden in the lab [40, 41]. In an earlier study, the negative
effect of acidity on developmental time to metamorphosis was stronger for neutral origin
populations [40], suggesting that the differential effects of acidity on size at metamorphosis (a
key fitness trait in amphibians, [79]) are mediated via developmental rates. All three populations
in our study here slowed development in acid conditions to mid-larval stage G32, but
developmental time of TT tadpoles to G38 was less affected by acid stress than that of BS and
RD tadpoles (Fig 2d-f). This pattern is similar to that seen at metamorphosis (G42) although not
as strong (also see [40, 41]). These results jointly indicate divergence between R. arvalis
populations in pH related effects on developmental time – possibly mediated by variation in
CORT.

Morphology - Several studies suggest that CORT influences morphology, such as body length or
tail depth, in tadpoles [e.g. 28, 29, 34]. As in a previous study on our study system [39], we found
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morphological divergence between populations in multivariate space, with TT tadpoles having
relatively deeper tails and tail muscles and both traits being even deeper in the acid treatment. In
partial accordance to our predictions, we did find that higher CORT levels were associated with
relatively shorter tails and body (similar to [29]), but not with deeper tail or tail muscles. Deeper
tails and tail muscles are key anti-predator traits in tadpoles [e.g. 34] and tail depth correlated with
reduced predation risk in acid origin tadpoles in our system [39]. Hence, these results indicate that
CORT has the potential to influence some aspects of tadpole morphology, but experimental
manipulations are clearly needed to infer causality between CORT, trait variation and fitness [80].
Conclusion
We found strong context dependency of CORT expression and CORT-trait association in
divergent R. arvalis populations. Our study suggests that CORT may especially affect
developmental time and tadpole shape (relative body and tail length). In contrast to our
predictions, we found no consistent evidence for elevated CORT under chronic acid stress.
Instead, our study indicates divergent selection on baseline CORT levels along the acidification
gradient, although the relative contribution of direct genetic and maternal effects is yet to be
established. In addition to indicating the potential for natural selection to operate on physiological
processes, this finding is crucial from an applied perspective: variation in baseline CORT among
genotypes needs to be considered when using CORT levels as stress indicators in conservation
biology [54, 55, 56].

This study is a first step to disentangle the potential role of CORT as a mediator of multi-trait
divergence along environmental stress gradients, and manipulative studies are clearly needed to
test the causal link between CORT, multivariate phenotype and fitness. Importantly, as natural
populations typically face multiple natural and anthropogenic stressors, common garden studies
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exposing tadpoles to multiple stressors in the laboratory or in mesocosms - jointly with
experimental CORT manipulations, would allow investigations of potential fitness trade-offs and
constraints on adaptation.

Methods
Study system
Rana arvalis occurs in Northern, Central and Eastern Europe and Western Siberia [81]. It breeds
in ponds and small lakes at a broad range of pH values (pH 4 to 8) [81], reproduction taking place
in spring soon after ice melt. The females lay a single clutch of 500-1500 eggs/breeding season
[81, 82]. Depending on environmental conditions, development from fertilization takes
approximately 10-12 days to hatching and 2-3 months to metamorphosis [81, 41].
Study design
Experimental design
We studied three populations of R. arvalis along a well-studied pH gradient in South West Sweden
[40] from fertilized eggs (collected from the wild) to tadpoles reared to mid-larval and
metamorphic stages in the lab. Animals were euthanized at the end of the experiment by
narcotizing the individuals in 2 g/l MS222 (Ethyl-3-aminobenzoate- methanesulfonate, Sigma
Aldrich, E10521) dissolved in buffered RSW (see below) until they did not respond to external
stimuli and then sacrificing them via snap freezing at -80℃ (see details in hormonal sampling
section). Egg collection permits were obtained from the County board of Västra Götaland (permit
number 522-6251-2017). All tadpole experiments and rearing from stage G25 on (start of
exogenous feeding) require ethical permits. These permits were obtained from the ethical
committee for animal experiments in Uppsala County (“Uppsala djurförsöksetiska nämnd”,
permit number 5.8.18-01518/2017).
In each population, we collected ca. 50 freshly laid eggs (max. 2-cell stage, within ca. 30 min of
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egg laying) from each of eight clutches (=families) per population on the 3rd (Tottatjärn (TT)), 5th
(Rud (RD) and Bergsjörn (BS)) and 8th (RD and BS) of April 2017. The eggs were immediately
placed in reconstituted soft water (RSW, see below), maintained cool (+4-7°C, WAECO freezer
and cooler) and transported to the laboratory facilities in Uppsala (Uppsala University), Sweden.
Prior to the experiment, the embryos were reared in the lab at pH 7.5 RSW in family specific
groups of ca. 25 embryos in 0.9L PP plastic vials. Water for embryos was changed every few days
to assure good water quality and pH measured in randomly selected (pointing with closed eyes at
a list containing IDs of experimental units) containers prior to each water change.
From stage G25 on, the experimental design consisted of 3 populations (TT, BS, RD) x 2 pH
treatments (Acid and Neutral) x 3 developmental stages (G32, G38 and G42) x 8 families x 2
blocks (A, B) (total N = 288). This means that each population treatment combination per block
and developmental stage was represented by eight replicates (1 individual/family). Sample sizes
for phenotypic variation were decided based on the experience of previous experiments using the
same populations [40], whilst making the experiment logistically feasible (i.e. how many
individuals could be sampled per time window per day). This is a factorial experiment, where
hypothesis testing is based on comparison of different population-treatment combinations (i.e. ‘no
handling’ controls are relevant, but comparisons are based on neutral (benign) versus (acid)
stressful treatment). Tadpoles were reared singly from G25 to G32, G38 or G42. The experimental
shelves were blocked to two blocks, based on a known temperature gradient in the room, with one
replicate/family in each block. These two blocks were for logistic reasons sampled at different
time points within a given day, thereby bracketing context dependent variation in CORT and trait
expression. A block: morning sampling (mean temperature 15.9 ± 0.6 °C; range: 14.6-17.8 °C),
B block: afternoon sampling (mean temperature 15.7 ± 0.6°C; range: 13.7-17.1 °C). (Note that
although the mean difference in temperature is small, the range may affect tadpole development
as this is highly temperature dependent in ectotherms). The pH mean ± SE in the acid treatment
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was 4.82 ± 0.04 (A block) and 4.77 ± 0.04 (B block) and in the neutral treatment 7.31 ± 0.01
(AA block) and 7.29 ± 0.02 (B block).

Rearing conditions
Once larvae reached G25 (exogenous feeding starts, [43]), they were randomly assigned to their
respective pH treatment and ID number (using Excel randomization function) and placed
individually to experimental containers (see below). ID numbers defined the position within the
shelves. Tadpoles were then reared individually in Acidic (target pH 4.3 – mean pH 4.8 due to
addition of food) or Neutral (target pH 7.5 – mean pH 7.3) conditions from G25 to start of
metamorphosis (G42, emergence of at least one front leg) following standard procedures [41],
with some modifications (see details below). The experiment was conducted in a walk-in climate
room at 17°C a 17L:7D light cycle. The tadpoles were reared in 0.9 L PP plastic vials, with 0.7 L
treatment water, and equipped with a folded piece of non-transparent PP as shelter. ID number,
population, pH treatment and block was indicated on each sampling container to allow quick
processing during maintenance and sampling and to reduce risk of error in assigning to shelfing,
processing and pH treatment.
We used reconstituted soft water (RSW; 48 mg/l NaHCO3, 30 mg/l CaSO4 x 2H2O, 61.4 mg/l
MgSO4 x 7H2O, 2 mg/l KCl diluted in deionized water, [83]) throughout the experiment. The
Acid treatment was adjusted by adding 1M H2SO4. Both acid and neutral water was treated with
peat pellets (Zoobest Gartenteich Torfpellets, ZB-01270; acid: 165g/204l neutral:16.5g/204l) in a
fine mesh bag to stabilize pH during the experiment (Acid treatment) and to account for peat
presence (Neutral treatment), and reflect natural occurrence of humic compounds in surface
waters in the species’ breeding area. The water stocks were always aerated and prepared a
minimum of two days prior of usage to ensure dissolving of salts and stable pH. During the
experiment, pH (Orion™ 3-Star pH Portable Meter & Orion™ ROSS Ultra™ Refillable pH/ATC
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Triode™ Combination Electrodes, Thermo Scientific™) and temperature (digital thermometer,
Testo 108, EN 13485, ± 0.5 °C) was measured in a subset of experimental vials before each water
change. For water change, each individual tadpole was briefly placed in a wet, handheld dip net,
water in the rearing container replaced and the tadpole gently returned to its respective container
and provided with fresh food.
From G25 to G32, the tadpoles were fed ad libitum a mixture of finely ground organic parboiled
spinach (Coop, Sweden) and organic spirulina powder (RenéeVoltaire, Sweden) (200 g spinach
and 8.08 g spirulina and 10 ml of RSW). From G32 onwards, 0.5g freeze dried tubifex worms
(Tubi Cubes, Tropical) were added to the mixture (as an additional protein source). This was done
to account for differential nutritional demands of the developing tadpoles (i.e. optimal total protein
content of ca. 35% protein at later larval stages; [84, 85]). Each tadpole received approx. 0.05 ml
of the mixture at each water change during early developmental stages, and the amount was
gradually increased to 0.3 ml as tadpoles grew. Water change and feeding took place every 2-3
days. Tadpoles were screened for developmental stages initially every four days and when
approaching the desired sampling stage (G32, G38 or G42), daily. Each individual tadpole’s
health and well-being was checked during each water change. If needed, animals were humanely
sacrificed (N= 6) based on the following humane endpoints: animal was not eating, development
was stunted or individuals showed signs of discomfort or neurological abnormalities (erratic
movement, swimming in circles). If early enough in the experiment (within a few days),
individuals that had to be removed were replaced by “extra individuals” reared under the same
conditions, which was the case for all six individuals.
Response variables and sampling procedures
We measured whole-body CORT content, tadpole mass and morphology (body length (BL), depth
(BD), tail length (TL), maximum tail depth (TD), tail muscle depth (TMD, See Figure 1).
Mortality was assessed at each water change, but was low (3.13 %, N= 9; 3 of those replaced) and
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was not used for statistical analyses. Due to that, a total of N= 282 individuals were included in
data analyses, if the collected data was useable (picture quality, hormonal range, weight/dev.
time). Since CORT profiles and tadpole morphology change over the course of development [24],
samples were taken at three developmental stages: early-mid larval stage G32, late-mid larval
stage G38, and metamorphosis G42. One day prior to sampling, individuals were visually
inspected (under a binocular microscope Leica MZ6 for mid larval stages and with bare eye for
onset of metamorphosis) to determine developmental stage [43]. All sampling procedures were
conducted in the walk in rearing lab, but in an area physically separated from the rearing shelving.
For logistic reasons, an individual that had reached a given sampling stage (G32, G38 or G42)
was sampled the following day (i.e. 21- 26 h after reaching a target stage). Likewise, tadpoles in
block A were sampled in a random order in the morning, whereas tadpoles in block B were
sampled in a random order in the afternoon. (Random order was achieved by pointing with closed
eyes at a container on a shelf, which contained the tadpoles to be sampled within a given day in
no specific order). Albeit the temporal sampling confounding potential effects of temperature
(block) and circadian rhythm [62] (see discussion), this approach was taken to maximize
physiological variation and standardize variation due to circadian rhythm across population and
treatments, whilst making the experiment logistically feasible.
Before lethal sampling, tadpoles at a given stage were deeply narcotized in 2 g/l dissolved buffered
MS222 (Ethyl-3-aminobenzoate-methanesulfonate, Sigma Aldrich, E10521) in RSW until they
did not respond to external stimuli, a commonly used method for narcotizing amphibians [86, 87].
Each tadpole was subsequently sacrificed via snap freezing at -80C in conjunction to CORT
sampling (see below). Animals were then gently dry blotted on tissue paper and weighed for total
wet mass with a digital balance (VWR, SE 203-LR, to nearest of 0.001 mg). A digital image was
taken on each individual by JM by placing the tadpole on the side on a Petri dish equipped with
millimeter paper as a scale (Digital camera: OLYMPUS, CAMEDIA C-5060 Wide Zoom, 5.1
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Megapixels; lense: hama UV390, 4X OLYMPUS WIDE ZOOM LENS ED) for measurements of
morphology. A small part of the tip of the tail was cut and placed in 95% EtOH to allow later
genetic analyses, and the deeply anaesthetized tadpole was snap frozen in a sterile 3.5 ml PP vial
(60.549.001, Sarstedt) marked with ID number and population treatment combination, in liquid
nitrogen for CORT analyses. CORT samples were stored at -80 °C until extraction.
Tadpole morphology
Tadpoles were measured from the digital images using ImageJ (imagej.net) following previously
described procedures [39] (Figure 1). Each picture included a number and letter code, the meaning
of which was not explained in detail to the person (N. Tardent and N. Weissert) that was
measuring the pictures. The code was used to allow for double control of individual ID and
treatment combination. Phenotypic divergence was tested for the following traits at G32 and G38:
BL, BD, TL, TD, TMD. As tadpole morphology at G32 (mid-larval stage) has been shown to
diverge most in previous studies, is most relevant for tadpole’s fitness consequences in this study
[39] and showed largest variation in DAPC (see results), we concentrated on G32 for analyses of
tadpole morphology.
Hormonal analyses
Organic phase extraction with Ethyl acetate was conducted and standard Enzyme Immuno Assays
(EIA, Arbor assays) hormonal assessments (adapted from [88]) were carried out with a plate
reader (Molecular devices, SpectraMax 190). The hormonal assay methods were first validated
by determining stress metabolites using CORT manipulation pilot studies, tissue comparisons and
by comparing EIA results with MS column results (Additional file 4). These data confirmed that
corticosterone (CORT) is the main biologically relevant glucocorticoid in R. arvalis tadpoles, and
that whole body samples are the most robust and logistical feasible tissue to sample and reflect an
integrative measure of individual hormonal levels over time.
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For CORT extraction, samples were defrosted within blocks of developmental stages and
homogenized in random order (pointing with closed eyes at a tube in a box containing the sample
tubes) using an Ultraturrax (TP18/10) for 30 seconds. CORT extraction was conducted at Uppsala
University, Sweden. The tissue ruptor was cleaned with 99% EtOH and ddH20 between samples.
0.80-0.85 g of each of the homogenized samples were pipetted (with filter tips) into a sterile 2ml
PP screw tube (Sarstedt, 72.693.005) and 1500 µl of Ethyl acetate (99.8%, Sigma Aldrich,
270989) was added. Samples were mixed using a VWR Vortex for 30 seconds and subsequently
transferred to 4°C and shaken on a plate shaker for 30 minutes (IKA MSR 3 digital). The samples
were centrifuged at 5000 Rpm (VWR, Micro Star 17) for 15 minutes. The resulting supernatant
(approx. 1450 µl) was transferred (with filter tip) into safe lock tubes (2ml, Eppendorf, PP) and
stored at -20°C. For extraction, samples were thereafter evaporated in a SpeedVac at 45°C
(SpeedVac plus, SC110A attached to Savant, Gel Pump GP110). All samples were filled up
with a stream of N2 to prevent oxidation, sealed with Parafilm and transported dry at room
temperature to the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology (EAWAG) in
Duebendorf, Switzerland. The samples were then reconstituted in 115 µl assay buffer (Arbor
Assays Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme Immunoassay Kit, K014-H1/H5) and 5 µl 99% EtOH,
vortexed and stored at -20°C for later EIA analyses.
The EIA was conducted following the Arbor Assays Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme
Immunoassay Kit (K014-H1/H5) instructions. Standard curve was adapted due to the relatively
low CORT concentration of some samples by using a concentration range from 39pg/ml - 5000
pg/ml. Samples were chosen randomly (pointing at a tube with closed eyes) within each sampling
stage and run in duplicates as there was not enough extracted sample material (due to small size
of R. arvalis tadpoles) for more technical replicates. To minimize pipetting errors and plate
contamination, we followed standard endocrinological methods of pipetting duplicates next to
each other (e.g. position C5 and D5) (personal communication Goymann W) which, however,
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comes at a cost of possible well-to-well contamination and statistical non-independence.
The washing step in the protocol was performed using a plate washer (BioTek, ELx50). Optical
density (OD) of each sample was measured at 450 nm with a plate reader (Molecular devices,
SpectraMax 190). The OD was transformed to CORT concentrations (pg/ml) using the provided
Arbor Assay software (https://www.myassays.com/). The software estimates the sample
concentration by interpolation to a standard curve (four parameters). The manufacturer gives a
sensitivity for the used assay of 18.6 pg/ml and a detection limit of 16.9 pg/ml. Cross reactivities
were tested by the manufacturer for several substances and are listed in the kit manual (Arbor
Assays Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme Immunoassay Kit, K014- H1/H5). Except for
desoxycorticosterone (12.3%) they were all below 0.8%. Plate intra- and inter-assay coefficients
of variation were calculated using standards (low and high level group) run on each plate. Intraassay coefficient of variation on average was 10.56% (low: 15.58%, high: 5.54%). Inter-assay
coefficient of variation on average was 7.81% (low: 12.08%, high: 3.54%). The average
coefficient of variation of duplicates run over all plates was 9.60%. CORT concentrations were
corrected for mg of extracted tissue and µl (50 µl) of the sample used for each well resulting in
CORT concentrations of pg/mg tadpole tissue.
Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted in Rstudio (Version 1.1.383 R 3.6.0 (2019-04-26) &
Version 1.2.5033 R3.6.2). Statistical analyses were conducted on log transformed response
variables in order to reach normality, using a series of multivariate and univariate models. In all
linear models, normality was visually assessed using QQ plots and by checking the distribution
of residuals. All data was analysed by J. Mausbach and had information on population treatment
combination. In a few cases, individuals appeared as outliers in some traits (one extreme value in
CORT and TD). These individuals were retained in the analyses because they did not influence
statistical significance and were more likely to represent biologically extreme values than
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measurement error or other unwanted variation.
Univariate linear models
Data was analysed using linear models (ANOVA Type III in nlme package using
options(contrast=c("contr.sum","contr.poly")) and drop1(model, .~.,test="F") [89] or the “car”
package [90]), with fixed effects of population (3 levels), pH treatment (2 levels), developmental
stage (3 levels), block (2 levels) and relevant two to four way interactions as fixed effects. We
always started with a full model containing all fixed effect interactions. To reduce model
complexity, we sequentially removed non-significant interactions (P ≥ 0.05, starting with four
way interactions) using backwards selection of the linear models, with always maintaining all
main effects and experimentally meaningful interactions in the model. For example, the
population x pH treatment interaction was always retained as this consisted a key hypothesis to
be tested and was an essential part of the fully factorial study design. Next, we conducted analyses
on CORT within each of the developmental stages (G32, G38 and G42) separately. In these
models, main effects of population, pH, block and their interactions were included. Nonsignificant covariate interactions and covariate main effects were sequentially removed and only
final models are reported here. As populations differ substantially in larval mass (Table 2 & 3),
and population and mass would be statistically confounded, mass was not added as a covariate in
our statistical models. Instead, to test whether tadpole size affected CORT levels (at G32 only),
models with log(mass) as covariate were run within each study population. We also report means
±SE of the data and tests for relevant pairwise differences using post hoc Tukey tests on LSmeans
(R package: lsmean, FSA, ggplot2 [91, 92, 93]).
Multivariate phenotype
CORT and Life history
In order to assess CORT and life history trait (developmental time in days from G25 until G32,
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G38 or G42 and mass at a respective stage) covariation, a MANOVA was run with log (CORT),
log(developmental time) and log(mass) as response variables. Fixed effects of population (3
levels), pH treatment (2 levels) and block (2 levels), and their two to three way interactions, were
included as explanatory variables. As above, we always started with a full model containing all
fixed effect interactions and reduced model complexity by sequentially removing non-significant
interactions (P ≥ 0.05, starting with four way interactions) using backwards selection. Only final
models are reported here.
For final models, we calculated the partial variance eta2 [94], using the heplot package in R [95,
96]. We report Wilk’s, Pillai’s and Hotteling Lawley’s eta2 with ranking of all partial variances.
However, we only present test statistics for Wilk’s tests (MANOVA type III,
contrasts=list(topic=contr.sum, sys=contr.sum)). For visual presentation of MANOVAs we used
the package heplot (MANOVA type III) in R [95, 96] that plots ellipsoids of the error and
hypotheses of the model. Significance is indicated by hypotheses (H) ellipsoids reaching out of
the error (E) ellipsoid [95, 96]. These plots were run on canonical models (candisc package [97])
to visualize the overall MANOVA results in one plot and on simple HE plots derived from the
MANOVA. As we were specifically interested in the mid-larval stage, these canonical analyses
were conducted only for G32 tadpoles. The MANOVAs were followed by univariate linear
models for all stages (ANOVA type III, using options(contrast=c("contr.sum","contr.poly")) and
drop1(model, .~.,test="F")). We report means±S.E or LS means±S.E of the univariate data and
test for relevant pairwise differences using post hoc Tukey tests on LSmeans (R package: lsmean,
FSA, ggplot2 [91, 92, 93]).
Morphology and CORT relationship
Visual representation morphology and CORT - To assess covariance visually across the full
phenotype at mid larval stages (including G32 and G38), a Discriminant Analysis of Principle
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Components (DAPC) was conducted (R adegenet package 2.0, [98, 99]).). In this multivariate
statistical approach, the variance of the data is partitioned into a between-group and within- group
component, in order to maximize the discrimination between the groups [98]. The data was first
analysed using a principal component analysis (PCA) and afterwards clusters identified using
discriminant analysis (DA) [98].
In our data set, combinations of developmental stage (G32 and G38), population (TT, BS, RD),
pH treatment (Acid and Neutral) and block (A and B) were used to assign individuals into groups.
These analyses were conducted sequentially for two DAPCs: The 1st DAPC included log CORT,
TL, TD, TMD, BD, BL at both G32 and G38. The 2nd DAPC included log CORT, TL, TD, TMD,
BD, BL at G32. For all DAPCs, contributions of the Loadings (e.g. LD1, LD2) were calculated
by dividing the respective LD through the sum of “eigenvalues”. Only LD1 and LD2 were looked
onto as the data were sufficiently described by these two (>80%) and all variable contributions
that were above 10% for those LDs are reported. An ordination and loading plot was used to
illustrate the grouping and most relevant contribution of variables.

Multivariate tadpole morphology and CORT at G32 - In order to assess the covariation between
log(CORT) and multivariate morphology (log BD, BL, TL, TD, TMD), a MANCOVA was run
at G32. Fixed effects of population (3 levels), pH treatment (2 levels) and block (2 levels) as main
effects, log(mass) as a covariate and relevant two to four-way interactions were included as
explanatory variables. Model selection, partitioning of variance, and univariate model testing and
visualization, was conducted as for the CORT - life history MANOVA (see above). Visual
representation of the MANCOVA was conducted with HE plots, where we additionally plotted
the covariate interaction (population x log(mass)) using the heplot package and manual [95, 100].
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List of abbreviations
CORT Corticosterone
EIA Enzyme Immuno Assay
RD Rud (neutral origin population, breeding pond pH 7.0)
TT Totta (acid origin population, breeding pond pH 4.0)
BS Bergsjön (intermediate origin population, breeding pond pH 6.1)
BL body length
BD body depth
TL tail length
TD maximum tail depth
TMD tail muscle depth
RSW Reconstituted soft water
temp. temperature
dev. developmental
treatm. Treatment
List of additional files
Additional file 1: Additional Results for univariate and multivariate AN(C)OVAs
Additional file 2: Canonical models and additional HE plots of MAN(C)OVAs
Additional file 3: Additional DAPC results
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Additional file 4: Validating the hormonal sampling and assay methods
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Appendices
Additional file 1: Additional Results for univariate and multivariate AN(C)OVAs
Additional Table 1.1. Results of univariate linear models on log(CORT) of G32 tadpoles
within three (RD (neutral origin), BS (intermediate origin) and TT (acid origin)) Rana arvalis
populations, with log(mass) as covariate. Significant effects (p< 0.05) are shown in bold.
Population
RD
Factors

df

F

BS
p

df

F

TT
p

df

F

p

pH

1

2.28

0.142

1

0.19

0.666

1

0.47

0.501

Block

1

34.72

<0.001

1

10.58

0.003

1

14.97

<0.001

log(mass)

1

0.69

0.412

1

0.746

0.395

1

0.64

0.433

Residual

0.39 (28)

0.47 (27)

0.56 (25)

SE (df)

Univariate ANOVAs derived from MANOVAs
Life history traits
Univariate ANOVAs for G32 indicated strong and significant block effects on CORT and
developmental time, significant pH treatment effects on developmental time and mass and
significant population main effects on CORT, developmental time and mass (Add. Table 1.2).
Univariate ANOVAs for G38 found strong and significant block effects on CORT and
developmental time, and significant pH treatment effects on developmental time and mass
(Add. Table 1.2).
Univariate ANOVAs for G42 revealed that block primarily affected developmental time
(earlier metamorphosis in A block) and population affected tadpole mass (TT individuals were
larger at metamorphosis than RD and BS; Add. Table 1.2).
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Morphological traits
Univariate ANOVAs found significant population x log(mass) effects only on BD, and
significant log(mass) effects on BD, BL and TD. These results reflect allometric effects of size
on morphology, but also that the relationship between overall size and body depth (BD) differs
among the populations. There was a significant block effect on CORT, but not on any of the
size corrected morphological traits (Add. Table 1.2) significant population main effect arose as
TT tadpoles, on average, had shallower bodies (for a given size) than RD tadpoles (Add. Figure
1.1).
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Additional Table 1.2. Results of univariate linear models (ANOVAs) derived from
MANOVAs for CORT and life-history A) at G32, B) at G38 and C) G42 stages and D) CORT
– morphology at G32 in Rana arvalis tadpoles from three populations reared in two pH
treatments and two blocks. Significant effects (p< 0.05) are shown in bold.

A) CORT - life history at G32
log(CORT)

log(developmental time) log(mass)

Factors

df

F

p

df

F

p

df

F

p

Population

2

5.57

0.005

2

7.21

0.001

2

3.31

0.041

pH

1

1.11

0.294

1

9.59

0.003

1

7.92

0.006

Block

1

56.53

<0.001 1

26.65

<0.001 1

0.56

0.458

pop x pH

2

0.29

0.752

0.82

0.443

0.12

0.886

Residual

SE 0.47 (86)

2

0.07 (87)

2

0.22 (86)

B) CORT - life history at G38
log(CORT)

log(developmental time) log(mass)

Factors

df

F

p

df

F

p

df

F

p

Population

2

2.60

0.081

2

1.17

0.316

2

2.02

0.139

pH

1

0.06

0.800

1

9.32

0.003

1

6.50

0.013

Block

1

152.51 <0.001 1

9.33

0.003

1

1.52

0.221

pop x pH

2

1.36

1.30

0.278

2

2.11

0.128

Residual

0.262

SE 0.224 (83)

2

0.060 (80)

0.170 (80)

C) CORT – life history at G42
log(CORT)

log(developmental time) log(mass)

Factors

df

F

p

df

F

p

df

F

p

Population

2

1.66

0.197

2

2.04

0.137

2

7.38

0.001

pH

1

1.44

0.233

1

1.66

0.201

1

0.61

0.438

Block

1

1.98

0.163

1

16.04

<0.001 1

0.95

0.332

pop x pH

2

0.49

0.615

2

1.34

0.267

0.39

0.681

Residual
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SE 0.321(84)

0.063(84)

2

0.126(84)

D) univariate ANOVAS from the morphology CORT MANOVA
Factors

log(BD)

Population

2

9.16

<0.001 2

1.28

0.284

2

0.10

0.990

pH

1

0.04

0.834

1

0

0.962

1

0.93

0.338

Block

1

0.56

0.455

1

2.34

0.130

1

3.42

0.068

log(mass)

1

109.34 <0.001 1

58.70

<0.001 1

3.85

0.053

pop x pH

2

1.70

0.189

2

0.27

0.763

2

0.37

0.692

pop x
log(mass)

2

11.21

<0.001 2

1.69

0.192

2

0.03

0.975

Residual

log(BL)

SE 0.04(77)

log(TL)

0.03(77)

0.07(77)

log(TMD)

log(CORT)

Factors

log(TD)

Population

2

1.57

0.215

2

1.22

0.302

2

0.20

0.820

pH

1

0.70

0.404

1

0.14

0.708

1

1.38

0.243

Block

1

0.12

0.728

1

0.09

0.771

1

53.15

<0.001

log(mass)

1

41.93

<0.001 1

1.44

0.234

1

0.31

0.578

pop x pH

2

2.37

0.100

2

1.06

0.351

2

0.20

0.819

pop x
log(mass)

2

1.21

0.304

2

1.53

0.224

2

0.02

0.984

Residual

SE 0.05(77)

0.08(77)

0.48(82)
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

acid
neutral
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Additional Figure 1.1: Residual LS mean ± SE of A) log(BL), B) log(BD), C) log(TL), D)
log(TD) and E) log(TMD) (corrected for tadpole mass) from the main CORT-morphology
MANOVA model (see main text for details). Data is presented for three Rana arvalis
populations (TT: acid, BS: intermediate, RD: neutral pH origin) reared in two pH treatments
(Acid: 4, Neutral: 7) from G25 to G32. A indicates morning sampling/warmer temperature
block and B indicates afternoon sampling/cooler temperature block. These graphs show that
tadpoles had generally longer bodies when reared in the B block (A) and relatively longer tails
when reared in acidic pH (C). Moreover, TT tadpoles had relatively deeper and longer tails,
deeper tail muscles and shallower bodies than the RD tadpoles. Interestingly, TT had longer
tails than RD tadpoles, and BS intermediate particularly when reared in acidic conditions
(gradient pattern in E). Interestingly, the trait divergence between the TT and RD tadpoles was
relatively consistent in both acid and neutral treatments, whereas BS tadpoles trait values were
less consistent between the two pH treatments for BD and TD. For the univariate ANOVA
results see Additional file Table 2.2. For all morphological traits at G32 N=8 except for the
following cases: RD4B & TT4B & TT7B = 7, TT4A = 6, TT7A = 5.
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Additional Table 1.3 Pearson correlation coefficients (r) between log(CORT) and mass
corrected TMD (residuals of model corrected for mass) at G32. r is shown within each
population (TT: acid origin, BS: intermediate origin, RD: neutral origin) and each pH treatment
(acid 4.3, neutral 7.5). Block (A, B) specific correlations are shown as well, as relationships
were opposite in some cases. All P values were non-significant (P > 0.4) after Bonferroni
correction. Individuals where total length or mass measurements were missing were excluded
from the analyses.
Group

R

Group

R

TT
(N = 25)

0.27

TTA
(N = 11)

-0.09

TTB
(N = 14)

0.36

BSA
(N = 16)

-0.06

BSB
(N = 15)

0.40

RDA
(N = 16)

0.32

RDB
(N = 15)

0.46

pH7.5A
(N = 21)

0.16

pH7.5B
(N = 23)

0.40

pH4.3A
(N = 22)

-0.14

pH4.3B
(N = 21)

0.47

BS
(N = 31)

RD
(N = 31)

pH7.5
(N = 44)

pH4.3
(N = 43)
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-0.03

0.35

0.22

0.16

Additional file 2: Canonical models and additional HE plots of MAN(C)OVAs
Additional Table 2.1: Canonical models of the CORT - Life history MANOVA at G32
including the fixed factors Population, pH, Block and Population x pH interaction (Table 3 in
main text). These were run to examine the multivariate differences of Rana arvalis tadpoles.
For each factor of the MANOVAs (see main text), the following was run: 1) a canonical
discriminant analysis (Can.disc.a.), 2) test of H0 (whether all canonical correlations in each
row are zero), 3) Coefficients for each variable in the MANOVA of the Canonical discriminant
component. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown in bold. Can R 2: proportion of variance of
one variable explains the variance of the second variable.
Population
Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent of
variation
explained

Cumulative
percent of
variation
explained

Can1

0.254

0.340

0.248

78.73

78.73

Can2

0.084

0.092

0.248

21.27

100

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can1

0.683

6.09

6

174

<0.001

Can2

0.683

2

-

-

-

coefficient

Can1

Can2

-

-

log(CORT)

-0.700

0.487

-

-

log(dev time)

0.647

0.770

-

-

log(mass)

0.499

-0.420

-

-

Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can1

0.188

0.231

-

100

-

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can1

0.812

6.80

3

88

<0.001

coefficient

Can1

-

-

-

log(CORT)

-0.246

-

-

-

log(dev time) -0.711

-

-

-

pH
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log(mass)

0.710

-

-

-

Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can1

0.519

1.0798

-

100

-

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can1

0.481

31.67

3

88

<0.001

coefficient

Can1

-

-

-

log(CORT)

-0.866

-

-

-

log(dev time) 0.613

-

-

-

log(mass)

-

-

-

Block

0.155

population x pH
Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can1

0.025

0.025

0.019

81.52

81.52

Can2

0.006

0.006

0.019

18.49

100

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can1

0.970

0.45

6

174

0.847

Can2

0.994

-

2

-

-

Coefficient

Can1

Can2

-

-

log(CORT)

0.103

0.937

-

-

log(dev time) 0.934

-0.074

-

-

log(mass)

-0.503

-

-
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0.241

Additional Table 2.2: Canonical models of the CORT - Morphology MAN(C)OVA at G32,
including fixed factors Population, pH, Block and Population x pH as well as covariate
log(mass) and population x log(mass) interaction (Table 3 in main text). These were run to
examine multivariate differences of Rana arvalis tadpoles. For each factor of the MANOVAs
(see main text), the following was run: 1) a canonical discriminant analysis (Can.disc.a.), 2)
test of H0 if all canonical correlations in each row are zero, 3) Coefficients for each variable in
the MANOVA of the Canonical discriminant analysis. Significant effects (p<0.05) are shown
in bold. Can R 2: proportion of variance of one variable explains the variance of the second
variable.
Population
Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can1

0.214

0.272

0.250

92.61

92.61

Can2

0.021

0.022

0.250

7.39

100

H0

LR test stat

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can1

0.769

1.844

12

158

0.046

Can2

0.979

0.347

5

80

0.882

Coefficient

Can1

Can2

-

-

log(BD)

0.831

0.196

-

-

log(BL)

0.207

-0.472

-

-

log(TL)

0.115

0.203

-

-

log(TD)

0.171

0.463

-

-

log(TMD)

-0.280

0.600

-

-

log(CORT)

0.144

-0.700

-

-

Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can 1

0.048

0.051

-

100

100

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can 1

0.952

0.674

6

80

0.671

Coefficient

Can1

-

-

-

log(BD)

0.250

-

-

-

log(BL)

-0.408

-

-

-

pH
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log(TL)

0.660

-

-

-

log(TD)

-0.472

-

-

-

log(TMD)

-0.020

-

-

-

log(CORT)

0.688

-

-

-

Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can 1

0.444

0.800

-

100

100

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can 1

0.556

10.66

6

80

<0.001

coefficient

Can1

-

-

-

log(BD)

-0.040

-

-

-

log(BL)

-0.108

-

-

-

log(TL)

-0.371

-

-

-

log(TD)

0.110

-

-

-

log(TMD)

-0.134

-

-

-

log(CORT)

1.006

-

-

-

Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can 1

0.682

2.142

-

100

100

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can 1

0.318

28.563

6

80

<0.001

coefficient

Can1

-

-

-

log(BD)

0.769

-

-

-

log(BL)

0.491

-

-

-

log(TL)

-0.158

-

-

-

log(TD)

0.165

-

-

-

log(TMD)

0.186

-

-

-

log(CORT)

0.087

-

-

-

Block

log(mass)
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population x log(mass)
Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can 1

0.253

0.338

0.336

99.26

99.26

Can 2

0.003

0.003

0.336

0.74

100

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can 1

0.745

2.084

12

158

0.021

Can 2

0.997

0.040

5

80

0.999

coefficient

Can1

Can2

-

-

log(BD)

-0.831

0.243

-

-

log(BL)

-0.279

-0.761

-

-

log(TL)

-0.014

0.239

-

-

log(TD)

-0.101

-0.355

-

-

log(TMD)

0.269

-0.423

-

-

log(CORT)

-0.208

0.287

-

-

population x pH
Can.disc.a.

Can R 2

Eigenvalue

Difference

Percent

Cumulative

Can 1

0.094

0.104

0.042

62.66

62.66

Can 2

0.058

0.062

0.042

37.34

100

H0

LR test

approx F

ndf

Ddf

p

Can 1

0.853

1.091

12

158

0.371

Can 2

0.942

0.993

5

80

0.428

coeffient

Can1

Can2

-

-

log(BD)

-0.568

-0.207

-

-

log(BL)

0.554

-0.524

-

-

log(TL)

-0.575

0.157

-

-

log(MTD)

-0.699

-0.113

-

-

log(TMD)

-0.099

0.804

-

-

log(CORT)

0.024

-0.598

-

-
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a)

b)

113

Additional Figure 2.1: a) Canonical HE plot of life history MANOVA at mid-larval stage
G32. Population, pH treatment and block (reflects sampling time and temperature) have
significant effects (ellipsoids are outside of the error ellipse). Population means (TT: acid
origin, BS: intermediate origin, RD: neutral origin) are shown (solid circles). Arrows indicate
the direction of log(mass), log(dev. time) and log(CORT). b) Canonical HE plot of morphology
MANCOVA at mid-larval stage G32. Population x log(mass) interaction, population, block
(sampling time and temperature) and the covariate log(mass) differ significantly (ellipsoids are
outside of the error ellipse). Population means (TT: acid origin, BS: intermediate origin, RD:
neutral origin) are shown and arrows indicate the direction of the different morphological traits
(e.g. log(TL), log(BD) and log(CORT).
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b)

f)

j)

a)

e)

i)

g)

c)

h)

d)

Additional Figure 2.2 a-j: HE plots from MANOVA of CORT and tadpole morphology of Rana
arvalis at mid-larval stage G32 (see main text) for trait associations (excluding CORT), and with
tadpole mass as covariate. (For CORT - trait associations see main text). All response variables
were log transformed. Ellipsoids that are outside of the error ellipse reflect significant effects.
Fixed effect ellipsoids for population (TT: acid origin, BS: intermediate origin, RD: neutral origin),
pH treatment (4: acid and 7: neutral) and block (A: morning sampling/warmer block, B: afternoon
sampling/cooler block) are shown. BD, TL and TD are particularly strongly related to body mass
(reflecting allometry), but this relationship differs among the populations (pop and pop x mass
ellipsoid in a-d are significant). Notably, in (d) the relationship between BD, TMD and tadpole
mass across populations is opposite in direction to the allometric relationship. (See Add. Figure3.3
for detailed interaction plots and Add. Figure 2.1 for trait mean variation across populations and
treatments).
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k)

f)

a)

l)

g)

b)

m)

h)

c)

n)

i)

d)

o)

j)

e)
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Additional Figure 2.3 a-o: Interaction plots from MANOVA of CORT and tadpole morphology
of Rana arvalis at mid-larval stage G32 (see main text) for population x tadpole mass relationships.
All response variables were log transformed. Ellipsoids that are outside of the error ellipse reflect
significant effects. Fixed effect ellipsoids for population (TT: acid origin, BS: intermediate origin,
RD: neutral origin), pH treatment (4: acid and 7: neutral) and block (A: morning sampling/warmer
block, B: afternoon sampling/cooler block) are shown. Notably, the relationship between mass and
morphological traits (g: BD-TL, h: BD-TD, i: BD-TMD, m: TL- TD, n: TL-TMD, o: TD-TMD) is
weaker, but similar in TT (acid origin) and RD (neutral origin) populations, and stronger in BS
(intermediate pH origin). This indicates that morphological trait variation is not solely reflecting
allometry and that the populations differ in the morphology-allometry relationship.
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Additional file 3: Additional DAPC results
a) G32 & G38
1)

2)

3)

b) G32
1)

2)

3)

Additional Figure 3.1: Decision process on how many principal components (PC) and
discriminant axes (DA) should be retained for the DAPC models in a) combining G32 and G38
stages for CORT and morphological traits and b) including only G32 stages for CORT and
morphological traits. 1) a-score optimisation curve (to avoid overfitting due to retaining too many
PCs) → red dot indicates the number of PCs that should be considered, 2) variance explained by
the PCs and 3) Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) in relation to number of clusters → how
many clusters should be retained. Plots were derived from the adegenet package in R (for details
see main text).
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Additional Table 3.1 Contributions of log transformed variables to the DAPC for CORT and
morphology including A) both G32 & G38 and B) only G32 stages. Higher values stand for higher
contribution to the respective loading.
A) G32 & G38
Variable

LD1

LD2

LD3

LD4

LD5

LD6

log(BL)

0.578

1.28e-01

6.56e-01

0.105

0.194

6.74e-01

log(BD)

0.020

1.73e-02

2.74e-02

0.044

0.120

2.89e-01

log(TL)

0.124

7.80e-05

3.00e-01

0.350

0.124

3.60e-02

log(TMD)

0.275

1.26e-03

1.60e-02

0.277

0.095

6.62e-04

log(TD)

0.001

5.97e-01

8.08e-05

0.224

0.467

4.12e-04

log(CORT) 0.001

2.57e-01

3.68e-04

0

0

3.93e-05

B) G32
Variable

LD1

LD2

LD3

LD4

log(BL)

0.024

0.020

0.039

0.103

log(BD)

0.001

0.383

0.050

0.029

log(TL)

0.085

0.208

0.273

0.795

log(TMD)

0.576

0.236

0.408

0.002

log(TD)

0.185

0.153

0.229

0.069

log(CORT) 0.128

0.002

0.001

0.002
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a)

a)

c)

TD

BD

TMD

TL
CORT

TD

BL
BD

TL

TMD

BL

Additional Figure 3.2: a) DAPC on overall morphology (log transformed: BL, BD, TL, TD,
TMD) and log(CORT) for Rana arvalis tadpoles at mid-larval stages G32 and G38. LD1 (x- axis)
explains 84.8% of the variance and represents mainly variation in BD, TL and TMD. LD2 (y-axis)
explains 7.7 % of the variance and represents mainly variation in TD, CORT and BL which can
be seen in Additional Table 3.1. b) Loading plot of the DAPC of overall morphology and CORT
for tadpoles at mid-larval stage (including both G32 and G38). TD, CORT and BL loaded strongest
(threshold above 0.07). c) Loading plot of the DAPC on morphology and CORT for tadpoles at
mid-larval stage G32. BD, TMD, TL and TD loaded strongest (threshold above 0.07) (DAPC plot
in main manuscript).
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CORT

Additional file 4:
Validating the hormonal sampling and assay methods
Background
When one starts hormonal analyses on a new species, appropriate sampling, extraction,
and assay methods for glucocorticoid hormonal levels need to be established [1].
Corticosterone (CORT) measurements of tadpoles have so far been performed via heartpuncture (i.e. plasma collection as representation of short term hormonal state), sampling
whole individuals (representing chronic hormonal state across all tissues) or sampling tail
tissue (representing chronic hormonal state, but providing a less noisy sample than fully
body samples which integrate all metabolic processes and tissue to use for specific
questions related to tail expression) [e.g. 2, 3, 4]. The main hormone that has been used to
measure stress responses in amphibians is corticosterone, which is the primary
glucocorticoid produced in amphibians (reviewed in [1]). However, the relative proportion
of corticosterone and cortisol, another glucocorticoid, can depend on developmental stage
of tadpoles as well as the species [5]. As no prior studies on CORT levels in Rana arvalis
have been published, to our knowledge, the following validation steps were used in our
study: validation of relevant tissue, validation of primary glucocorticoid and validation of
extraction method. As non-invasive sampling methods are not yet well established for
tadpoles (but see [6] for a recent review), we validated invasive sampling methods for
corticosterone/cortisol.
Material and Methods
For reliable assessment of hormonal variation, and determination of the primary
glucocorticoid (i.e. corticosterone or cortisol) we conducted several small experiments,
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which were conducted under the same ethical and sampling permits as mentioned in the
main text.
1) Comparison of different tissues
The goal of this experiment was to compare CORT assays of different tissue types (plasma,
tail, body) and evaluate if they respond proportionally similarly to experimentally
manipulated corticosterone levels (110uM) added for a subgroup of experimental animals
via their housing water. This aided in deciding for the sampling technique (type of
tissue/plasma in invasive sampling) to be used (main manuscript).

In order to determine which type of sample to use, tadpoles were reared under same general
experimental conditions as mentioned in Material and Methods of the main manuscript,
except that rearing from egg collection onwards took place in a 19°C room (which induced
faster development). Neutral reconstituted soft water (RSW) (pH 7.5, Henceforth: Neutral)
and acid RSW (pH 4.3, Henceforth: Acid) was used as media from G25 stage onwards and
prepared as described in the main text. We conducted a factorial experiment, where
tadpoles were exposed at early to mid-larval stages (G29-G32) for 6 days to either
“corticosterone water” (RSW with 110uM corticosterone (Sigma 27840) dissolved in
99.9% EtOH; henceforth: CORT), “vehicle control” water (RSW with EtOH (total 0.02%
- equivalent to CORT treatment), Henceforth: vehicle control) or “control water”
(untreated RSW, Henceforth: control). Water change (and therefore new exposure) was
conducted every 2nd day.
To account for biological variability within R. arvalis, we used individuals from four
populations. Three of them were the same as in main manuscript (TT, BS, RD). In addition
we used Stubberud, SR (another previously studied neutral origin population, with
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breeding pond pH 7.3, see [7]). We exposed tadpoles from each of these populations to
one of six treatments: Neutral.CORT; Neutral.vehicle control; Neutral.control;
Acid.CORT; Acid.vehicle control; Acid.control. The individuals were chosen from a
subset of 2-4 full-sib families/population. The following treatment/population level
replications were set up: Neutral.CORT: 4 individuals/population, Neutral.vehicle control:
2 ind./pop., Neutral.control: 2 ind. /pop, Acid.CORT: 2 individuals/population,
Acid.vehicle control: 1 ind./pop., Acid.control: 1 ind. /pop (Total N=48). Tadpoles were
fed with spinach-spirulina mix in the same way as mentioned in the main manuscript. After
the 6 day exposure, developmental stage of each individual was recorded visually (as in
main manuscript), each individual was deeply anesthesized in 2g/L MS-222 (see main
manuscript for the procedure), and the following samples taken [8, 9]: plasma (by heartpuncture) (which was followed by sacrificing of the animal by decapitation), tail tissue
and body remains (i.e. without tail) following the methods of Gomez-Mestre [10] and
Burraco [2]. CORT extraction and EIA was conducted the same way as mentioned in the
main text. The mean duplicate sample coefficient of variation (CV%) was 2.85%.
2) Biological validation and glucocorticoid assay validation for invasive sampling
In order to test if the activation of the HPI axis [11] is detectable in the used assays (i.e.
instead of representing noise and interactions of other metabolites), we validated that the
hormonal values measured indeed represent the desired primary hormones. This was
achieved by Liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) (Add. Figure 1.3), a
method that combines MS and HPLC. For LC-MS, the method description in Murtagh et
al. [12] was followed. LC-MS was conducted by staff of the Endocrinology laboratory of
Tobias Deschners’ laboratory, at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology,
Leipzig, Germany. After determining that CORT is the main glucocorticoid in our
samples, we tested if this CORT, measured via LC-MS and extracted again from the
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respective columns of the LC-MS, was detectable in the EIA used (Arbor assay
Cortictosterone DetectX, see main mauscript).
Results & Conclusion
1) Comparison of different tissues
CORT levels across all individuals in different tissues were correlated with each other (r
> 0.63 in all pairwise correlations; Add Figure 4.1) and all tissues also showed elevated
levels in the CORT treatments (Acid.CORT, Neutral.CORT). This indicates that different
tissues gave comparable results, although they are expected to reflect different time
windows for CORT expression. Plasma levels, if sampled quickly, should reflect current
baseline levels and, as all CORT samples derived from blood samples, should be wellsuited for measuring short-term responses to stressors. Whole body samples can be
sampled very quickly and should reflect long term hormonal responses (see [e.g. 2, 13, 14,
15] for general sampling comparisons). It is to be noted that in body samples plasma
CORT levels are diluted and include also other cellular hormones. Our results show that
CORT manipulation was effective and demonstrable in all tissues in the time frame of six
days of exposure to CORT.
CORT levels in plasma were highest per unit volume (Add. Figure 4.2). Plasma collection
is logistically challenging in relatively small species, such as R. arvalis (tadpole mass posthatching ca. 0.1-0.6 g), and took about 5 minutes (sampling/handling time of more than 3
minutes can affect CORT levels using this method, [e.g. 16, 17]). Values from tail tissue
were sometimes below detection limits in the EIA (see main manuscript for characteristics
of assay used) and also showed a massive range for the CORT treated individuals (Add.
Figure 4.2). In contrast, body samples were in the detectable range most of the time and
showed less within treatment variability in CORT levels (Add. Figure 4.2). Hence, as body
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samples are easy to obtain, show detectable responses to CORT manipulation, represent
an integrative tissue for chronic CORT level monitoring and could be sampled fast, we
used whole body sampling for further validation (see below) and in the main experiment
(main text).
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a)

r= 0.68,
P<0.010
b)

r= 0.73,
P<0.010
c)

r= 0.63,
P<0.010
Additional Figure 4.1: Regression plots for CORT levels (pg/ml) in different tissues originating
from the same individual R. arvalis tadpole: a) plasma against body (i.e. tissue without tail), b) tail
tissue against body against and, c) tail tissue against plasma. The Pearson correlation coefficient
(r) and p are indicated across all sampled tadpoles (N=48).
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Additional Figure 4.2: Box plot visualizing the CORT levels (pg/ml) of different tissues (plasma,
body, tail). Each tissue was sampled for a given individual across 32 individuals in the following
treatment group combinations: acid pH (4) or neutral pH (7), control, vehicle control and CORT
treatment (110uM dissolved in EtOH). The median of data (horizontal line) is presented. 50% of
the data distribution lies within the box and the whiskers represent the minimum and maximum of
CORT levels measured.
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2) Biological validation and glucocorticoid assay validation
CORT was the dominant glucocorticoid extracted from the six whole body samples of R. arvalis
tadpoles (Add. Figure 4.3). Samples extracted from all columns of the LC-MS were also measured
using the CORT EIA (Arbor assay, see main text). Two representative examples (Add. Figure 4.3)
which had detectable levels of CORT in the LC-MS, also had detectable levels in the
Corticosterone EIA analyses (levels estimated to be 680 pg/ml and 536 pg/ml- not corrected for
tadpole body mass). The remaining four samples, also showed peaks for CORT in the LC-MS, but
those were less clear, more noisy and partially below detectable limits compared to the other two
samples. Those samples also were at the detection limits of the EIA. These results indicate that
CORT was a primary, quantifiable glucocorticoid in R. arvalis tadpoles and that Corticosterone
EIAs is an appropriate tool to measure glucocorticoid levels of this species, as no other convincing
glucocorticoid was determined by LC-MS. Studies on other Rana species have shown that injected
ACTH, a hormone involved in the Corticosterone/Cortisol synthesis and secretion, can activate the
HPI axis (increase in CORT levels) in tadpoles (e.g. R. pipiens, [e.g. 18]).
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sample 1166

sample 1172

Additional Figure 4.3: Two representative samples of glucocorticoids measured via LC-MS from
whole body samples of R. arvalis tadpoles. The mass spectrometer searched for the three most abundant
ions of corticosterone within each fraction (in this case fraction 5), where most corticosterone was found.
The LC-MS analyses were done at the Endocrinology Laboratory of Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology by Roisin Murtagh.
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Abstract
Environmental stress is a major driver of ecological and evolutionary processes in nature. In order
to cope with stress, organisms can adjust through phenotypic plasticity and/or adapt through
heritable phenotypic change. Here we compared short-term behavioural (activity) and
physiological (corticosterone levels, CORT) responses of Rana arvalis tadpoles from two
divergent populations (acid origin, AOP, versus neutral origin, NOP) to acid and predator stress.
Tadpoles were initially reared in benign environments and then exposed to a combination of pH
(acid versus neutral) and predator cue (predator cue versus no predator cue) treatments, whereby
the acidic pH and predator cue treatments reflected novel stressors to the experimental individuals.
Behavioural activity was assessed within the first 15 min. and tissue CORT within 8 and 24hrs of
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stress exposure as indicators of short-term stress responses.
Both AOP and NOP tadpoles reduced their activity in acidic pH, but the response to predator cues
differed between the populations: AOP tadpoles increased, whereas NOP tadpoles decreased their
activity. Furthermore, the AOP and NOP tadpoles differed in their CORT responses. After 8h
exposure, AOP tadpoles had elevated CORT levels in the acid-predator cue treatment. After 24h
exposure, AOP tadpoles had elevated CORT levels in all stress treatments (acid-no cue, acid-cue
and neutral-cue) relative to the benign neutral-no cue treatment. CORT levels of NOP tadpoles
did not differ statistically across treatments. These results suggest that adaptation to environmental
acidification in R. arvalis is mediated, in part, via behavioural and hormonal plasticity. The results
further highlight that behavioural and hormonal short-term stress responses can differ between
populations, warranting caution when assessing organismal stress responses.

Introduction
Environmental stress, defined as any outside influence that reduces organismal performance and
fitness, is a powerful evolutionary force (Hoffmann & Parsons 1997; Hoffmann & Hercus 2000).
When different populations inhabit contrasting stress environments, environmental stress can lead
to strong divergent natural selection and facilitate local adaptation (Kawecki & Ebert 2004). An
alternative, but not mutually exclusive, mechanism for within generation stress responses arises
via phenotypic plasticity (Pigliucci 2001, Ghalambor et al. 2007), which can help mitigate effects
of environmental stress (e.g. Relyea 2004, Auld et al. 2010, Merilä & Hendry 2014, Chevin &
Hoffmann 2017, Fox et al. 2019, Norin & Metcalfe 2019). Importantly, environmental stressors
typically covary in nature, resulting in a simultaneous shift in abiotic and biotic factors, and
potentially leading to trade-offs in fitness related traits (Folt et al. 1999, Vinebrooke et al. 2004,
Hopkins et al. 2017). However, to what extent populations differ in their ability to induce plastic
stress responses is poorly understood.
Predator presence is a ubiquitous stressor in nature. In order to avoid being eaten, prey often alter
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their behaviour, such as when and where to feed, and develop morphologically distinct defense
traits (e.g. Lima & Dill 1990; Tollrian & Harvell 1999; Ferrari et al. 2010). Plastic alteration of
activity level is one of the most prevalent responses, whereby prey typically reduces activity in
order to avoid detection (Lima & Dill 1990; Kats & Dill 1998). While such behavioural responses
increase the immediate survival chances of prey, they can have negative long-term effects such
as reduced growth, development or reproduction (Tollrian & Harvell 1999; Ferrari et al. 2010).
In aquatic systems, prey often detects predators via chemical cues that are emitted both by
predators, as well as by the prey itself when attacked (Kats & Dill 1998, Schoeppner and Relyea
2005, Ferrari et al. 2010, Van Buskirk et al. 2014). However, prey may not be able to detect
these chemical cues if environmental conditions impair their chemosensory responses, such as
may be the case in acidic environments (reviewed in Leduc et al. 2013).
Natural and human induced environmental acidification is a major source of multiple stressors
(e.g. Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). On one hand, acidic pH can have strong negative physiological
effects on a range of organisms (e.g. Schindler et al. 1985, Rusek & Marshall 2000), including
amphibians (reviewed in Räsänen & Green 2009). On the other hand, acidification causes
substantial changes in community structure, such as elevated densities of insect predators as fish
disappear (Henrikson 1990). As acid stress reduces growth and development rates, as well as
survival of amphibians (reviewed in Räsänen & Green 2009), and predator stress causes
behavioural and morphological alterations and reduced survival, these strong fitness
consequences of acidification can lead to multidimensional divergent selection (Egea-Serrano et
al. 2014).
Physiologically stressful conditions, such as extreme temperature or pH, necessitate organismal
investment to maintenance of physiological balance, whilst ensuring other key functions, such as
resource acquisition and evasion from predators (e.g. Maltby 1999). As many environmental
stressors fluctuate strongly in space and time, short-term stress responses can be important
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indicators of reversible phenotypic plasticity (Gabriel 2005). Short-term stress responses are often
measured as behavioural modifications (e.g. reduced activity or increased erratic behaviour) or
altered levels of glucocorticoids (cortisol or corticosterone) (reviewed in Gormally & Romero
2020). Aquatic larval stages of many amphibians are well suited to study plastic and evolutionary
stress responses as they are sensitive to a range of stressors, occur in distinct environments and
often show strong local adaptation (Beebee 2005).
In amphibians, stressors activate the neuroendocrine stress axis (hypothalamic - pituitary interrenal axis, HPI), with corticosterone (henceforth CORT; Denver 2009) as the main hormonal
mediator of stress responses. In the short term, elevated CORT levels can allow rapid energy
mobilization to different stress responses (Denver 2009). However, maintaining high CORT
levels over extended periods can come at the cost of reduced growth or delayed development
(Denver 2009, Middlemis Maher et al. 2013). Hence, ability to plastically modify CORT levels
in response to short-term stress can be favoured in spatially and temporally heterogeneous
environments, and CORT levels may return to or decline below baseline levels during chronic
exposure to stress (e.g. Burraco et al. 2013; Narayan et al. 2019; Vitousek et al. 2019). In
amphibians, physiological stress responses to acidity are evident typically as reduced behavioural
activity (Freda et al. 1992; Räsänen et al. 2002; Egea-Serrano et al. 2014) and disrupted ion
balance (Freda and Dunson 1984; Meyer et al. 2020), and both predators and acidity can alter
CORT expression (e.g. Chambers et al. 2013, Florencio et al. 2020). Furthermore, behavioural
and physiological traits can be tightly linked, with some studies showing a positive correlation
between behavioural activity and CORT expression (Cote et al. 2006, Cottin et al. 2011).
Immediate responses, such as behavioural responses to predator cues and physiological
acclimation to pH, can play a major role in coping with environmental stressors and be under
divergent selection.
In southwestern Sweden, moor frog (Rana arvalis) populations show adaptive divergence in
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multiple traits along an acidification gradient (e.g. Räsänen et al. 2003, 2008, Hangartner et al.
2012a,b, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014, Shu et al. 2015) - reflecting responses to divergent selection
via predators and pH. However, short-term behavioural and physiological responses to acidity
and predator stress, and potential population level divergence in short-term stress responses (i.e.
genotype-environment interactions, Pigliucci 2001), remain unknown.
Here we studied short-term behavioural and CORT responses of R. arvalis tadpoles to abiotic
(acidic pH) and biotic (predator cue) stress interactions in two contrasting populations. These two
populations represent opposing ends of our study gradient (breeding pond pH 4, henceforth AOP,
and pH 7, henceforth NOP) and show substantial behavioural, morphological and life-history
divergence: AOP tadpoles are more active, have deeper tails, are larger and have higher survival
than the NOP tadpoles when exposed chronically to acid and predator stress (e.g. Hangartner et
al. 2012a,b, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). To study short-term stress responses, we reared tadpoles
in the laboratory initially under benign conditions (pH 7.5, no predator cues). At mid-larval stages,
the tadpoles were exposed to a combination of pH (neutral or acidic pH) and predator (no cue or
predator cue) treatments and assessed for behavioural activity (before and shortly after addition
of cue) and tissue corticosterone (CORT) levels (after 8 or 24 hours). We predicted that if acidic
water impairs detection of predator cue (Leduc et al. 2013), tadpoles would show reduced
behavioural or CORT response in the acid-predator cue treatment relative to neutral-predator cue
treatment. However, due to different selective histories, we further predicted that i) AOP tadpoles
are either less responsive (i.e. more tolerant) or more responsive (i.e. better physiological
acclimation capacity) to acid stress and ii) NOP tadpoles are more impaired or less responsive to
predator cues, especially under the acid-predator cue treatment.
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Material and Methods
Study system
Rana arvalis is an anuran that inhabits a broad range of aquatic habitats and acidity levels
throughout much of central and northern Europe (Glandt 2006). It breeds in early spring shortly
after snow melts and the aquatic tadpoles develop to metamorphosis in ca. 2-3 months (Glandt
2006). Two previously studied populations in southwestern Sweden (Hangartner et al. 2011) were
chosen for the study: Tottatjärn (breeding pond pH 4.0 ± 0.2; Coordinates: 57°36'12"N
12°34'47"E) represents an acid location (henceforth AOP) and Rud (pH 7.0 ± 0.2; 58º35'28''N
13º47'26''E) a neutral location (henceforth NOP). These two populations situate ca. 130 km apart
along an acidification gradient, where pH in R. arvalis breeding ponds differs due to natural and
anthropogenic acidification and limestone bedrock (Hangartner et al. 2011). Earlier studies along
the acidification gradient found a negative correlation between the abundance of insect predators
and pond pH, providing evidence that invertebrate predators are more prominent in acidic ponds
(Henriksson 1990; Hangartner et al. 2011).

Egg collection and animal maintenance
Between 17th and 20th of April 2018 roughly 100 fertilized eggs were collected from a total of
nine clutches (i.e. full-sib families) per population at both study sites. All embryos were collected
within 1h (ca. 2-cell stage) from egg-laying in order to minimize bias due to environmental
effects, and placed in clutch specific groups in plastic containers containing pH 7.5 reconstituted
soft water (RSW, Räsänen et al. 2003). The embryos were maintained cool (at 4-7 °C) and
transported to a climate-controlled laboratory at Uppsala University. At the lab, the embryos were
reared in 0.8L of RSW (pH 7.5) in 1L PP containers (11 x 11 x 12 cm) until hatching at
17°C and a 17h light - 7h dark cycle. The embryos were reared in family specific groups (ca.
40-50 embryos/container) until they hatched, and larvae started independent feeding (stage G25;
Gosner 1960). Water was changed every 2-3 days to maintain good water quality.
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At stage G25, the tadpoles were randomly assigned to individual 1L experimental containers (see
below), equipped with a folded piece of non-transparent plastic as shelter. The tadpoles were fed
ad libitum with a mixture of spinach and spirulina (200 g frozen spinach and 8.08 g dried spirulina
in 10 ml of RSW). Each individual was fed every third day, in conjunction with water change,
and the amount of food was increased as the animals grew. By stage G32 (Gosner 1960), the mid
larval stage studied here, the tadpoles received roughly 0.5 mL of food mixture per feeding. The
health of the tadpoles was checked during each water change. Two tadpoles died shortly after setup and two other individuals were humanely sacrificed (their development was stagnated, or they
showed signs of discomfort or neurological abnormalities (e.g. swimming in circles). As tadpoles
in this experiment were only exposed to different treatments at the end of the experiment, these
four individuals were replaced by ‘extra individuals’ that had been reared under similar
conditions.
Individuals were reared in randomly assigned fixed spots on experimental shelving units in a
walk-in acclimated room (17°C; 17L: 7D light cycle). To minimize errors in treatments and
individual identification during the experiment, all people handling tadpoles had access to an ID
list with respective population treatment combinations (i.e. the experiment was not conducted
following ‘blinding’). Eggs were collected under the permit from the County board of Västra
Götaland (permit number 522-6251-2017). Ethical permits for animal experiments were obtained
from the Ethical committee for animal experiments in Uppsala County (permit number 5.8.1801518/2017). At the end of the experiment, animals were humanely sacrificed in conjunction of
hormonal sampling (Details in ‘Hormonal sampling and measurement’ section).

Experimental design and rearing
All tadpoles were reared initially at benign conditions at pH 7.5 RSW and in absence of predator
cues until mid-larval stage. Once they reached the mid larval stage G32 (Gosner 1960), the
experimental manipulations started. The experiment was conducted as a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design,
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with two populations (AOP and NOP), two pH treatments (acid: target pH 4.2 and neutral: target
pH 7.5) and two predator treatments (predator cue and no cue) with 20 replicate individuals (total
N = 160). To get at 20 replicates, two-three individuals from each of the nine families were used
within each population-treatment combination.
For logistic reasons, a maximum of 90 individuals of the 160 could be video taped and sampled
per day, which resulted in two behavioural sampling days (and dictated the sampling days for
CORT and body size, see below). Individuals to be sampled within a given sampling time point
were decided based on the average developmental stage on a separate subset of ‘extra’ individuals
that were reared under similar conditions in the lab (see Mausbach et al. chapter IV for details).
The NOP tadpoles developed slightly faster which is why they were sampled two days prior to
the AOP tadpoles. The sampling sequence is visualized in Figure 1.
For behavioural analyses, individuals were first exposed to the respective acid or neutral treatment
due to logistic reasons and then allowed to acclimate for 15 min (from handling stress) before
video recording commenced (Figure 1). Thereafter, video recording was conducted for 20 minutes
and observation period divided to four time points: First, each tadpole was recorded in either acid
(N=80) or neutral (N=80) water (pre-cue period) for 5 minutes. Next, predator cue or no-cue
(control) water was added, and video recording continued for another 15 minutes (i.e. Post 1, Post
2 and Post 3 time periods, see below). CORT was sampled on half of the tadpoles (half from each
family) within each of the population-treatment combinations at 8 hours (N=80) and the other
half at 24 hours (N=80) after ‘cue’ treatment started (detailed reasons for sampling scheme see
“Hormonal sampling and measurement”).

Water preparation
Unmanipulated RSW has a pH of 7.2 - 7.6 and was prepared in 200 L Nalgene tanks and aerated.
In the acid treatment (target pH 4.2), pH was lowered using 1M H2SO4 and adjusted as needed
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for at least two days before being used in the experiments. In the acid treatment, 165 g peat pellets
(Zoobest Gartenteich Torfpellets, ZB-01270) were added in a mesh bag to stabilize pH. In the
neutral pH treatment, pH of the RSW was not adjusted but 16.5 g peat pellets were added to
control for the presence of humic compounds in water (the relative amounts are reflective of
natural surface waters).
During the initial rearing period (i.e. prior to experimental onset), the average pH and temperature
was measured from a subset of rearing containers using a Ross ultra-refillable triode with a
portable pH meter Orion 3star pH (Thermo Scientific) and a digital thermometer (Testo 108, EN
13485, ± 0.5 °C), respectively. Average pH was 7.61 ± 0.04 and temperature 16.08 ± 0.05℃.
During the experimental treatments, pH and temperature was not measured in the experimental
containers as the exposure lasted a maximum of 24 hours (pH is relatively stable over such short
time, Mausbach, pers. obs.).
As predator cue, we used water collected from Aeshna spp. dragonfly larvae that had been fed
with R. arvalis tadpoles. Predator cue water was prepared using 10 late-instar Aeshna spp.
dragonfly larvae collected from a pond near Uppsala. Five individually caged Aeshna were kept
in 80L of RSW (pH 7.5) within each of two 100L PP tanks. To collect predator cue, each Aeshna
(minimum length of 4 cm) was placed individually into a plastic container (total 10), with 100 ml
water from their original holding tank, and fed roughly 120 mg of R. arvalis tadpoles. After 15
minutes, the Aeshna were returned to their holding tanks and water from the 10 ‘cue collection’
containers was pooled. In the predator cue treatment, 2 ml of this water was pipetted to the tadpole
container, which gave a concentration of roughly 3 mg tadpole/L of RSW in the tadpole vial (for
details see Jury, Mausbach et al. chapter III). In the no-cue treatment, 2 ml of unmanipulated
RSW (pH 7.5) was pipetted in the tadpole container instead.
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Recording of behaviour
Behavioural activity of tadpoles was video recorded after an acclimation period of 15 minutes to
handling in acid and neutral treatment before (a 5 min pre-predator cue period) and during and
after (a 15 min post-predator cue exposure period, Post1 to Post3 period) predator cue addition
(see Figure 1 for sequence). This was done simultaneously using three different video cameras,
with one camera recording 16 randomly selected individuals in individual containers placed in a
4 x 4 grid (see below). Two batches per day with three video cameras recording at the same time
were performed. All recordings were done between 08:00 and 12:30 h to minimize variation due
to circadian rhythm (e.g. Fraker 2008). Due to differences in development time between the
populations (NOP develop faster), and in order to minimize bias due to population differences in
developmental stage, the video recordings for the populations were done two days apart, with
NOP tadpoles recorded first.
The behavioural observations were started by selecting a batch of 16 tadpoles at random across
all treatment combinations. These individuals were placed in their randomly assigned pH
treatment (acid or neutral water) and transferred into a separate walk-in laboratory (air
temperature 18°C) for the video recordings. In the recording room, individual containers were
placed randomly on a shelf in a 4 x 4 grid with a video camera (Sony HDR-CX250E), mounted
91 cm from the top of the containers. The tadpoles were given a 15-min acclimation period to
allow acclimation after handling (no recording), followed by the 5 min pre-cue recording (Figure
1). Thereafter, predator cue or no-cue water was pipetted into the appropriate container and the
activity of each tadpole recorded for 15 min (Figure 1). Once video recording was completed,
individuals were returned to the climate-controlled rearing room until hormonal sampling 8 or 24
h later (see below).
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Video analyses
Videos were analysed using Image J 2.0 with the Fiji extension, and Python (Version 3.7.2) with
Canopy (Version 2.1.9.3717). All videos were cropped and converted to grayscale. A background
image was generated by creating an average intensity Z projection of all frames. The background
image was subtracted from the video (Stednitz et al. 2016) to highlight individual animal locations
and increase tracking accuracy. Finally, all videos were thresholded to a binary image and eroded
to minimise any single-pixel noise in the video. Using the ‘analyse particle’ function of ImageJ
to detect objects in an image, the position of each animal was recorded in every frame, using a
size threshold of 4 pixels (0.4 cm). Once all individual video recordings were processed, the video
recording for each individual tadpole was separated into three packages reflecting time relative to
exposure to predator cue (Cue or no-cue control addition = time 0). These were cut and
standardized into Pre (the 4.4 min before cue was added), Post 1 (from the moment cue was added
to 4.4 min) and Post 2/3 (from 4.4 to 13.2 min after cue was added) time points. For post 2/3
period, two 4.4 min periods were combined because preliminary analyses showed that tadpole
behaviour did not differ between the Post 2 and Post 3 blocks. The Pre-period reflects responses
to pH treatments and represents behaviour prior to addition of predator cue (see above). Post1
and Post 2/3 represent the immediate and lag time (or recovery) in behavioural responses to
predator cue treatments, respectively.
For statistical analyses, the percentage of time spent in motion per individual was calculated for
each data period (Pre, Post 1 or Post 2/3) using custom code created in Python (by SS). We defined
movement as any change in position greater than 5 pixels (0.5 cm) between frames in Python. To
estimate percent movement for each individual, the number of incidents moved was divided by
total of possible movement incidents (e.g. 500 movement incidents / 6600 total possible
movement incidents = 0.075 % movement). Validity of video analysis was confirmed through
ICC analysis (Revelle 2020) compared to a manual count of a subset of videos (Supplemental
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Table 1). ICC analysis was also used to validate automatic movement tracking with Python. Both
single fixed rater (ICC = 0.86, p < 0.001) and average fixed rater (ICC = 0.93, p < 0.001) analyses
were highly correlated with manual tracking results (Cicchetti 1994).

Hormonal sampling and measurement
For hormonal analysis, whole-body CORT samples of randomly chosen tadpoles were taken 8 h
or 24 h after the aforementioned short-term stress treatments started. In tadpoles, the 1st CORT
response in the bloodstream is expected after 5 minutes, whereas the distribution of CORT to
tissues can take 30 min up to hours, and the shape of temporal hormonal response curves can vary
between developmental stages as well as species (e.g., Glennemeier & Denver 2002a, Marin et
al. 2007, Malisch et al. 2010, Narayan et al. 2011a). For logistic reasons, and to minimize number
of tadpoles used in the experiment, we chose the 8h and 24h time periods to capture short-term
whole body CORT response of tadpoles when exposed to new stressors. These time points were
chosen based on existing literature on closely related species, which show that CORT levels
of mid-larval stage tadpoles change several hours after stress exposure (e.g. Glennemeier &
Denver 2002a, Narayan et al. 2011b).
Tissue CORT was sampled as in Mausbach et al. chapter I. Prior to CORT sampling, individuals
were immersed in 1 liter of RSW with an overdose (2 g/L) of dissolved buffered MS222 (Ethyl3-aminobenzoate-methanesulfonate, Sigma Aldrich, E10521) until they were no longer
responsive (Cakir and Strauch 2005, Ramlochansingh et al. 2014). Individuals were then placed
on a paper towel to remove excess water, weighed (to the nearest 0.001g) using a digital balance
(Mettler, Type PM200), and their developmental stage recorded. Thereafter the tadpoles were
placed in individually labelled PP tubes (60.549.001, Sarstedt), snap frozen in liquid nitrogen, to
ensure rapid hormonal stability and death of tadpoles, and stored at -80°C.
CORT extraction from the frozen samples was done at Uppsala University following Burraco et
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al. 2015 (with minor modifications) and Mausbach et al. (chapter I). Individual samples were
chosen randomly first within the 8 h and then within the 24 h blocks and allowed to thaw for 5
min at room temperature. The tissue was homogenized for 20-30 s using a Qiagen TissueRuptor
II homogenizer equipped with a metal probe, which was cleaned with 99% alcohol (EtOH) and
double deionized water (ddH20) between samples. 0.080 – 0.095 g (digital scale, Mettler, Type
PM200) of a given sample was then transferred to a new vial containing 1500 µl of VWR Ethyl
Acetate (99.8%, Sigma Aldrich, 270989). The sample was then shaken for 30 s using a VWR
Analog Vortex Mixer, followed by shaking for 30 min in an automatic shaker in a 4°C room.
Finally, the sample was centrifuged for 15 min at 5000 RPM, and 1450 µl Ethyl Acetate
supernatant was pipetted into a 2 mL Safe-lock Eppendorf Tube. The samples were stored at 20°C until evaporated in a speed vac at 45°C (SpeedVac plus, SC110A attached to Savant, Gel
Pump GP110). All samples were subsequently transported to the Swiss Federal Institute of
Aquatic Science and Technology (EAWAG) in Switzerland and reconstituted in 115 µl assay
buffer (Arbor Assays Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme Immunoassay Kit) and 5 µl 99% EtOH
(Burraco et al. 2015).
The samples were analysed using Arbor Assays Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme Immunoassay
Kit (K014-H1/H5). We previously confirmed that corticosterone is the main glucocorticoid in R.
arvalis tadpoles (Mausbach et al. chapter I). The samples were processed in random order within
the 8 h and 24 h blocks following the provided instructions for the kit, washed in a BioTek plate
washer (BioTek, ELx50), and their optical density (O.D.) at 450 nm measured on a SpectraMax
190 plate reader (Molecular devices). Each sample was run in duplicates. (It was not possible to
add more than two technical replicates due to small size of R. arvalis tadpoles). Following
standard endocrinological methods (Wolfgang Goymann, personal communication), each
duplicate was pipetted next to each other on a given plate (e.g. position C5 and D5). Although
this comes at a cost of statistical non-independence, it minimizes plate contamination and
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pipetting errors.
The standard curve covered a concentration range from 78 pg/ml to 10000 pg/ml. The O.D. values
were transformed to hormonal concentration (pg/ml) by interpolation to an automatically
calculated standard curve provided by the manufacturer (https://www.myassays.com/arborassays-detectx-corticosterone-(od).assay). For statistical analyses, the average CORT values of
the two duplicates of a given tadpole were used.
The Arbor assay kit manual gives a sensitivity for the used CORT assay of 18.6 pg/ml and a
detection limit of 16.9 pg/ml (Arbor Assays Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme Immunoassay Kit,
K014-H1/H5) and has tested for cross reactivities for several substances/metabolites (Arbor
Assays Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme Immunoassay Kit, K014-H1/H5). Except for
Desoxycorticosterone (12.3%), a metabolite of Corticosterone, cross reactivities with CORT
metabolites are all below 0.8%. Plate intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation were
calculated using standards of low (standard conc. 5-8, Arbor assays) and high (standard conc. 14, Arbor assay) level groups and a pooled sample of non-experimental tadpoles (remaining extra
individuals) on each plate (pool only 5 instead of 6 EIA plates used in total). The pooled samples
of tadpoles were of similar stage and extracted the same way as experimental individuals. Intraassay coefficient of variation for the two standards groups was, on average, 11.00 % (low: 13.87
%, high: 8.14 %) and for the pooled sample 6.78 %. Inter-assay coefficient of variation was, on
average, 5.40 % (low: 4.61 %, high: 6.19 %) for standard groups and 15.22 % for the pool. The
average coefficient of variation of duplicates run over all six plates given by the calculations of
the automated program was 10.87 %. The hormonal values were corrected for amount of µl of
sample and mg of tadpole tissue extracted and is reported as pg/mg.

Statistical Analyses
All statistical analyses were done in R (Version 3.4.2) and RStudio (Version 1.1.463; R Core
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Team 2013). Normality of all models was assessed visually using QQ plots and by checking the
distribution of residuals. Note that family level replication (2-3 individuals/family) was too low
to allow inclusion of family identity as random effect in the statistical analysis.
Behavioural activity (%) was analysed using repeated measures mixed models and the packages
‘car’, ‘nlme’, and ‘lme4’ (Bates et al. 2015, Fox and Weisberg 2019, Pinheiro et al. 2020). We
first ran a full model with population, pH treatment, predator treatment, and time period (pre-,
post 1- and post 2/3 exposure), as well as their two, three and four way interactions as fixed
factors, and individual ID as a random effect. Behavioural activity was square root transformed
to reach normality. Due to a significant four-way interaction (Pop x Predator x pH x Time), the
full model was followed by type III ANOVAs within each time period separately. In these
ANOVA models, population, pH treatment, predator treatment, and their two and three way
interactions were used as fixed effects. Non-significant three-way interactions were then removed
sequentially, and only final models presented here. For the Pre time point, an additional ANOVA
was run without predator treatment as fixed effect (as this treatment was not applied at this point)
but there were no treatment effects and results are not reported further (Scaramella, unpublished
data).
To analyse CORT levels (pg/mg), Type-III ANOVAs using nlme package (Pinheiro et al. 2020)
(using: options(contrast = c(“contr.sum”,”contr.poly”))) and ‘car’ package (Fox and Weisberg
2019) were used. In the first model, population, pH treatment, predator treatment, time (8 and 24
h) and their two, three and four way interactions were used as fixed factors. Although none of the
time effects were statistically significant (all P> 0.05), separate analyses within each time period
(8 h and 24 h) were also conducted, as the treatments appeared to differ within populations in a
visual inspection. For CORT, one NOP individual at 8h (Neutral pH-Predator treatment) could
not be sampled, which gives a total N=159 for this trait.
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Many tadpole traits, including behaviour and CORT levels, can covary with body size (e.g.
Glennemeier & Denver 2002b, Dahl et al. 2012). To test for the effects of individual body size on
behaviour and CORT, analyses were also conducted within each of the two populations (AOP and
NOP) with tadpole mass as a covariate. Models with body mass were conducted within each
population because body mass is strongly confounded with population identity as AOP tadpoles
are substantially larger than NOP tadpoles (mean mass: AOP: 0.274 g; NOP: 0.167 g). Tadpole
mass had, however, no significant effects on either behaviour or CORT within populations, and
these analyses are reported in Supplements (Supplemental Tables 2, 4).

Results

Behavioural responses
Tadpole behaviour was influenced by pH x predator x population x time interactions (Table 1,
Figure 2). Within time point analyses found that at Pre (i.e. after being placed in acid or neutral
treatment but before addition of the predator cue) there were no significant population or treatment
effects on activity of tadpoles (Figure 2, Table 2, Supplemental Table 2). At Post1, tadpole activity
was overall lower in the acid treatment (Figure 2, Table 2) and a significant population x predator
effect indicated that AOP tadpoles increased, whereas NOP tadpoles decreased activity in the
presence of predator cues relative to no cue control (Figure 2, Table 2). The effect in NOP tadpoles
was especially strong in the acid pH, bringing about a significant pH x predator interaction
(Supplemental Table 2). At Post2/3, a significant population x pH x predator interaction revealed
a difference between the populations in the response to the joint pH and predator cue treatments.
This effect arose because of an increase in activity of AOP and, in particular, a decrease in activity
of NOP in presence of predator cue was only evident in the neutral pH treatment (Figure 2, Table
2). Tadpoles from both populations were less active in acid water also during the Post2/3 period
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(Supplemental Table 2).

Corticosterone levels
In the full model, populations differed significantly in CORT expression, but there were no
significant treatment or time effects (Supplemental Table 3). Because visual inspection (Figure 3)
indicated that the ‘Population’ main effects were influenced by time dependent treatment effects,
we next analysed the data within each time period. Analyses within the time periods showed
population and treatment effects. At 8 h, there were significant population, pH and predator
effects (Table 3, Figure 3). Specifically, CORT levels were elevated in the acid-predator treatment
combination in AOP (Figure 3A, Supplemental Table 4) (relative to the other three treatment
combinations; Figure 3A). Visually, there was an increase in CORT for the acid predator
combination also in NOP, but this effect was not statistically significant (Figure 3A). At 24 h, the
population main effect was retained, but none of the treatment effects were significant (Table 3).
The population main effect at 24h was, however, driven by the AOP tadpoles having, on average,
substantially elevated CORT levels in all three stress treatments (acid-no predator, neutralpredator and acid-predator; Table 3, Figure 3), whereas NOP tadpoles did not show CORT
responses in any of the three stress treatments (Table 3, Figure 3). The two populations had
comparable CORT levels in the neutral pH -no cue treatment.

Discussion
We found differences between two R. arvalis populations in stress induced short-term activity
level and CORT expression: AOP tadpoles had a qualitatively different behavioural response to
predator cues and a generally more responsive CORT response than the NOP tadpoles. These
findings indicate genotype-environment interactions in behavioural activity and hormonal
responses, which likely reflect the different acidity-mediated selective histories of these
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populations (Hangartner et al. 2011, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014).

Behavioural responses
The two populations showed divergent behavioural responses to predator cues: after addition of
predator cue, NOP tadpoles exposed to predator cue reduced, while AOP tadpoles increased their
activity (as compared to tadpoles in the no cue treatments). A reduction in activity level, as shown
by the NOP tadpoles, is one of the most ubiquitous behavioural responses of tadpoles to predator
presence and reduces the likelihood of detection by the predator (e.g. Lima and Dill 1990; Kats
and Dill 1998; Ferrari et al. 2010). This response has been shown before also in R. arvalis (Laurila
et al. 2006, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). Increased activity, however, is a more uncommon response
and may reflect active spatial avoidance of predators (e.g. Brown et al. 2019). We suggest that the
two populations may differ in their predator avoidance strategies: as a first response to predator
chemical cues, NOP tadpoles avoid detection by reducing activity, whereas AOP tadpoles aim to
spatially avoid predators (i.e. by swimming away from the cue). Interestingly, in a previous study
it was found that both NOP and AOP tadpoles reduced activity under chronic exposure to predator
cues (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). However, this previous study by Egea-Serrano et al. and our
current experiment differed in several aspects from rearing and experimentation: singly (here) vs.
in groups, and including only chemical cues (here) vs. chemical and visual cues, to short-term
(here) vs. chronic exposure to predator cues. The qualitatively different response of AOP tadpoles
in the present study may hence reflect context dependency of responses. Importantly, the former
study found that AOP tadpoles were in general more active than NOP tadpoles, yet had higher
survival when exposed to free-ranging predators (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). This suggests
stronger adaptation in AOP to predation and it is possible that the rapid evasion strategy (here),
deeper tails (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014) and deeper tail muscles (Mausbach et al. chapter IV) are
all adaptations to elevated predation risk in acid environments.
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Differences in corticosterone expression
Different CORT responses have been observed under short-term and chronic stress in a range of
taxa (e.g. reviewed in Sapolsky et al. 2000, Kitaysky et al. 2003, Sheriff et al. 2009, Vitousek et
al. 2019, Gormally & Romero 2020). We found that AOP tadpoles had increased tissue CORT
levels after 8h exposure to acid-predator cue treatment, likely reflecting a ‘stress’ response. We
further found that AOP tadpoles were more hormonally responsive: at 8h their CORT levels
increased under the acid-predator cue treatment, and at 24h their CORT levels increased in all
three ‘stress’ treatments (acid and/or predator cue). In contrast, visual inspection indicated
increased CORT in NOP tadpoles at 8h, but this effect was not statistically significant and there
were no treatment responses at 24h. These differences between the populations in hormonal
responses, as those in behaviour, indicate divergent phenotypic plasticity in stress responses.
A couple of caveats need to be considered for assessment of CORT levels in our study. First,
measurements of CORT from tadpole tissue (here: whole body CORT) are integrative but may
not accurately reflect the immediate hormonal stress response, as would be the case if plasma
CORT was measured within minutes (e.g. De Kloet et al. 2005, Burraco et al. 2015, Gormally &
Romero 2020). It would have been particularly interesting to compare immediate plasma CORT
levels with the immediate behavioural response, but this was prohibited for logistic reasons (nonlethal sampling was not possible) and because of the small size of R. arvalis tadpoles (plasma
levels too low to allow reliable individual level CORT assessment). Second, the apparent weaker
CORT response of NOP tadpoles could also arise if our measuring time points did not capture
temporal variation in CORT responses (e.g. Glennemeier & Denver 2002a, Gormally & Romero
2020). For example, Lithobates sylvatica tadpoles exposed to predator stress showed reduced
CORT levels after 4 hours, and increased CORT levels only after 4 days (Middlemis Maher et al.
2013). As CORT responses are very context dependent (e.g. Schoenle et al. 2018) and different
populations may react in different time windows (although little studied to date), it is possible that
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we missed the time of peak increase in CORT levels in NOP, and only captured a time of
increasing, or decreasing levels. Nevertheless, the observed elevated CORT levels in tissue within
a relatively short time (8-24h) could reflect allocation of energy to competing stress responses –
such as behavioural and morphological defenses (Hayes & Wu 1994; Denver 2009).
Few studies have looked at CORT expression in responses to predators in presence of stress
interactions, although organisms typically face several stressors at once in nature and predator
responses have been repeatedly shown to be context dependent (e.g. Teplitsky et al. 2007, EgeaSerrano et al. 2014, Groner et al. 2014, Relyea et al. 2018). In terms of predation risk, previous
studies have found both increased and decreased CORT expression. For instance, Pelobates
cultripes tadpoles lowered their CORT levels when exposed to native predators, but not when
exposed to invasive predators (Burraco & Gomez-Mestre 2016). Other studies have found that
CORT responses can be both time- and population-specific (e.g. Dahl et al. 2012, Middlemis
Maher et al. 2013).
As invertebrate predator densities are generally lower in neutral origin populations, and acid
origin populations seem better adapted to predators along our study gradient (Hangartner et al.
2012a,b, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014), we expected CORT responses to be of different magnitude in
these divergent populations. We found however that only in AOP did predator presence and acidic
pH jointly increase tissue CORT levels at 8 and 24h, and only in AOP did each stressor alone
increase CORT levels after 24h. A possibility for the non-significant CORT response of NOP
tadpoles to predator cue would be their naivete or inability to sense predators under acidic
conditions. However, given the observed reduction of NOP tadpoles in activity in the acidpredator cue treatment, this is unlikely. In terms of effects of acidity on stress responses, previous
studies have found contradictory results. Reduction of activity under acidic pH has been
previously found in our study populations (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). Both anuran (Burraco &
Gomez-Mestre 2016; Florencio et al. 2020) and salamander (Chambers et al. 2013) larvae have
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been found to increase CORT expression under chronic exposure (several weeks) to acidic pH.
However, Woodley (2014) found that while Desmognathus ochrophaeus salamanders exposed to
acidic pH did reduce their activity levels, there was no effect of pH on CORT levels. A recent
study on P. cultripes tadpole responses found that predator presence decreased and acidic water
increased plasma CORT levels, but there was no interactive effect of pH and predator cue
(Florencio et al. 2020). Such differences between studies in interactive effects of predator-pH
stress reflect high context dependency of physiological responses and could have several reasons.
These include differences in measured endpoints (plasma versus tissue CORT) and length and
type of exposure (hours versus weeks, predator chemical cues only versus chemical and visual
cues), as well as differences between species and populations. As indicated by our study here,
acid-origin tadpoles may have a higher ability to induce CORT expression, which further may
facilitate an adaptive and fast escape response. Along these lines, a previous study in R.
temporaria showed higher CORT expression in populations with higher predator densities along
a latitudinal gradient (Dahl et al. 2012).

Inferences from stress induced behaviour versus physiology
Immediate behavioural (first 15-20 min) and shortterm (8 and 24 h) integrated physiological stress
responses can be informative of different organismal stress responses (reviewed in Gormally &
Romero 2020). Both our behavioural and hormonal results suggest that R. arvalis tadpoles can
detect and react to chemical cues of predators even in acidic pH. This is in line with former studies
on P. cultripes (Burraco & Gomez-Mestre 2016; Florencio et al. 2020) and R. arvalis (EgeaSerrano et al. 2014), which indicated that tadpoles can detect predator presence even in acidic
water (as indicated by CORT, morphological and/or behavioural antipredator responses). Our
results here, jointly with previous studies, indicate that unlike many marine and freshwater fish
(Leduc et al. 2013), the olfactory system of amphibian larvae may not be impaired by acidic pH.
However, we also saw an apparent weakening of the behavioural response in acid pH over time
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(Post 1 vs. Post 2/3, Figure 2), which might suggest that tadpoles acclimate to the presence of the
cue, that acid water may impair the chemosensory system with delay or that the response to the
cue varies over time (e.g. initial response may be to increase activity, which may be followed by
a decrease in activity).

Conclusions
Our study sheds light on the underlying behavioural and physiological mechanisms of phenotypic
plasticity and adaptation. The differences between our two study populations in behavioural and
hormonal stress responses support adaptive divergence of R. arvalis populations along an
environmental stress gradient (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). While the adaptiveness of these
divergent plastic responses remains to be directly tested, our results suggest that differences in
selective history (here via acidity and predators) can lead to divergent selection on physiological
and behavioural plasticity (Ghalambor et al. 2007). Such differences may have implications for
the ability of populations to respond to environmental change via phenotypic plasticity
(Ghalambor et al. 2007, Merilä & Hendry 2014, Fox et al. 2019).
Our experiment was conducted on individually reared tadpoles in simple laboratory conditions
and, given the high context dependency of behavioural and hormonal responses, there is clearly a
need for studies in different ecologically relevant settings. For example, experiments using
multiple interacting individuals, larger arenas and different predator cues (e.g., visual cues in
combination with chemical cues; Hettyey et al. 2012), and investigating the temporal sensitivity
of predator responses, would shed additional light on how antipredator strategies of the
populations differ. While more work is needed to create a better understanding of how abiotic and
biotic stressors affect organisms, our findings highlight the need to study among population
divergence in physiological and behavioural plasticity under stress interactions. Such insight
would inform us about mechanisms of adaptation in nature and the role of plasticity in stress
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responses, and is also of importance in studies using behavioural or hormonal responses as
bioindicators of stress (Narayan et al. 2019, Gormally & Romero 2020).
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Tables
Table 1. Mixed model repeated measures analysis of behavioural activity (as % of movement)
of Rana arvalis tadpoles from two populations (AOP and NOP) across three time points
(including Pre, Post 1 and Post 2/3, Figure 1). Tadpole behaviour was monitored in two pH
(neutral or acid) and two predator cue (predator-cue and no-cue) treatment combinations.
Tadpole identity (ID) was included as a random effect. Significant effects (P< 0.05) are
highlighted in bold. N=160.
Factors

Chi2

df

p

Population

1.39

1

0.056

pH treatment

15.07

1

0.001

Predator treatment

19.60

1

<0.001

Time

16.65

2

0.024

Pop×pH

1.64

1

0.119

Pop×Predator

11.58

1

<0.001

pH×Pred

4.69

1

0.090

Pop×Time

3.18

2

0.147

pH×Time

6.19

2

0.115

Pred×Time

10.87

2

0.035

Pop×pH×Pred

1.57

1

0.321

Pop×pH×Time

5.53

2

0.052

Pop×Pred×Time

5.55

2

0.065

pH×Pred×Time

6.45

2

0.020

Pop×pH×Pred×Time

8.72

2

0.010

Random Effect – ID

-

-

<0.001
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Table 2. Linear models of behavioural activity (% movement) of Rana arvalis tadpoles from
two populations (AOP and NOP) within three time points (including Pre, Post 1 and Post 2/3,
Figure 1). Tadpole behaviour was monitored in two pH (neutral or acid) and two predator cue
(predator cue and no-cue) treatment combinations. Significant effects are highlighted in bold.
For samples size (N) and Population-treatment means see Figure 2.
Pre
Factors

SS

df

Population

1.06

1

pH treatment

0.97

Predator treat.

Post 1
F

p

Post 2/3

SS

df

F

p

SS

df

1.12 0.291

0.49

1

0.29

0.591

0.50

1

0.46 0.497

1

1.03 0.312

16.64

1

9.86

0.002

3.07

1

2.86 0.094

0.52

1

0.55 0.459

22.49

1

13.31 <0.001

1.74

1

1.61 0.206

Pop×pH

1.94

1

2.06 0.153

0.36

1

0.22

0.643

1.33

1

1.24 0.268

Pop×Pred

2.59

1

2.76 0.100

14.61

1

8.65

0.004

0.55

1

0.51 0.478

pH×Pred

0.13

1

0.14 0.709

3.88

1

2.30

0.132

0.75

1

0.70 0.405

4.73

1

4.39 0.038

Pop×pH×Pred
Residual

140.15 149

251.72 149

F

159.55 148

Table 3. Linear models of corticosterone expression of Rana arvalis tadpoles originating from
two populations (AOP and NOP) and exposed to two pH (neutral or acid) and two predator cue
(predator cue and no-cue) treatment combinations for either 8h or 24 h. Significant effects (p
< 0.05) are highlighted in bold. The Population × pH × Predator effect was not significant and
was removed from these final models.
8h

24h

Factors

SS

df

F

p

SS

df

F

P

Population

86.60

1

5.83

0.018

343.32

1

11.32

0.013

pH treatment

68.02

1

4.58

0.035

50.85

1

1.68

0.200

Predator treatment 61.68

1

4.16

0.045

31.8

1

1.05

0.309

Pop × pH treat.

9.51

1

0.64

0.426

58.4

1

1.92

0.170

Pop × Pred. treat.

22.80

1

1.54

0.219

56.18

1

1.85

0.175

pH × Pred. treat.

57.20

1

3.85

0.053

57.05

1

1.88

0.178

Residuals

1053.80

71

167

2123.88 70

P

Figures

Figure 1. Experimental sampling procedure visualized. Rana arvalis tadpoles from each of the
two study populations (AOP and NOP) were reared individually at physiologically benign pH
(pH 7.5) from hatching until mid-larval stage. At mid larval stage (G32), individuals were
exposed to four different treatment combinations on Day 1: Placement in acid (pH 4.2) or
neutral (pH 7.5) water to acclimate for 15 minutes, followed by 5 minutes of recording (i.e. Pre
Time Point). After the 5 min recording, predator cue or no cue control was added and video
recording continued for an additional 15 minutes. Behaviour was measured at the following
time points: A) Pre: the 4.4 min before cue was added, B) Post 1: the period immediately after
cue was added (cue addition time=0) to 4.4 minutes after cue addition, and C) Post 2/3: 4.5 13.2 min after cue addition (i.e. Post2/2 consists of a 3 x 4.4 min period). After the recording
was complete, half of the replicates (N=10 for each population-treatment combination) were
assigned for corticosterone sampling 8 h and the other half (N=10 for each populationtreatment combination) 24 h after the predator treatment was applied. For further details see
methods.

Figure 2. Mean ± SE of movement activity (% time moved) of individual Rana arvalis tadpoles
before and after exposure to predator cue. Movement % is shown for two populations (acid
origin: AOP and neutral origin: NOP). The Pre- indicates a 5 minute period prior to addition
of predator cue treatment, Post 1 the 5 minutes after cue addition and Post2/3 the final 10 min.
(Total time for this behavioural recording is 20 min. For details of design and sampling time
points, see Figure 1). Treatment combinations indicated are neutral pH-no predator cue (open
circle), neutral pH- predator cue (solid circle), acid pH-no predator cue (open triangle), acid
pH- predator cue (solid triangle). N=20 for each population-treatment combination.
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A)

B)

Figure 3. Mean ± SE of Corticosterone (CORT) in body tissue of Rana arvalis tadpoles from
two populations (AOP and NOP) after exposure to combinations of two pH (acid and neutral)
and two predator cue (predator cue and no-cue) treatments for either A) 8 hours (left panel) or
B) 24 hours (right panel). Treatment combinations indicated are neutral pH-no predator cue
(open circle), neutral pH- predator cue (solid circle), acid pH-no predator cue (open triangle),
acid pH- predator cue (solid triangle). N=10 for each population treatment combination, except
N=9 for NOP in the neutral pH-predator treatment at 8h.
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Supplemental Tables
Supplemental Table 1. ICC1 analysis of 20 randomly selected videos comparing autotracking to manual movement counts. Significant values are shown in bold.

ICC Upper Bound

F df1 df2

0.83

0.92

11 19

20 <0.001

ICC 1k 0.90

0.96

11 19

20 <0.001

ICC 1

p

Supplemental Table 2. Linear models of behavioural activity (% movement) of Rana arvalis
tadpoles from a A) neutral origin population (NOP) and B) acid origin population (AOP) within
three time points (Pre: prior to predator cue addition, Post 1 and Post 2/3 after predator cue
additions, see Figure 1 for details). Tadpole weight as covariate was removed due to nonsignificance. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold.
Pre

Post 1

Post 2/3

A) AOP
Factors

SS

df

pH

0.82

1

Pred

1.88

pH×Pred

0.60

F

p

SS

df

F

p

SS

df

0.66 0.419

5.44

1

2.53

0.116

11.94

1

10.24 0.002

1

1.51 0.223

0.17

1

0.08

0.777

0.08

1

0.07

0.800

1

0.49 0.488

0.22

1

0.10

0.752

4.97

1

4.26

0.042

Residuall 94.49 76

163.479 76

F

p

88.61 76

B) NOP
Factors

SS

df

pH

1.50

1

Predator

0.98

pH×Pred

0.08

Residual

45.11 72

F

p

SS

df

F

p

SS

df

F

p

2.39 0.127

17.68

1

14.73

<0.001

3.07

1

3.12

0.080

1

1.57 0.214

23.00

1

19.159 <0.001

1.74

1

1.77

0.188

1

0.12 0.726

5.50

1

0.75

1

0.76

0.385

86.397

72

4.59

0.036

70.94 72
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Supplemental Table 3. Analysis of variance on corticosterone (CORT) levels of Rana arvalis
tadpoles from two populations (AOP and NOP) after exposure to the combination of two pH
(neutral and acid) and two predator cue (predator cue and no-cue) treatments for either 8 or 24h
(time). All four and three-way interactions were not significant and were removed from these
final models. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold.
Factors

SS

df

F

p

Population

1002.2

1

5.86

0.017

pH treatment

190.7

1

1.12

0.293

Predator treatment 0.1

1

0.00

0.980

Time

27.9

1

0.69

0.687

Pop×pH

17.4

1

0.10

0.751

Pop×Pred

407.3

1

2.38

0.125

pH×Pred

147.4

1

0.86

0.355

Pop×Time

309.3

1

1.81

0.181

pH×Time

291.2

1

1.70

0.194

Pred×Time

66.6

1

0.39

0.534

Residuals

24806.8

145
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Supplemental Table 4. Analysis of variance on CORT expression of Rana arvalis tadpoles
from A) NOP and B) AOP population 8h or 24h after exposure to combination of two pH
treatments (acid or neutral) and two predator cue treatments (predator cue or no-cue). Tadpole
weight and its interactions were included as a covariate but had no significant effects.
Significant effects (p < 0.05) highlighted in bold. Individuals were reared at neutral pH upon
mid larval stage.
8h

24 h
A) AOP

Factors

SS

df

pH treatment

158.590 1

F

p

9.841

SS

df

F

p

0.003 1.99

1

0.041 0.841

Predator treat. 191.37

1

11.875 0.001 0.00

1

0.00

pH×Pred

71.88

1

4.604

1

1.800 0.188

Residuals

580.14

36

0.042 87.24

0.996

1696.46 35
B) NOP

Factors

SS

df

F

p

pH treatment

23.89

1

1.78

Predator treat. 21.80

1

pH×Pred

4.55

1

Residuals

454.43

34

SS

df

F

0.190 11.03

1

0.948 0.337

1.631

0.210 4.63

1

0.398 0.532

0.340

0.564 1.66

1

0.143 0.708

395.57

p

34
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Abstract
Environmental stress has strong physiological and fitness effects on individual organisms and
drives evolutionary responses via natural selection. One of the fundamental physiological
processes influencing organismal performance is metabolic rate, which mediates energy
allocation to multiple competing functions, can increase or decrease under stressful conditions
and harbours substantial inter- and intra-specific variation. Here we investigated divergence in
metabolic activity (oxygen, O2, consumption) of Rana arvalis tadpoles from two acid pH (AOP)
and two neutral pH (NOP) origin populations under a combination of abiotic (acidity) and/or a
biotic (predator) environmental stress. Tadpoles were reared in two pH (acid: pH 4.3 and
neutral: 7.5) and two predator (predator cue and no predator cue) treatments, and their O2
consumption, mass and developmental rate were measured at mid- larval stage. We found that
AOP tadpoles had generally lower O2 consumption, and tadpoles reduced their O2 consumption
when exposed to predator cue. Populations diverged in developmental rate and oxygen
consumption with NOP having a higher developmental rate and higher oxygen consumption.
Our results indicate that microevolutionary changes in metabolic activity may contribute to
adaptation to acidification in Rana arvalis.
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Introduction
Environmental stress, whether natural or anthropogenic, can lead to strong natural selection and
drive intra-specific phenotypic and genetic diversification (e.g. Hoffmann and Parsons 1997,
Hoffmann and Hercus 2000, Palumbi 2001, Bijlsma and Loeschcke 2005). In spatially
heterogeneous environments, environmental stress can act as a driver of local adaptation (Pease
et al. 1989, Kawecki and Ebert 2004, Hereford 2009). Adaptation to environmental stress can
be manifested in a suite of fitness associated traits, from behaviour and growth to reproductive
performance (e.g. Huber et al. 2004, Bernardo and Spotila 2006, Hangartner et al. 2011). Of
key importance in stress adaptation is organismal physiology, which mediates the development
and expression of different traits (e.g. Feder et al. 2000). Hence, studies on physiological
mechanisms that regulate responses to environmental stress are important for understanding
drivers of adaptive divergence as well as responses of natural populations to environmental
change (Norin and Metcalfe 2019).
One of the fundamental physiological processes influencing organismal performance is
metabolic rate (MR). MR, the rate at which energy metabolism occurs, is a key determinant of
energy allocation to different fitness traits from stress responses to growth and reproduction
(e.g. Clarke 1993, Arnott et al. 2006, Biro and Stamps 2010). Inter-individual variation in MR
can correlate with inter-individual differences in energy acquisition and expenditure, such as
foraging activity, growth and fecundity (Steyermark et al. 2005, Biro and Stamps 2008, 2010,
Mathot and Dingemanse 2015, Holtmann et al. 2017). Under stressful conditions, metabolic
demands may exceed the energy available for organismal function and result in trade-offs in
resource allocation to different fitness related traits. The organismal energy budget can depend
on a range of environmental factors, such as food quality and the presence of predators (Steiner
& Van Buskirk 2009, Barry and Syal 2013, Barry 2014), and measurements of oxygen (O2)
consumption under different conditions can provide a proxy of metabolic activity and inter-
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individual differences in responses to environmental stress (e.g. Norin and Metcalfe 2019).
Amphibians provide a good model to study intra-specific variation in physiological responses
to environmental perturbations, because they are sensitive to environmental change and
different populations often inhabit distinct environments, which facilitates local adaptation (e.g.
McEwen and Wingﬁeld 2003, Beebee 2005). Moreover, amphibian physiological stress
responses can correlate with their energetic performance. For example, amphibian species and
populations differ in their metabolic thermal sensitivity (e.g. Bernardo and Spotila 2006,
Kreiman et al. 2019) and temperature alterations can affect metabolic costs and change growth
strategies (e.g. Burraco et al. 2019). Likewise, chemical stress, such as exposure to herbicides
or salinity, may increase MR (Burraco and Gomez-Mestre 2016), while pH and predator stress
can cause negative synergistic effects (Florencio et al. 2020). In presence of predators, tadpoles
may increase their MR and initiate a ‘fight-or-flight’ response (Steiner and Van Buskirk 2009).
Tadpoles may also decrease MR in predator presence to reduce energetic costs and to reduce
release of chemical cues that would indicate their presence to predators (Steiner and Van
Buskirk 2009, Barry and Syal 2013, Barry 2014). As most commonly observed, tadpoles also
reduce behavioural activity (e.g. Relyea 2001, Laurila et al. 2006, Relyea and Edwards 2010,
Middlemis Maher et al. 2013, Dijk et al. 2016) to decrease the probability to encounter predators
(Lima and Dill 1989, Werner and Anholt 1993). The reduction in activity, however, can come
at a cost of reduced growth and development rates (Abrahams and Pratt 2000, McPeek 2004,
Laurila et al. 2006, Cressler et al. 2010, Barry 2014).
Environmental acidity, due to both natural and human origin, is physiologically demanding for
amphibians (reviewed in Räsänen and Green 2009). Acidity disrupts ionic balance (Freda and
Dunson 1984, Stiffler 1993), which may cause sublethal physiological stress effects as well as
reduce survival (reviewed in Pierce 1985, Räsänen & Green 2009). At the same time,
acidification can cause significant changes in community structure, such as seen in freshwater
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ecosystems: when fish in acidified environments disappear, acid tolerant insects, such as larvae
of dragonflies and diving beetles which are foracious predators of tadpoles, increase in numbers
(Henrikson 1990, Hangartner et al. 2011). Such acidification induced abiotic and biotic
environmental shifts can cause strong divergent natural selection (e.g. Hangartner et al. 2011,
Egea-Serrano et al. 2014).
Here we studied among population divergence in metabolic activity (oxygen, O2, consumption)
in the moor frog (Rana arvalis) along an acidification gradient in South Western Sweden
(Hangartner et al. 2011). Along this gradient, tadpoles show adaptive divergence to both pH
and predators (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). In particular, tadpoles
from acid origin populations (i.e. inhabiting acidic ponds, henceforth AOP) have faster growth
but slower development rates (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012) compared to those from neutral
origin populations (inhabiting neutral ponds, henceforth NOP), when reared under common
conditions in the laboratory. In addition, AOP tadpoles appear to be overall behaviourally more
active, yet have higher survival in predator presence (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). The latter
correlates positively with morphological defence traits, tail depth in particular (Egea-Serrano et
al. 2014). This divergence in multiple traits indicates the potential for divergence in underlying
physiological processes, such as metabolic activity, but is unstudied to date.
Here we studied phenotypic divergence of R. arvalis tadpoles in O2 consumption, and its
covariation with body mass, under a combination of acid and predator stress. Our predictions
were two-fold. First, we predicted that O2 consumption of tadpoles may either increase
(reflecting for example elevated ‘stress’, e.g. Auer et al. 2018, reviewed in Haase et al. 2016)
or decrease (reflecting the shut down of costly metabolic activities and reduction of release of
cues, e.g. Barry and Syal 2013, Burraco and Gomez-Mestre 2016, Florencio et al. 2020) when
exposed to acid and/or predator stress. If energetic costs are elevated (i.e. higher O2
consumption), body mass should be reduced in acidic and predator stress conditions compared
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to benign (neutral and/or no predator) environments (Sih 1992, Steiner and Van Buskirk 2009,
Barry and Syal 2013, Barry 2014). However, the effects on energetic costs may be altered via
synergistic or antagonistic interactive stress effects (Folt et al. 1999, Crain et al. 2008, Piggott
et al. 2015, Haase et al. 2016, Tekin et al. 2020). Second, due to the known adaptive divergence
in behavioural activity (higher in AOP), growth (higher in AOP) and development (slower in
AOP) of R. arvalis tadpoles along the study gradient (Räsänen et al. 2005, Hangartner et al.
2012, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014), we predicted that AOP and NOP populations differ in
metabolic activity, but that NOP tadpoles show stronger negative responses (i.e. evident as
elevated O2 consumption, smaller size) than AOP tadpoles to acid and/or predator stress.

Materials and Methods
Study species
Rana arvalis is a semi-aquatic anuran amphibian, broadly distributed in Northern and Eastern
Europe (Gasc et al. 2004, Glandt 2006). It breeds in a range of freshwater habitats, has a broad
pH tolerance and reproduces from acidic (down to pH 4) and neutral to alkaline ponds (e.g.
Andrén et al. 1989, Räsänen et al. 2008). In our study area, breeding starts when water
temperature reaches about 10°C, and females lay one clutch of roughly 500 - 1500 eggs per year
(Räsänen et al. 2008). Larvae hatch approximately two weeks after fertilization and
development until metamorphosis takes two to three months, depending on temperature and pH
(Räsänen et al. 2003, Hangartner et al. 2011).

Study populations
We used four divergent populations from the previously studied acidification gradient in
Sweden (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). These included two AOPs:
Tottatjärn (henceforth TT, pond pH 4.2 ± 0.2; Coordinates: 57°36'12"N 12°34'47"E) and Sätila
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(SA, pH 4.1 ± 0.2; 57º30'25''N 12º20'23''E), and two NOPs: Rud (RD, pH 7.0 ± 0.2; 58º35'28''N
13º47'26''E) and Stubberud (SR, pH 7.3 ± 0.2; 58º27'32''N 13º46'8''E). These populations are
the most diverged populations along the study gradient (intermediate pH populations being
intermediate in trait divergence, Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012). TT and SA situate within an area
which is acidic both due to natural and anthropogenic acidification, whereas RD and SR are
located in an area with calcareous soil and hence good buffering against acidification
(Hangartner et al. 2011). The pairwise geographic distances among the four study populations
range from 20 to 150 km (Hangartner et al. 2012).
In each population, ca. 100 eggs from each of 10 freshly laid clutches (i.e. < 1h after egg laying)
were collected between April 17th to 21st 2018, placed on site in reconstituted soft water (RSW,
see below) with neutral pH, and transported to Uppsala University for the common garden
laboratory experiment.

Experimental design and tadpole rearing
In the laboratory, embryos were reared in neutral pH RSW (see below) in family specific groups
(ca. 30 embryos/container) until Gosner stage 25 (G25, start of independent feeding, Gosner
1960). All embryonic and tadpole rearing was conducted in 0.8 L water in 1L PP containers in
a 17°C laboratory facility with a 17h light:7h dark cycle. When individuals reached G25, they
were randomly assigned to their respective individual treatment.
The experiment consisted of a fully factorial design with 4 populations (TT, SA, RD, SR) x 2
pH treatments (Acid: target pH ±4.3 or Neutral: target pH ± 7.5) x 2 predator treatments
(predator cue, P or control, C) x 20 replicates, resulting in 320 experimental units. In most cases,
2 individuals / family were assigned for each treatment combination, but in a few cases the
numbers ranged from 1 to 3 individuals/family because not enough individuals were available
from some families. Tadpoles were reared individually from G25 to mid-larval stage (i.e. G28-
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G33) in the laboratory, where vials were assigned randomly across eight shelves (using Excel
random function). The pH treatments were selected based on environmental conditions in the
field, and the sample size based on effect size and variance in previous experiments (e.g.
Hangartner et al. 2012, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014).
The tadpoles were reared in 1L PP containers (Orthex GROUP, art.no:804513) with 0.8L of
acid or neutral RSW (deionized water with 48 mg/l of NaHCO3, 30 mg/l of CaSO4 x 2H2O,
61.4 mg/l of MgSO4 x 7H2O and 2 mg/l of KCl, APHA 1985). RSW was prepared in 204L
containers as in previous studies (e.g. Räsänen et al. 2005, Hangartner et al. 2011) with the
modification of adding peat to stabilize pH. The acid RSW in the 200L containers was adjusted
with 1M H2SO4 and buffered by adding 165 g peat pellets (Zoobest Gartenteich Torfpellets, ZB01270) in a fine mesh bag. To account for effects of peat presence in the neutral RSW, 16.5 g
of peat in a fine mesh bag was added to the otherwise unmanipulated RSW (the relative amounts
of peat in the treatment waters were chosen based on relative amounts of humic compounds in
natural surface waters in Sweden - neutral waters can have 10% of humic compounds that acid
waters typically have). Treatment waters were prepared at least two days prior to usage and
aerated well during preparation.

Predator cue preparation - Tadpoles respond to the chemical cues released from both the
invertebrate predators as well as the alarm cues of their consumed conspecifics (Schoeppner
and Relyea 2005, Van Buskirk et al. 2014). To manipulate perceived predation risk, tadpoles
were reared either in the presence (P) or absence (C) of a predator cue. As a source of the
predator cue, late-instar dragonfly (Aeshna sp.) larvae were captured from a pond near Uppsala
(59°51'10.0"N 17°28'20.5"E). The Aeshna larvae were maintained individually in cages made
of transparent plastic tubes with a mesh bottom in two 102L tanks filled with 50L neutral pH
RSW. The density was five individually caged dragonfly larvae per tank. To collect predator
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cue, the dragonfly larvae were transferred into individual 1L PP ‘feeding containers’ filled with
100 ml of water (from their own rearing tanks), and fed with 120 mg of R. arvalis larvae. After
30 min., when tadpoles had been eaten, the water from the feeding containers was pooled for
use as P cue water. In the P treatment, 2 ml of P cue water was pipetted in, resulting in a
concentration of ca. 3 mg cue/L. In the C treatment, 2 ml of clean RSW was pipetted in. Water
in the tadpole rearing containers was replaced every three days and the chemical cue added and
refreshed in conjunction of each water change.
Each experimental vial contained a non-transparent folded piece of PE-LD plastic (the lid of the
plastic container, Orthex GROUP, art.no:804513) as shelter for the tadpole. Tadpoles were fed
ad libitum with a mix of finely chopped parboiled spinach (Organic spinach, Coop, Sweden)
and organic spirulina powder (Renee Voltaire, Sweden), resulting in a diet with 35% protein
(Carmona-Osalde et al. 1996, Alvarez and Nicieza 2002). In attempt to gain better insight to
metabolic demands, we also aimed to estimate food consumption (Appendix 1). Therefore, the
standard food mix was replaced with standardized spinach discs during a minimum of two days
when tadpoles had reached approximately G30 (Gosner 1960). The details of the procedures
and results of this data are reported in Appendix 1. Prior to each water change, pH was measured
in a random subset of experimental containers with a Ross ultra-refillable triode pH electrode
(Thermo Scientific) in combination with an Orion 3star pH portable pH meter (Thermo
Scientific). Mean ± SE pH was 4.4 ± 0.02 in the acid and 7.5 ± 0.03 in the neutral treatment
prior to the water changes. Water temperature (mean ± SE 16.6 ± 0.1 °C) was measured
throughout the experiment in 10 vials distributed across the experimental shelving system using
a digital thermometer (Testo 108, EN 13485, ± 0.5 °C). The well-being of the individuals was
checked during each water change. Four tadpoles died early during the experiment and were
replaced by ‘extra individuals’ that had been reared under similar conditions in separate
containers. An additional two tadpoles had to be prematurely sacrificed based on humane
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endpoints (i.e. development stagnated, animal was not eating or individuals showed signs of
discomfort or neurological abnormalities). The O2 assessment was embedded in a larger multitrait study (Mausbach et al., chapter IV). Therefore, experimental animals in our study here
were sacrificed either on the day of O2 measurement (N=160) or at metamorphosis (N=160) as
detailed in Mausbach et al. (chapter IV).

Oxygen consumption and other response variables
To measure among population variation in tadpole responses to pH-predator stress
combinations, we measured O2 consumption (indicative of metabolic activity), tadpole size and
developmental stage (key life-history traits) at mid-larval stages. To aid in timing of ‘mid-larval’
sampling, a separate set of individuals (henceforth ‘extra’; N= 80) was reared under similar
conditions in the same lab and screened regularly for developmental stage until the first ‘extra’
individuals reached G31 (i.e. the approximate target stage of sampling experimental animals).
This was done in order to minimize handling stress on experimental individuals. These extra
individuals covered all families within each population-treatment combination of the
experiment.
To determine the effects of pH and predator stress on tadpole O2 consumption, we followed
methods from earlier studies (e.g. Steiner and Van Buskirk 2009, Barry and Syal 2013, Kearney
et al. 2016, Salo et al. 2017). As we were interested in pH and predator stress responses per se,
we measured O2 consumption on resting tadpoles, but without food deprivation (i.e. reflecting
semi-natural MR, Nagy 2005, Nelson 2016). O2 consumption was measured 15 to 25 days from
experimental onset (population and treatment dependend) when experimental tadpoles were
expected to be at mid-larval stages (based on extra individuals). The range of sampling days
was implemented for logistic reasons due to large number of tadpoles to be measure.
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O2 consumption of experimental tadpoles was measured between 9 am and 2 pm to account for
potential effects of circadian rhythm. First, each individual was removed from its rearing vial
with a hand net and placed in a 50 ml screw cap glass container (no: 200000282) fully filled
with freshly made treatment water (Neutral C, Acid C, Neutral P or Acid P). The glass container
was covered with black plastic to minimize disturbance. Measurement of O2 consumption
started after an initial acclimation period of 15 minutes. The amount of O2 in the water was
measured with a Fibox 4 system (PreSens Precision Sensing GmbH, Regensburg, Germany),
with a handheld optical O2 sensor (PreSens Precision Sensing GmbH: PreSP- PSt3-NAU-D5YOP), and an O2-sensor tab (no: 200000023) fixed with SG1 silicon glue inside the glass vial.
Due to logistic reasons, individuals were sampled in three to four temporal blocks /day, with 4
to 16 individuals/block (max. 45 ind./day). Individuals to be measured within a given day were
randomly assigned to the within day temporal block and sampled in random order. For each
experimental individual, O2 concentration was recorded three times in ca. 20 min intervals
within a 45 min period. At each of the three time points, O2 was recorded at 3 s intervals for 50
s. O2 consumption for each individual tadpole was estimated as the slope (ß) of a linear
regression of O2 concentration (mg/l) across the three measurement time points within the 45
min. sampling period. After the measurement of O2 consumption, each tadpole was transferred
back into its original 1L container for measurement of body mass and developmental stage. To
control for potential micro-organism respiration in the treatment waters, we measured O2
consumption also in one container with only treatment water (i.e. with no tadpole) within each
temporal block and treatment combination (N=12-15 vials/treatment combination).
Directly after O2 measurements, individuals were blotted dry, weighed with an electronic
balance (VWR, SE 203-LR, 3 digits) and screened for developmental stage (Gosner 1960).
Developmental stage of each individual was determined visually under a binocular microscope
(Leica MZ 6). A developmental rate (stage per day) proxy was calculated by dividing the stage
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at mid-larval sampling (G28 to G33.5, Appendix Table X) by the number of days from
experimental set up (at G25) until sampling.
Individuals to be sacrificed were immersed to an overdose (2 g/L) of dissolved buffered MS222
(Ethyl-3-aminobenzoate-methanesulfonate, Sigma Aldrich, E10521) in 1L of RSW until they
were no longer responsive (Cakir and Strauch 2005, Ramlochansingh et al. 2014). Half of the
individuals were subsequently snap frozen in liquid nitrogen (for later corticosterone analyses,
Mausbach et al., chapter IV) and stored at -80°C. The other half (see above) were returned to
their rearing containers for metamorphic assays (Mausbach et al., chapter IV). Due to the
multiple treatments, randomized design and variable timing of sampling, all people involved in
handling tadpoles had access to an ID list of the tadpoles, to ensure correct treatment and timing
of individual measurements (i.e. experiment was not carried out following ‘blinding’ principles
to minimize error).

Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted in Rstudio (v.1.2.5033, R version v. 4.0.2). The data was
analysed in two main steps. First, using multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA), which
was followed by univariate and univariate mixed model analyses. Assumptions of each model
(i.e. normality and homoscedasticity) were tested and assessed visually using QQ plots and by
checking the distribution of residuals and transformations applied to improve data distribution.
Tadpole mass (g) and developmental rate (stage per day, henceforth: dev.rate) were log
transformed for statistical analyses. The slope (ß) of O2 consumption was first absolute value
transformed to make all values positive and thereby allow log transformation. (Note that because
of the absolute transformation, a more positive ß indicates higher O2 consumption). Because O2
consumption in the no-tadpole containers did not differ significantly among treatments
(ANOVA type 3, P = 0.247), slopes of tadpole O2 consumption were not adjusted relative to the
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no-tadpole controls. Of the 320 experimental animals, 17 were excluded from the analyses, due
to death of tadpoles, missing data or malfunction of the O2 measurement. The final sample size
was N=303, with N=17-20 individuals/population treatment combination.

Multivariate analyses
To test for multivariate responses of the populations to the pH and predator treatments, we first
conducted a MANOVA including log(O2 abs slope), log(mass) and log(stage). As mass is a key
determinant of metabolic rates, and strongly correlated with developmental stage, we report
developmental stage variation as well as mass-stage covariation from this MANOVA in
Appendix 3. As we were further interested in the effects of dev. rate on O2 consumption, we
conducted a second MANOVA that log(O2 abs slope), log(mass) and log (dev. rate). Fixed
effects of population (4 levels), pH treatment (2 levels), predator treatment (2 levels), and their
interactions were included as predictor variables. We began with a full model containing all
fixed effect interactions and then removed the three-way interaction if P ≥ 0.1. We only report
the final model here.
We

report

the

test

statistics

for

the

Wilk’s

tests

(MANOVA

type

III,

contrasts=list(topic=contr.sum, sys=contr.sum)) as these results were consistent with Pillai’s
and Hotelling’s tests. For visual data presentation of the MANOVA results, we used the package
HEplot (MANOVA type III) in R (Friendly 2007, Fox et al. 2018) that plots ellipsoids of the
hypotheses (H) and errors (E) of the model. In these plots, significance is indicated by
hypotheses (H) ellipsoids reaching out of the error (E) ellipsoid (Fox et al. 2018, Friendly 2007).
We used bivariate HE plots between each response variable to inspect trait associations in the
MANOVAs.

Univariate analyses
Univariate analyses of log(mass) and log(dev. rate) were conducted using linear models
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(ANOVA type III) in the ‘car’ package (using: options(contrast = c(“contr.sum”,”contr.poly”)))
(Fox and Weisberg 2019). Log(O2 abs slope) was analysed using a linear mixed effect model
(ANOVA type III) with the ‘lme function’ in the ‘nlme’ package (Pinheiro et al. 2020) (using:
options(contrast = c(“contr.sum”,”contr.poly”))).
In analyses of O2 consumption, the full model included Population, pH treatment, Predator
treatment, and all their interactions as fixed factors, measurement block as a random effect, and
tadpole log(mass) and its fixed factor interactions as a covariate. To test for covariate slope
heterogeneity, all fixed factor - covariate interactions were included in the full models. In
analyses of tadpole mass and dev. rate, the full model included Population, pH treatment,
Predator treatment, and all their interactions as fixed factors. The full univariate models were
then simplified by first removing any non-significant covariate and fixed factor interactions
sequentially (starting from the least significant). Next, non-significant (P ≥ 0.1) three-way
interactions between the fixed factors were removed, but all two-way interactions were kept due
to their relevance for the experimental design and hypothesis testing. When relevant, Tukey’s
post hoc tests were used for pairwise comparisons of LSmeans using the lsmeans function in
‘emmeans’ package (Length 2020). Only final models are presented here.

Results
We first inspected patterns in the raw data of O2 consumption and mass (Figure 1). Interestingly,
the O2-mass correlation appeared tighter in the predator control groups (acid and neutral C
treatments) than in the predator cue treatments, which showed much more variability. This
possibly reflects elevated stress on tadpoles.
MANOVA of O2 consumption, size and developmental rate
Population and pH treatment main effects and the Population x pH treatment interaction were
statistically significant in the MANOVA (Table 1). The HE plots showed strong population
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effects in the same direction: SR tadpoles were biggest, developed fastest, and consumed most
O2, while SA tadpoles were smallest, developed slowest and consumed least O2 (Figure 2AC). RD and TT both showed intermediate values in these traits (Figure 2A-C).
The pH main effect mainly arose from pH effects on dev. rate and O2 consumption, and to a
lesser degree on mass (2A-C). Individuals in the neutral treatment developed faster and had a
lower O2 consumption than individuals in the acid treatment (Figure 2C). The population x pH
treatment interaction mainly arose from mass and dev. rate, with tadpoles from acid origin
populations reacting stronger to the pH treatments than neutral populations (Figure 2A). The
HE plots indicated a subtle population-predator treatment interaction, which mainly seemed to
reflect differential effects of predator cue treatment on body size and dev. rate (Figure 2A, B).

Univariate analyses
O2 consumption - The univariate analyses revealed that Population and Predator treatment, as
well as tadpole size, had significant effects on O2 consumption, whereas the pH treatment did
not. Furthermore, although population responses to treatments visually seemed to be
idiosyncratic (Figure 3), none of the interactions was significant (Table 1). O2 consumption was
positively correlated with tadpole mass (LMEM, 𝛽 = 8.04; positive slope reflects higher the O2
consumption, see Methods). For a given mass, TT and SA tadpoles consumed on average less
O2 than SR tadpoles (Pairwise Tukey’s post hoc test, p < 0.05), whereas RD tadpoles did not
differ significantly from the other populations (P > 0.05) (Figure 3 C). Furthermore, tadpoles in
the P treatments consumed, on average, less O2 than tadpoles in the C treatments (Figure 3 C).

Size - At the end of the experiment, tadpole developmental stages ranged from G27 to 33.5
(Appendix 2, Gosner 1960). A significant population main effect (Table 2) indicated that TT
and SR tadpoles were, on average, larger than SA and RD tadpoles and SR was slightly larger
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than TT (Figure 3B) (Pairwise Tukey’s post hoc test, p < 0.05), whereas the other populations
did not differ from each other. In addition, tadpoles reared in the Neutral treatment were larger
than tadpoles in the Acid treatment (Table 2, Figure 3B). A marginal Population x pH treatment
interaction (Table 2, P = 0.058) indicated population specific responses to pH. This effect was
driven by tadpoles from acid origin populations reducing body size in the Acid treatment,
whereas tadpoles from the neutral origin populations were little affected by acidity in terms of
size (Figure 3).

Developmental rate - The significant population main effect on dev. rate (Table 2), showed that
SR tadpoles were developing significantly faster than SA tadpoles (pairwise Tukey’s post hoc
test, P= 0.031), whereas other populations did not differ from each other. Tadpoles developed
slower in the Acid treatment compared to the Neutral treatment (Table 2, Figure 3A). A marginal
Predator treatment effect (P=0.051, Table 2) derived from tadpoles in the Predator cue treatment
developing somewhat slower than tadpoles in the control treatment (Figure 3A).

Discussion
We investigated the interactive effects of an abiotic (acidity) and a biotic (predator)
environmental stressor on tadpole performance (O2 consumption, size and dev. rate) in four
divergent R. arvalis populations. We specifically focused on variation in O2 consumption as an
indicator of metabolic responses to chemically induced stress (pH, predator cue) (e.g. Haase et
al. 2016, Florencio et al. 2020, Auer et al. 2018) and tested the hypotheses that populations
inhabiting contrasting acidities (Acid origin, AOP, versus Neutral origin, NOP) have diverged
in physiological processes. Interestingly, we found significant differences in MR between the
populations and a tendency that AOP tadpoles consumed less O2 than NOP tadpoles - although
the differences were statistically significant in only one of the NOP populations. Furthermore,
we found reduced O2 consumption in the presence of predator cue suggesting that R. arvalis
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tadpoles respond to predator threat by reducing their metabolic rate.

Responses to acid and predator stress
In accordance with previous studies (e.g. Räsänen et al. 2005, Hangartner et al. 2011), acidic
pH reduced tadpole size and dev. rate. Growth and dev. rate reduction under acidic conditions
may arise from an energetic trade-off between investment in maintaining physiological balance
(e.g. ionic balance, Freda and Dunson 1984) and other energetically demanding activities, such
as feeding efficiency (e.g. digestion; Dockray et al. 1996, Barry 2014) and behavioural activity
(e.g. Egea-Serrano et al. 2014, Scaramella, Mausbach et al. chapter II). However, body size
adjusted O2 consumption was not significantly affected by acid stress. Concomitant with
reduced food consumption in the acid treatment (Appendix 1: Figure 1, Table 1), this suggests
that direct metabolic costs of R. arvalis tadpoles were not increased under acid stress.
In contrast, O2 consumption was on average reduced in tadpoles exposed to predator cue. Based
on visual inspection (Figure 3C), this tended to be the case in three of the four populations
(except for SA population, see below). This reduction is in accordance to other studies on anuran
tadpoles which have reported lower MR in the presence of predator cues (e.g. Barry and Syal
2013; Burraco and Gomez-Mestre 2016). As predator cues are clearly a source of stress, reduced
O2 consumption may initially appear counterintuitive. However, reduced O2 consumption
(reflective of lower metabolic activity) may be an adaptive strategy, whereby a reduced
respiration rate of tadpoles releases less chemical cues that could be detectable by predators
(Florencio et al. 2020). Reduced MR under predation risk would also be expected to reduce
costs associated with reduced energy acquisition (i.e. feeding) following reduced behavioural
activity, which is a typical adaptive predator defence strategy in tadpoles (e.g., Laurila et al.
2006, Steiner and Van Buskirk 2009, Barry 2014).
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Evidence for population differentiation
Our study populations of R. arvalis originate from an acidification gradient where AOP tadpoles
are more behaviourally active, grow faster but develop slower, and are better adapted to the
combined stress of acidity and predators (Hangartner et al. 2012, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). Our
multivariate analysis of O2 consumption, tadpole size and dev. rate revealed a positive
association between O2 consumption and tadpole mass, as well as O2 consumption and tadpole
dev. rate, across populations (Figure 2). This reflected especially the relatively higher average
O2 consumption of SR tadpoles and lower O2 consumption of the two AOP populations (TT and
SA). That larger tadpoles have higher O2 consumption is commonly seen as larger animals
usually have higher energy expenditure (e.g. Nagy 2005, Auer et al. 2018). Tadpoles that
developed faster also showed a higher O2 consumption, suggesting that the entire metabolism
was elevated. This may indicate a positive link between O2 consumption and pace of life among
populations as has been observed in guppies as well (Auer et al. 2018). The evidence is,
however, inconsistent when considering food consumption as TT tadpoles (relatively low O2
consumption) had highest food consumption and SR tadpoles (highest O2) had lowest food
consumption (Appendix 1 Figure 1).
Population divergence in tadpole size depended to some extent on the rearing conditions reflecting genotype-by-environment interactions (e.g. Via et al. 1995, Schlichting and Pigliucci
1998). In particular, tadpoles from the TT population were in both pH treatments substantially
larger (13-15%) in the predator cue treatment than in absence of predator cue (Figure 3). This
matches with the previous studies on TT, which is the most acidic and best acid adapted
population in this system (Hangartner et al. 2012). In this population, tadpoles have deepest
tails, largest size as well as highest survival when exposed to the combined stress of acidity and
predators (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). The reasons behind the
substantial increase in body size of TT tadpoles under predator stress are not clear but may
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indicate an adaptive strategy to reach a safe size in presence of gape limited predators or to reach
metamorphosis and escape the risky aquatic phase faster (Urban 2007a,b). None of the other
populations showed this response, which may reflect differences in the implemented adaptive
strategies (e.g. investment in growth versus altered behaviour, Laurila et al. 2006, Urban
2007a). Elsewhere, we further show that the populations differ in their behavioural responses
in both short term and chronic exposure to predator cue (Scaramella, Mausbach et al., chapter
II, Mausbach et al., chapter IV), providing further evidence for predator-induced trait
divergence.
We found evidence for intraspecific variation in O2 consumption rates among the R. arvalis
populations, possibly suggesting natural selection acting on energy metabolism in these
populations. This would also support observed difference in dev. rate (e.g. Auer et al. 2018).
Furthermore, as one NOPs (only SR significalty) had higher O2 consumption (for a given body
size) than both AOPs, our results suggest that populations living in acidic environments may
have lower metabolic rates. In our system, populations with higher individual dev. rate appear
to have higher O2 consumption as found in some other ectotherm species (e.g., Billerbeck et al.
2000, DeBlock et al. 2008, but see Lindgren and Laurila 2009). A lower MR in stressful
environments could reduce the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Circu and Aw
2010, Peckett et al. 2011) and enable maintenance of homeostasis and, thereby, increase survival
(Boutilier et al. 1997, Monaghan et al. 2009, Costantini 2019). In acidic environments, for
example, this can be linked to lower membrane permeability (Boutilier 1997) which might
decrease the energetic cost of maintaining cellular stability (e.g. maintain ionic balance, Freda
and Dunson 1984). To test how the traits covary and the determinants of observed variation,
further comparisons of larger number of populations as well as direct associations of
physiological performance measures with fitness would be highly valuable avenues for future
studies.
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Conclusion and Perspectives
We found among population divergence in O2 consumption and tadpole responses to acid and
predator stress. The findings from our study shed light on potential physiological mechanisms
underlying adaptive divergence of R. arvalis populations in larval growth, dev. rate and defence
traits along an acidification gradient (Teplitsky et al. 2007, Hangartner et al. 2011 2012, EgeaSerrano et al. 2014). First, together with previous work on metabolic activity of tadpoles in a
range of amphibian species (e.g. Steiner & Van Buskirk 2009, Barry et al. 2013, Barry 2014,
Burraco and Gomez-Mestre 2016), our study indicates that R. arvalis tadpoles show an adaptive
plastic response to predators by reducing O2 consumption (and, hence, respiration) in predator’s
presence. Second, phenotypic divergence of R. arvalis along the acidification gradient
(including the four study populations here) in tadpole morphology, activity and life-history
traits, is relatively consistent between populations originating from acid/high invertebrate
predator density versus neutral/lower invertebrate predator density environments. Our data on
O2 consumption suggests that both AOP and NOP tadpoles downregulate O2 consumption to
some degree, but we found no clear uniformly consistent responses between the AOP and NOP
tadpoles to pH-predator cues in tadpoles size and dev. rate. One would need studies on larger
number of populations to make stronger conclusions about the drivers of the observed patterns
in metabolic activity and tadpole life-history traits. Further research is needed on adaptive
divergence in metabolic rates along environmental stress gradients.
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Tables
Table 1: Summary of multivariate analyses variance on tadpole log(dev. rate) log(mass) (g)
and log(abs O2 consumption, mg/l/min) among four R. arvalis populations (TT and SA: acid
origin; RD and SR: neutral origin) reared in a combination of two pH (acid, neutral) and two
predator stress (predator cue, no cue) treatments. Signiﬁcant effects (p < 0.05) in bold. Note
that the Population x pH x predator treatment was not significant and was removed from this
final model.
Wilk’s test

Approx. F

ndf, ddf

p

Population

0.90

3.41

9, 698.63

<0.001

pH treatment

0.90

10.39

3, 287

<0.001

Predator treatment

0.99

1.26

3, 287

0.288

Pop. x pH treat.

0.93

2.49

9, 698.63

0.008

Pop. x Pred treat.

0.96

1.26

9, 698.63

0.253

pH treatm. x Pred treat.

1.00

0.14

3, 287

0.937

Factors
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Table 2. Linear model (ANOVA type III) on Log(dev. rate), Log(mass) and linear mixedeffect models on O2 consumption (log(abs(O2 mg/l/min)) among four Rana arvalis populations
(TT and SA: acid origin; RD and SR: neutral origin) two pH (acid and neutral) and to Predator
(control, C and predator cue, P) treatment combinations. In model of O2 consumption, tadpole
mass was included as a covariate. Signiﬁcant values (p < 0.05) in bold. The Population – pH –
predator treatment interaction was not significant and was removed from the final model. None
of the factor covariate interactions were significant.
Developmental rate

Mass

O2 consumption

F

ndf, ddf

p

F

ndf, ddf

p

F

ndf, ddf

p

Population

3.0

3, 289

0.031

20.2

3, 289

<0.001

5.4

3, 264

0.001

pH treatment

30.5

1, 289

<0.001

3.9

1, 289

0.049

0.8

1, 264

0.370

Pred. treatm.

3.8

1, 289

0.051

0.2

1, 289

0.620

5.8

1, 264

0.017

Pop. x Pred. tr.

0.6

3, 289

0.608

2.5

3, 289

0.121

1.2

3, 264

0.319

Pop. x pH tr.

0.7

3, 289

0.540

2.0

3, 289

0.058

0.7

3, 264

0.571

pH x Pred tr.

0.1

1, 289

0.811

0.1

1, 289

0.823

0.1

1, 264

0.958

60.2

264

<0.001

Fixed effects

Covariates
Mass
Random effect

Variance

Block

0.04

Residual

0.51
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Figures

Figure 1: Raw data on O2 consumption (mg/l/min) in relation to tadpole mass (g) for two acid
origin (TT, SA) and two neutral origin (RD, SR) Rana arvalis populations. Tadpoles were
reared in a combination of two pH (acid, neutral) and two Predator (control, C and predator
cue, P) treatments. For C and P treatments, the mass - O2 consumption relationship is to the
same direction: heavier tadpoles consumed more O2. However, there appeared to be more
variation among individuals in the P treatment in O2 consumption (extreme negative values on
Y axis) than in the C treatment. (Note that in this raw data, more negative O2 values mean more
O2 consumption).
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Figure 2: Hypothesis (H) – Error (E) plot of the MANOVA on tadpole developmental rate
(log(stage per day), size (log(mass, g), and Oxygen (O2) consumption (log(abs O2 slope, mg/l)
of Rana arvalis tadpoles. The data represents bivariate trait covariation among two acid origin
(TT and SA) and two neutral origin (RD and SR) populations reared in a combination of two
pH (neutral and acid) and two predator cue (control, C and predator cue, P) treatments for A)
mass and developmental rate, B) mass and O2 consumption and C) developmental rate and O2
consumption. Hypothesis’ ellipsoids that are outside of the error ellipse indicate significant
effects. The solid dots indicate fixed effect means for Population, pH treatment (neutral and
acid) and Predator (control, C and predator cue, P) treatments.
The key results in this figure are that there are strong population level associations between
all three traits (Population ellipse in A-C), and Population x pH treatment interaction effect on
mass-developmental rate (A) and on developmental rate-O2 consumpion (B), and a Population
x Predator treatment interaction on mass-O2 consumption association. The pH treatment main
effect mainly affects the association between developmental rate-mass and developmental rateO2 consumption. Importantly, O2 consumption is strongly related to developmental rate
(higher O2 and faster development in SR, C: Population ellipse), which is counteracted by pH
(lower O2 consumption and slower development in acidic pH; pH ellipse, C). Based on
univariate analyses (Table 2), the Population-Predator treatment effect in the O2-mass
association (B) mostly arises through effects on one population (TT tadpoles are smaller in the
Predator cue treatment), whereas the Population-pH treatment effect on O2- developmental rate
association (C) mainly arises through effects of pH on tadpole mass (smaller tadpoles in acid
pH). For detailed inferences see Result section and univariate analyses (Table 2, Figure 3).
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 3: Least square mean ± standard error of A) Log(developmental rate) and B) Log(mass)
from linear models and C) Log(abs(O2 mg/l/min) corrected for tadpole mass (g) from a linear
mixed effect model (Table 2). Data is shown for two acid origin (TT and SA) and two neutral
origin (RD and SR) Rana arvalis populations reared in a combination of two pH (acid and
neutral) and two Predator (control, C and predator cue, P) treatments. Note that due to the O2
data transformation from negative values to absolute scale, followed by log transformation,
higher values (e.g. -4.4) indicate higher O2 consumption compared to lower values (e.g. -4.6).
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Food consumption assay
Appendix 2. Developmental stage variation among populations and treatments
Appendix 3. Multivariate analysis on O2 consumption, size and developmental stage of
tadpoles.

Appendix A1: Food consumption assay
Food consumption of Rana arvalis tadpoles was assessed to test effects of stress, with
predictions that higher stress levels could either reduce feeding activity (impaired organismal
function) or increase feeding activity (increased metabolic demand). To assess food
consumption, two standardized discs (1 cm diameter) of parboiled organic spinach leaf (COOP,
Sweden) was provided to each individual when tadpoles in a given population- treatment
combination had reached approximately G30. At the next water change (after two days) all
tadpoles received their standard spinach spirulina mix until measurement of O2 consumption.
Food consumption was assessed across both discs visually (by MJ) at 10% intervals (from <
10 % = none eaten to 50% = half eaten to 100% = all eaten). In order to assess food consumption
of each individual tadpole approximately at the same developmental stage across population
treatment combinations, food consumption (% consumed) was assessed 15 to 22 days after the
start of the experiment. For details on timing of sampling using reference individuals (so called
«extra» individuals), see main manuscript. Food consumption % was analysed with a
generalized linear model (type 3), with logit link and binomial error in Proc Genmod in SAS
9.4, adjusting for over-dispersion.
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Appendix 1 Table 1. Generalized linear model of food consumption (%) of Rana arvalis
tadpoles from four populations, two pH treatments and to Predator cue treatments. LR Statistics
For Type 3 Analysis are presented from Proc Genmod (SAS 9.4) adjusted for overdispersion.

LR Statistics For Type 3 Analysis
Source
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ndf

ddf

Chi2

p

Log(wgt)

1

295

145.82

<0.001

Pop

3

295

105.84

<0.001

pH

1

295

8.57

0.003

Pred

1

295

2.54

0.111

Pop*pH

3

295

41.76

<0.001

Pop*Pred

3

295

1.00

0.802

Appendix 1 Figure 1. Mean ± standard error of food consumption (% spinach discs eaten) of
tadpoles from two AOP (TT, SA) and two NOP (RD, SR) Rana arvalis populations. Tadpoles
were reared in a combination of two pH (acid, neutral) and two predator stress (predator cue,
P, no cue, C) treatments. LSmeans ± SE from the generalized linear model are TT-Acid: 1.99±
0.28, TT-Neutral: 3.26±0.51, SA-Acid: 2.20 ± 0.27, SA- Neutral: 2.74±0.34,
RD- Acid: 0.59±0.21, RD-Neutral: 2.23±0.29, SR-Acid: 0.66±0.23, SR-Neutral: -0.41±0.20.
Relevant significant pairwise differences of LSmeans (Tukey’s test p < 0.05) included between
population pairs: RD Acid vs SA Acid and TT Acid, RD Neutral vs SR Neutral, SA Acid vs
SR Acid, SA Neutral vs SR Neutral, SR Acid vs TT Acid, SR Neutral vs TT Neutral, and
between pH treatments (within populations): RD Acid vs RD Neutral, SR Acid vs SR Neutral,
TT Acid vs TT Neutral. For main model, see Appendix 1 Table (above). The key findings are:
i) for a given size, TT tadpoles have higher food consumption, ii) food consumption is reduced
in Acid treatments, iii) SR consumes more food consumption in Acid than in Neutral
treatments, whereas the other three populations consumed less food in Acid than the Neutral
treatments and iv) predator stress this not significantly affecting food consumption.
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Appendix 2. Developmental stage variation among populations and treatments.
Appendix 2 Table 1. Summary of raw data mean ± SE of developmental stage (Gosner stage,
Gosner 1960) of Rana arvalis tadpoles from two AOP (TT, SA) and two NOP (RD, SR)
populations. Tadpoles were reared in a combination of two pH (Acid, Neutral) and two Predator
(control, C and predator cue, P) treatments. Developmental stage was assessed at the same time
as tadpole mass was measured. Half stage (0.5) indicates individuals that could not be clearly
assigned to either previous or following stage.
Population

Treatments

Mean ± SE

Min

Max

Neutral C

31.1 ± 0.2

29.0

32.0

P

31.2 ± 0.2

29.0

33.0

C

30.9 ± 0.2

28.5

32.0

P

30.9 ± 0.3

29.0

32.5

Neutral C

31.2 ± 0.1

30.0

32.0

P

30.3 ± 0.3

27.0

32.0

C

30.7 ± 0.2

28.0

32.0

P

30.7 ± 0.3

28.0

32.0

Neutral C

31.1 ± 0.3

28.5

33.0

P

31.2 ± 0.3

27.0

33.0

C

31.5 ± 0.2

29.0

33.0

P

31.3 ± 0.3

28.5

33.0

Neutral C

31.8 ± 0.1

31.0

32.5

P

31.7 ±0.1

31.0

33.0

C

32.2 ± 0.2

30.0

33.0

P

31.6 ± 0.3

28.0

33.5

TT
Acid

SA
Acid

RD
Acid

SR
Acid
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Appendix 3. Multivariate analysis on O2 consumption, size and developmental stage of
tadpoles.
Appendix 3 Table 1. Multivariate analyses variance (MANOVA) on tadpole log(mass, g),
log(stage) and log(abs-O2 consumption, mg/l/min) among four Rana arvalis populations (TT
and SA: AOP; RD and SR: NOP) reared in a combination of two pH (Acid, Neutral) and two
Predator treatment (control, C and predator cue, P) treatments. Signiﬁcant effects (p < 0.05) in
bold. Note that the Population x pH x predator treatment was not significant and was removed
from this final model.
Wilk’s test Approx F

ndf, ddf

p

Population

0.90

3

9, 698.63

<0.001

pH treatment

0.99

1

3, 287

0.367

Predator treatment

0.99

1

3, 287

0.309

Pop. x pH treat.

0.97

1

9, 698.63

0.413

Pop. x Predator treat.

0.96

1

9, 698.63

0.240

pH treat. x Pred. treat.

1.00

0

3, 287

0.957
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Appendix 3 Figure 1: Bivariate Hypothes (H) – Error (E) plots from the MANOVA run on
log(size (mass in g)), log(stage) and log(abs(O2 consumption (mg/l)). (See Appendix 2, Table
1 for model). The data represents trait covariation among two AOP (TT and SA) and two NOP
(RD and SR) populations in a combination of two pH (Neutral and Acid) and two predator cue
(control, C and predator cue, P) treatments. HE plots for A) mass-stage, B) mass-O2
consumption and C) stage-O2 consumption. HE ellipsoids that are outside of the E ellipse
indicate significant effects. The solid dots indicate fixed effect means for Population, pH
treatment (neutral and acid) and Predator (control, C and predator cue, P) treatments.
The key results in this figure are that a) there is a strong positive population level association
between body size (mass) and developmental stage of tadpoles (A) and b) that the relationship
between O2 and size and between O2 and developmental stage is very similar (i.e. mass and
stage have a similar population level effects) (B,C). Because of this, and because mass is a key
predictor of metabolic activity in general, we decided to keep mass instead of stage when
investigating determinants of O2 variation in multivariate space (See main text, Statistical
analyses and Results section).
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Abstract
Adaptation in natural populations is a multidimensional response, as phenotypes are complex and
multiple selective forces act at the same time. The composite phenotype (phenome or integrative
phenotype) consists of environmental (E) and genetic (G) sources of variation, whereby organisms
can respond to changing environments via a combination of phenotypic plasticity and genetic
variation, and linkages among traits can lead to functional and fitness trade-offs. How the integrative
phenotype responds to environmental stress, and what is the role of physiological plasticity in stress
adaptation, is however poorly understood.
Environmental stressors, both abiotic and biotic, as well as their interactions, are a powerful
evolutionary force. We investigated the integrative phenotype of moor frog (Rana arvalis) tadpoles
from four divergent populations (two acid origin, AOP, and two neutral origin, NOP) along an
environmental stress (acidification) gradient. We used a fully factorial experiment rearing tadpoles
in a combination of contrasting pH (Acid vs Neutral) and Predator stress (Predator cue vs Control),
and studied individual level variation in behavioural activity, morphology, life history traits and
physiological traits. We tested the degree of multi-trait divergence among the populations and its
dependence on rearing conditions. We further tested specifically to what extent corticosterone
(CORT) hormone may mediate trait divergence, and how the mid-larval stage phenotype relates to
metamorphic fitness traits.
We found evidence for parallel plastic responses (E, similar in all populations) and genetic
divergence (G, population specific trait divergence) in many of the traits, and some evidence for G
x E interactions (population specific responses to rearing environments). CORT was associated with
tadpole morphology (tail muscle depth, tail length, body depth), life history traits and metabolic
activity (oxygen consumption), suggesting a role for this hormone in mediating phenotypic diversity.
Mid-larval phenotype correlated with metamorphic timing and size: tadpoles in the acid treatment
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had deeper TMD, shallower BD, were smaller and showed less behavioural activity at mid larval
stages and needed longer to reach metamorphosis and were smaller at metamorphosis. AOP tadpoles
had deeper tail muscles and shorter tails than NOP tadpoles. We conclude that among population
divergence in this system reflects highly dynamic phenotypic expression, whereby the
multidimensional trait divergence is likely shaped by selection through the composite environment,
including predator and acid stress. This study highlights the power of individual level studies of the
integrative phenotype in understanding evolutionary stress responses.
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Introduction
Adaptation happens as a multidimensional response, as natural populations are exposed to multiple
selective forces at once, and traits are genetically linked and can be under joint environmental
influence (e.g. Houle et al. 2010). Such multidimensional responses can be described as adaptive
landscapes, performance surfaces or integrative phenotypes (phenomes) (Lande and Arnold 1983,
Schluter & Nychka 1994, Arnold 2003, Houle et al. 2010). The relationships among different
components of the phenome (i.e. physiology, behaviour, morphology and life-history) with each
other and, importantly, with performance and fitness, can shift when selective forces change over
time and space. Multivariate selection on the integrative phenotype can be studied stepwise by first
investigating the phenotype-performance relationship and thereafter the performance-fitness
relationship (e.g. Sinervo and Svensson 2002, Arnold 2003, Kingsolver and Huey 2003, Pigliucci
2003, Houle et al. 2010, Murren 2012, Careau and Garland 2012).

Environmental change can alter the fitness landscape, with resulting environmental stress being a
major source of natural selection (Hoffmann and Parson 1997). At the organismal level, stress can
be defined as a biological control system that detects a failure to control a fitness-critical variable,
which may be either internal or external to the organism (Del Guidice et al. 2018). At the organismal
to population level, stress can be defined as any environmental condition that impairs organismal
fitness (Hoffmann & Parson 1997). Here we integrate both perspectives in an attempt to increase
understanding on how organismal stress responses influence evolution of natural populations.
Environmental stressors may be natural (e.g. competition, predation) and/or anthropogenic, such as
climate change or acid rain, with human induced environmental stress being a powerful and
increasingly common agent of natural selection (e.g. Hoffmann & Parsons 1997, Palumbi 2001,
Bijlsma and Loeschcke 2005). In nature, multiple selective agents interact, forming a complex web
of selective forces (Bijlsma and Loeschcke 2005, MacColl 2011), and a change in one stressor (e.g.
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suboptimal temperature or water chemistry) can lead to several abiotic and biotic changes (reviewed
in Bijlsma and Loeschcke 2005, MacColl 2011). In the context of rapid environmental change, the
composite selective environment can therefore change rapidly and drastically. This then can favour
phenotypic plasticity (Ghalambor et al. 2007, Merilä & Hendry 2014, Fox et al. 2019) and/or
facilitate evolution at relatively short timescales (e.g. Hoffmann and Parsons 1997, Bijlsma and
Loeschcke 2005, MacColl 2011). Moreover, when environments differ in space, and gene flow is
restricted, natural populations are often locally adapted because of trade-offs in fitness traits between
different environments (e.g. Kawecki and Ebert 2004, Hereford 2009). Local adaptation can lead to
adaptive divergence in multiple traits (e.g. Kawecki and Ebert 2004, Hereford 2009, Briscoe et al.
2020), such as seen in adaptation of nematodes to copper and acidity (Doroszuk et al. 2016), shrews
to vegetation removal (Badyaev and Foresman 1999), oysters to temperature (Li et al. 2017), plants
to metal pollution (e.g. Antonovics et al. 1971, Anawar et al. 2013, Melato et al. 2016) and the moor
frog, Rana arvalis to environmental acidification (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012a,b, Egea-Serrano et
al. 2014).
Environmental stress can induce strong phenotypic plasticity (E) without variation between
genotypes (G), but when there is a heritable basis to trait variation, selection can facilitate adaptive
phenotypic plasticity (i.e. genotypes differ in the plastic phenotype induced by environmental
conditions; Genotype - Environment interaction (G x E)) (Via and Lande 1985, Via et al 1995,
Pigliucci 2001) and drive genetically fixed phenotypic divergence (e.g. Ghalambor et al. 2007,
Noble et al. 2019). On the other hand, plasticity might also facilitate or constrain genetic change
(e.g. Price et al. 2003), and evolutionary responses to environmental change can depend on the extent
to which initial plastic and genetic responses align or counteract each other (Ghalambor et al. 2007,
Noble et al. 2019). For the latter, rapid evolutionary responses are predicted when (additive) genetic
and plastic responses are to the same direction. Theory further suggests that genetic divergence of
populations may evolve through genetic changes of initially environmentally induced (plastic)
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responses (plasticity led evolution, PLE; Noble et al. 2019, Levis and Pfennig 2020).
Most organismal traits are to some extent phenotypically plastic during at least part of the organismal
life-cycle, evident in behavioural, morphological and life-history traits. A particularly important
component of the plastic phenotype are physiological traits which act as key mediators of changes
in the ‘integrative phenotype’ (Bonier and Martin 2016, Denver 1997a, Schoenle et al. 2018, Taff
and Vitousek 2016, Németh et al. 2013). Physiological responses also strongly determine individual
reactions to environmental stress and therefore mediate organismal responses to environmental
change (Parsons 2005, Taff and Vitousek 2016). The disciplines of evolutionary physiology and
ecophysiology have investigated these processes to some degree (Feder et al. 2000), but the link
between the physiological phenotype and fitness is still poorly established (Feder et al. 2000, Storz
et al. 2015).
One key physiological pathway mediating many essential processes and organismal stress responses
is the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis (e.g. Sapolsky et al. 2000), which activates
secretion of the glucocorticoids corticosterone or cortisol (depending on species) (e.g. Sapolsky et
al. 2000). These glucocorticoids are involved in several gene expression networks (e.g. growth and
metabolism) and mediate general metabolic processes, such as energy allocation to different
functions (e.g. Guillette et al. 1995, Sapolsky et al. 2000). Corticosterone is often also called a
‘stress hormone’ because it is intimately involved in an individual’s response to stressors and is
therefore especially important in responses of the integrative phenotype to stress (Guillette et al.
1995, Sapolsky et al. 2000). However, the expression patterns of glucocorticoids can be quite context
dependent (Schoenle et al. 2018).
Expression patterns of baseline (chronic) expression and short-term stress responses can differ
(Ouyang et al. 2011, Taff et al. 2018, Schoenemann and Bonier 2018), and be under different
selective forces either reflecting ‘supportive’ (higher levels) or ‘protective’ mechanisms (Vitousek
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et al. 2019a). In general, chronically elevated corticosterone levels can be costly for an individual,
and natural selection is expected to drive downregulation of corticosterone levels when populations
are exposed to them over extended periods of time (Sapolsky et al. 2000, Hodges et al. 2010,
McEwen and Wingfield 2003, Romero et al. 2009). However, individuals should still be able to
activate the stress axis under acute stress. Therefore, in chronically stressful environments that vary
temporally or spatially in abiotic or biotic stressors, selection for lower baseline level of
corticosterone - yet a need to respond to stress in the short-term - can give rise to physiological
fitness trade-offs (Bonier and Martin 2016). Some studies have shown divergence among
populations in baseline levels of corticosterone or cortisol, suggesting that hormones potentially act
as mediators of adaptation to different environments (e.g. Dahl et al. 2012, Krause et al. 2016,
Béziers et al 2020, Mausbach et al. chapter I, Scaramella, Mausbach et al. chapter II). To gain
truly integrative insight to responses of complex phenotypes to changing environments, it is
important to measure the phenome in different environments and different genotypes (Houle et al.
2010).
As trait means, trait covariation and the environmental dependency of phenotypic expression vary
among genotypes, it is important to conduct studies linking multivariate data at the individual level
(e.g. Houle et al. 2010, Németh et al. 2013, Haase et al. 2015). Currently those studies are ,
however, scarce, as most studies measure different traits in different individuals. Here we study the
integrative phenotype, and its environmental dependency, at the individual level among four
divergent populations of R. arvalis along an gradient of environmental stress (acidification). We
particularly focus on the potential role of corticosterone as a physiological mediator of responses of
the entire integrative phenotype to stress (Denver 2009, Haase et al. 2015, Cox et al. 2016a, b). In
amphibians, fitness proxies such as growth rates and immune function, as well as traits related to
resource acquisition and predator defense, can be affected by corticosterone (e.g. Glennemeier and
Denver 2002c, Denver 2009, Dahl et al. 2012, Chambers et al. 2013, Middlemis Maher et al. 2013).
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However, if and how corticosterone mediates the integrative phenotype in divergent environments
is poorly understood.
Natural and human induced acidification results in physiological acid stress and many correlated
changes (Brodin 1993), including changes in the predator community composition in amphibian
breeding ponds. Specifically, acid stress results in reduced activity and feeding rate, smaller
metamorphic size and later metamorphosis (reviewed in Räsänen and Green 2009). However, R.
arvalis shows clear adaptive divergence to acid and predator stress: tadpoles from acid origin
populations develop slower but are larger at metamorphosis (Hangartner et al. 2012a), are more
active and have deeper tails (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014) and, importantly, individuals from acid origin
populations have higher survival in predator presence (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). The observed
divergence is mediated by a combination of maternal and direct genetic effects (Hangartner et al.
2012a,b). Moreover, elsewhere we show that CORT levels under chronic acid stress were
downregulated in AOP tadpoles (Mausbach et al. chapter I), that they may be able to react more
dynamically (i.e. increasing CORT levels) to short-term stress (Scaramella, Mausbach et al. chapter
II) and that metabolic rate is downregulated in AOP as well as when tadpoles are exposed to predator
stress (Jury, Mausbach et al. chapter III).
Here our main aim was to unravel the relationships of the integrative phenotype of R. arvalis
(morphology, behaviour, life history traits, and physiological traits) among multiple populations
using a common garden approach. Our first goal was to investigate multivariate among- population
divergence and phenotypic plasticity in response to acidity and predator stress interactions. Our
second goal was to investigate the relationships between corticosterone and the mid-larval stage
phenotype as well as among population divergence. Our third goal was to test the relationship
between the mid-larval phenotype and metamorphic fitness traits (Altwegg and Reyer 2003). We
made the following main predictions: i) stress interactions can act additively or lead to trade-offs
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(antagonistic stressor interactions), but population or context specific responses to stress interactions
can arise due to adaptive divergence, ii) if corticosterone is an important mediator of the integrative
adaptive phenotype, it should covary with functionally important traits (e.g. tail morphology,
metabolic rate and behavioural activity) among divergent populations, and iii) if the tadpole
phenotype has later life fitness consequences, we expected mid-larval traits to covary positively
(fitness benefit) or negatively (fitness cost) with metamorphic fitness proxies (i.e. metamorphic
size/age). We interpret acid and predator treatment effects as E (environmentally induced
phenotypes (plasticity)), population effects as G (potentially genetic divergence) and population
treatment interactions as GxE (genotype- environment interactions).

Material and methods
Study species and populations
Rana arvalis is widely distributed in North and Central Europe and breeds in a broad range of
freshwater habitats, from acidic to neutral and alkaline ponds and lakes (Andrén et al.1989, Glandt
and Jahle 2006, Räsänen et al. 2008). It has aquatic embryos and larvae and is semi- terrestrial upon
metamorphosis. Breeding starts soon after spring ice melt, females lay one clutch of 500 - 1500 eggs
per year (Räsänen et al. 2008) and larvae hatch one to two weeks after fertilization and
metamorphose after two to three months.
Here we studied four populations along a well-studied acidification gradient in Southwestern
Sweden (Hangartner et al., 2011, 2012a, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). The study populations included
two acid origin populations: Tottatjärn (henceforth TT, breeding pond pH 4.2 ± 0.2; Coordinates:
57°36'12"N 12°34'47"E) and Sätila (SA, pH 4.1 ± 0.2; Coordinates: 57º30'25''N 12º20'23''E), and
two neutral origin populations: Rud (RD, pH 7.0 ± 0.2; Coordinates: 58º35'28''N 13º47'26''E) and
Stubberud (SR, pH 7.3 ± 0.2; Coordinates: 58º27'32''N 13º46'8''E, for a map see Hangartner et al.
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2011). These populations are the most divergent populations along the study gradient in embryonic
acid tolerance and larval life-histories (Hangartner et al., 2011, 2012a) and, importantly, TT, RD
and SR were included in a previous study that demonstrated adaptive divergence of tadpoles to both
acidity and predators (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). The pairwise geographic distances among the four
study populations range from 20 to 130 km (Hangartner et al., 2012a).
We conducted two experiments. First, a laboratory rearing experiment (henceforth: main
experiment), to test for the effects of pH and predator interactions on the mid-larval and
metamorphic phenotypes in all four populations. Note that the individuals studied in Jury, Mausbach
et al. (chapter III) for metabolic activity are the same as in this main experiment. Second, a
corticosterone manipulation experiment (henceforth: CORT manipulation), to test for causality in
effects of corticosterone addition or blocking on mid-larval phenotype. This experiment was done
on TT and RD tadpoles and at Acid and Neutral pH and lasted 7 days. The details of this experiment
are given in Appendix 2 and we only refer to key aspects where relevant.

Main experiment
The details of the sampling and rearing methods are provided in Jury, Mausbach et al. (chapter III)
and only summarized here. From each population, freshly laid eggs from 10 clutches (full- sib
families) were collected in April 2018 and reared in family specific groups at pH 7.5 RSW until
Gosner stage 25 (G25, start of independent feeding, Gosner 1960). The Main experiment started
when individuals reached G25 and was conducted at 17°C and a 17h light - 7h dark cycle.
The experimental design was a fully factorial design with 4 populations (TT, SA, RD, SR) x 2 pH
treatments (Acid - pH ±4.3 and Neutral - pH ± 7.5) x 2 predator treatments (predator cue, henceforth
P;

Control,

henceforth

C)

with

20

replicates

in

each

treatment

combination

(2

individuals/family/population/treatment), resulting in 320 experimental units. (N.B. One of the
10 RD clutches had lower embryonic survival and for this family fewer individuals were available.
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Therefore, ome individuals from another family were used, resulting in 1-3 individuals/family in
this case). Tadpole data was collected in two phases and resulted in three data sets. First, mid-larval
morphology, behavioural activity and oxygen consumption (indicative of metabolic activity) was
measured on all experimental tadpoles (henceforth: G32 data). Second, on half of the replicates (10
individuals/population/treatment combination) data was collected also for CORT at mid-larval stage
(CORT-G32 data). Third, on the other half of the replicates (10 individuals/population/treatment
combination) data was collected for mid-larval stage traits (without CORT) and age and size at
metamorphosis (G42, emergence of at least one front leg, Gosner 1960) (G32-G42 data).
Tadpoles were reared individually from G25 to mid-larval stage (i.e., G28-G33) or to metamorphosis
(G42) in 1L PP containers with 0.8L of Acid or Neutral RSW. Treatment water was prepared in
200L containers. In the Acid pH treatment, pH was adjusted with 1M H2SO4 and buffered with by
165 g peat pellets (in a mesh bag). In the Neutral pH treatment, pH was not modified but 16.5 g of
peat (in a mesh bag) was added to control for the presence of peat in treatment water. Tadpoles
largely rely on chemical cues when detecting and avoiding predators (Schoeppner and Relyea 2005;
Van Buskirk et al 2014), and we therefore prepared predator (P) cue water to manipulate perceived
predation risk. The P cue water consisted of water where Aeshna dragonfly larvae were kept and had
been freshly fed with R. arvalis tadpoles (for details, see Jury, Mausbach et al., chapter III). In the
P treatment, 2 ml (ca. 3 mg/L) of predator cue water, and in the C treatment (cue control) 2 ml of
clean RSW, was pipetted to the experimental containers in conjunction to each water change (every
three days, see below).
Each experimental vial contained a shelter for the tadpoles (a non-transparent piece of PE-LD
plastic) and from G25 until the experimental endpoints (see below), tadpoles were fed with a mix of
parboiled spinach and/or organic spirulina powder (Jury, Mausbach et al., chapter III). Water in the
rearing containers was replaced every three days and pH and temperature measured in a subset of
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containers prior to each water change (mean ± SE pH: Acid treatment: 4.37 ± 0.02; Neutral
treatment: 7.51 ± 0.03, water temperature: 16.6 ± 0.1 °C). The well-being of all individuals was
checked during each water change and survival was high (mortality of 2.8%). A total of 13
individuals were replaced few days after the set-up (because they died or showed signs of
abnormality) by individuals that had been reared under similar conditions in separate containers.
Two tadpoles had to be sacrificed due to stagnated development or erratic swimming behaviour.
Appropriate timing of mid-larval sampling was assessed based on a separate set of individuals that
were reared under similar conditions (detailed in Jury, Mausbach et al. chapter III). This was done
to minimize handling stress on the experimental individuals. When the extra individuals started to
reach mid-larval stage G31 (ca. 15 to 25 days after G25), experimental animals were sampled (see
below section ‘Response variables’). The experimental individuals were sacrificed either at midlarval stage or at G42 (see below). This was done by an initial overdose (2 g/L) of dissolved buffered
MS222 (Ethyl-3- aminobenzoate-methanesulfonate, Sigma Aldrich, E10521) in RSW until they
were no longer responsive (e.g. Ramlochansingh et al., 2014). All G32 individuals were
photographed, weighed and staged (as detailed below). The G32-CORT individuals were thereafter
snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C for later extraction of CORT, whereas the G32G42 individuals were returned to the experiment until metamorphosis. Upon reaching G42, these
were weighed and sacrificed as above. Due to the multiple treatments, randomized design and
variable timing of sampling, all people handling tadpoles had access to an ID list of the tadpoles to
ensure correct treatment and timing of individual measurements (i.e. experiment was not carried out
following ‘blinding’ principles to minimize error).

Response variables
The following traits were measured in all individuals at mid-larval stage: size, developmental stage
and developmental rate, multivariate morphology, behavioural activity and O2 consumption. In
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addition, for the G32-CORT individuals we measured tissue corticosterone (CORT) and for the G32G42 individuals we measured size and developmental time to G42.
Life-history traits - Size and developmental rate are essential fitness components in tadpoles and
metamorphs, and show adaptive divergence in these populations. For size (mass in g) and
developmental stage (Gosner 1960) measurements, each tadpole was blotted dry, weighed with an
electronic balance (VWR, SE 203-LR, 3 digits) and visually screened for developmental stage under
a binocular microscope (Leica MZ 6). They were then returned to their respective experimental
container (for G32-CORT or rearing to G42). The developmental stage of experimental animals at
mid-larval stage measurements ranged from G27 to G34 representing an early mid-larval stage
(Gosner 1960). Developmental rate of tadpoles was calculated as difference in Gosner stages from
G25 until Gosner stage at sampling divided by days from G25 to the day of sampling. When the
G32-42 data tadpoles reached metamorphosis (emergence of front leg, Gosner 1960) they were
weighed in a similar manner. Developmental time to metamorphosis was calculated as days from
G25 to G42.
Tadpole morphology - Key morphological traits reflect anti-predator and resource use traits in
tadpoles and previous studies showed divergence in tadpole morphological traits along this
acidification gradient. Mid-larval stage tadpoles were photographed from their left side using a
digital camera (Canon EOS 750D) and their morphology measured from digital images using ImageJ
(imagej.net), following Egea-Serrano et al. 2014 and Mausbach et al. (chapter I).
Measurements were taken for body length (BL), body depth (BD), tail length (TL), tail depth (TD)
and tail muscle depth (TMD) as detailed in Mausbach et al., chapter I. Tadpole size, stage and
photographing were done after measurement of O2 consumption.
In order to reduce dimensionality in analyses of G32 morphology, a Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) was run (‘prcomp function’ in R version 4.0.3 (2020-10-10)) on log transformed BD, BL,
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TL, TD and TMD. All traits loaded equally and positively on PC1 (Appendix 1 Table 1), indicating
that PC1 primarily reflects body size. We therefore only used PC2 and PC3 as response variables in
statistical analyses of morphological variation, jointly with tadpole mass as a measure of size (where
relevant). Inspection of loadings indicated that higher PC2 scores reflected primarily lower BD
(shallower body) and higher TMD (deeper tail muscle), and higher PC3 scores lower TMD
(shallower tail muscle) and higher TL (longer tail). We further validated inferences from PCA based
trait analyses using original traits (results not shown).
Behavioural activity - Tadpole behavioural activity can change in response to short-term and chronic
predator and acidity stress and shows divergence along this acidification gradient. Behavioural
activity of tadpoles was assessed using digital video recordings as detailed in Scaramella, Mausbach
et al. (chapter II). Video recordings of tadpoles were conducted over a period of 20 minutes in four
time periods in order to study tadpole’s short term response to fresh predator cue: from 5 minutes
before addition of fresh predator cue (Pre-phase) to 15 min exposure to fresh predator cue or control
cue (Post-phase). This short term period was chosen to assess a critical evasion response when first
countering a predator. Each tadpole was assayed in the same pH and predator cue treatment
combination as they had been reared in.
The recordings were done in batches of 16 randomly selected individuals in similar 1L individual
containers as used for rearing. All recordings were done between 08:00 and 12:30 h to minimize
variation due to circadian rhythm (e.g. Fraker 2008). In a separate recording room, individual
containers were placed on a shelf in a 4 x 4 grid with a video camera (Sony HDR-CX250E, frame
rate: 25 frames/sec, resolution: 1024x576) mounted above. The tadpoles were first given a 15-min
acclimation period (no recording), followed by 5 min of recording to assess Pre-phase activity (i.e.
recording 5 min prior to predator cue addition). Thereafter, 2 ml of predator or control cue water
was pipetted into the respective container and the activity of tadpoles recorded for another 15 min
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for the Post-phase. At the end of the video recording session, individuals were returned to the rearing
room until being sampled the following day for O2 consumption.
Behavioural activity from the video’s was analysed using Image J 2.0 with the Fiji extension, and
Python (Version 3.7.2) with Canopy (Version 2.1.9.3717), as detailed in Scaramella, Mausbach et
al., chapter II. Using the ‘analyse particle’ function of ImageJ, any movement (i.e. change in the
position of an individual tadpole) larger than 4 pixels (0.4 cm) was recorded every 0.2 s (one frame).
The video recording for each individual tadpole was separated into four packages reflecting time
relative to exposure to cue (Cue addition = time 0). For the subsequent analyses of behaviour, we
analysed the Pre-period (as an indicator of behaviour prior to cue addition) and the combined
estimate of the whole Post-period (to test effects of predator cue addition on behavioural activity).
Hence the Pre-period reflected 4.4 min prior to fresh cue addition, the Post-period reflected 3 x 4.4
min after fresh cue addition.
For statistical analyses, behavioural activity within the Pre- and Post- period was converted to
percentage of movement time (= the number of movement incidents/total possible movement
incidents) per individual using custom code created in Python. Movement in the code was defined
as any difference > 5 pixels (0.5 cm) between subsequent frames in Python. The estimates from
automated video analyses were validated through ICC analysis comparing automated counts with
manual counts from a subset of 20 videos (Scaramella, Mausbach et al., chapter II) and were highly
correlated (ICC > 0.8 for both single and averaged fixed raters).

Oxygen consumption - O2 consumption is a measure of metabolic activity and can be used as an
indicator of organismal energy budget and stress responses (e.g. Norin and Metcalfe 2019). In the
adjacent manuscript (Jury, Mausbach et al., chapter III), we showed that acid origin tadpoles had
lower O2 consumption than neutral origin tadpoles and that O2 consumption was reduced in predator
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treatments. Tadpole O2 consumption was measured as detailed in Jury, Mausbach et al. (chapter
III). As our study was intended to measure responses to specific stressors (acidity and predator cue),
tadpoles were not deprived of food as would be needed for assessing standard metabolic rate (i.e. to
be post-absorptive, e.g. Steyermark et al. 2005). However, as experimental and rearing conditions
were standardized among experimental individuals this allows relatively standardized insight to
metabolic activity.
O2 consumption of experimental tadpoles was measured one day after the behavioural activity assay.
Each individual was placed singly in a 50ml glass container will with the experimental tadpoles’
‘native’ treatment water combination (Neutral C, Acid C, Neutral P or Acid P). O2 consumption
was measured using a Fibox 4 system (PreSens Precision Sensing GmbH, Regensburg, Germany)
and a handheld optical O2 sensor (PreSens Precision Sensing GmbH: PreSP-PSt3-NAU-D5-YOP)
that measured O2 reduction from an O2-sensor tab (no: 200000023) attached inside each glass
container. For each experimental individual, O2 concentration was recorded three times in ca. 20
min intervals within a 45 min period. The slope of O2 reduction across the three time points in a
given vial was used as an estimate of tadpole O2 consumption (Jury, Mausbach et al., chapter III).
All O2 measurements were done between 9 am-2 pm to account for circadian rhythm effects. After
measurement of O2, the experimental individuals were either sampled for CORT (see below) or
reared until G42 (see above).
Hormonal sampling and measurement - CORT is a potential mediator of the entire integrative
phenotype and showed phenotypic divergence after chronic and short-term stressor exposure in our
study system (Mausbach et al., chapter I, Scaramella, Mausbach et al., chapter II). For hormonal
trait variation, we followed the methods detailed in Mausbach et al. (chapter I). In short, whole
body tissue CORT was sampled after measurement of O2 consumption, and immediately after
tadpoles were weighed and staged (see above). Tadpoles were sacrificed as detailed above, snap
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frozen in liquid nitrogen to ensure rapid hormonal stability and death of tadpoles, and stored at 80°C.
CORT was extracted from the frozen samples at Uppsala University molecular lab in a randomized
order of samples. Each sample was homogenized and 0.069 – 0.106 g of the sample placed in 1500
µl of VWR Ethyl Acetate (99.8%, Sigma Aldrich, 270989). The sample was then shaken at +4°C,
centrifuged and the supernatant stored at -20°C and later evaporated in a speedvac (as detailed in
Mausbach et al., chapter I). All samples were transported to the Swiss Federal Institute of Aquatic
Science and Technology (EAWAG) in Switzerland and reconstituted in assay buffer (Arbor Assays
Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme Immunoassay Kit) and EtOH (99%, analytical grade) following
the sample kit instructions and Burraco et al. (2015).
CORT was analysed using Arbor Assays Detect X Corticosterone Enzyme Immunoassay Kit (K014H1/H5) following the kit instructions. Samples were processed in a randomized order. The samples
were washed in a plate washer (BioTek, ELx50), and their optical density (O.D.) read at 450nm on
a plate reader (SpectraMax 190 Molecular devices). Samples were run in duplicates, which were
pipetted next to each other to minimize plate contamination and pipetting errors, but otherwise all
samples were randomized across plates. O.D. values were transformed to hormonal concentration
(pg/ml) by interpolation to a standard curve (automatic calculations by the assays provided online
tool: https://www.myassays.com/arbor-assays-detectx- corticosterone-(od).assay). The average
CORT value of the two wells for a given tadpole sample was used as the CORT level in statistical
analyses. Plate intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation were calculated as detailed in
Scaramella, Mausbach et al., chapter II. They were on average, 11.00 % and 5.40 % for standard
groups, and 6.78 % and 15.22 % for the pooled samples, respectively. The average coefficient of
variation of duplicates was 9.53 %. The hormonal values were corrected for amount (µl) of sample
and tadpole tissue (mg) after duplicates were averaged and are reported as pg/mg.
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Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were conducted using RStudio (R version 4.0.3 (2020-10-10)).
For G32, the response variables included the two life-history traits (mass and developmental rate),
two morphological traits (PC2 and PC3), two behavioural traits (Pre- and Post- behaviour) and two
physiological traits (O2 consumption and CORT). For G42, the response variables included
developmental time and mass at metamorphosis. We first conducted multivariate analyses of
variance (MANOVAs), followed by univariate linear models (ANOVAs) of single traits, and
inspection of HE plots from the MANOVAs to infer population and treatment effects on traits and
trait covariation. Note that because mid-larval size, developmental rate and O2 consumption were
analysed in Jury, Mausbach et al. (chapter III), we do not report their univariate statistics here. We
used the data that were relevant for analyses and inferences on the multivariate phenotype.
For the MAN(C)OVAs, all response variables were log transformed. For univariate models, all traits
except behavioural activity were log transformed. (Behavioural activity was not log transformed in
univariate models as this did not improve normality). O2 consumption (slope) was transformed to
absolute value in order to make all values positive prior to log transformation (see details in Jury,
Mausbach et al., chapter III). All multivariate and univariate models included fixed effects of
population (4 levels), pH treatment (2 levels), predator treatment (2 levels) and their two to three
way interactions. In these models, significant population main effects are indicative of effects of
genotype (G), significant pH and predator treatment main or interactive effects of environmental
effects (E) and any population x treatment interactions of G x E. The models were sequentially
reduced by removing the three way interaction if non- significant (P ≥ 0.1), but keeping all two way
interactions due to the factorial design of the study. The MANOVAs were checked for model
assumptions by looking visually onto multivariate outliers, checking the multivariate normality and
multicollinearity, the linearity assumption and testing the homogeneity of the covariances and
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variances. All linear models were visually assessed for normality by inspecting distribution of
residuals and using QQ plots.
MANOVAs were conducted for each of the three data sets. First, to investigate the multivariate
phenotype measured at mid-larval stage, a MANOVA was conducted on G32 full data. This
MANOVA was run with log(mass), log(PC2), log(PC3), log(Pre-activity), log(Post-activity), and
log(abs(O2 consumption) as response variables. Second, to investigate the association of CORT to
the multivariate phenotype at the mid-larval stage a MANOVA was conducted on the G32- CORT
data. This MANOVA included the same traits as in the previous model with addition of
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CORT. Third, to associate mid-larval stage phenotype with metamorphic fitness traits, a MANOVA
was conducted on the G32-G42 data. This MANOVA included all G32 traits (apart from CORT as
it was not measured on this set of individuals) and (log(dev time to G42) and log(mass at G42).
The significance of different predictors in the MANOVAs were assessed both, visually from
HEplots from the R package heplot (MANOVA type III) (Friendly 2007, Fox et al. 2018) as well
as, were relevant, standard univariate ANOVAs (below). To estimate the relative contribution of
different factors to the multivariate phenotype, the partial variance eta 2 (Langerhans and DeWitt
2004) was calculated in the MANOVAs for each predictor variable using the heplot package in R
(Friendly 2007, Fox et al. 2018). Wilk’s, Pillai’s and Hotteling Lawley’s eta2, with ranking of all
partial variances were calculated, but only statistics for Wilk’s tests (MANOVA type III,
contrasts=list(topic=contr.sum, sys=contr.sum)) are presented. The heplot package plots ellipsoids
of the hypothesis (H) and the error (E) from the respective model. The H ellipse is presenting the
covariation against the multivariate 0-Hypothesis relative to the models’ error covariation (standard
68% ellipse). H ellipsoids are plotted for each fixed main effect and interactive effect of the model.
H ellipsoids which reach out of E ellipsoids reflect significant effects (Friendly 2007, Fox et al.
2018). All HEplots from each MANOVA were visually assessed. For the G32-CORT and G32-42
data only those bivariate plots involving CORT or G42 traits are presented however.
The MANOVAs were followed, where relevant, with univariate type III ANOVAs
(options(contrast=c((“contr.sum”,"contr.poly")) in the ‘car’ package (Fox and Weisberg 2019)).
Models were sequentially reduced as in the MANOVAs. All main effects and all two way
interactions were kept in the models due to a factorial study design. When relevant, LSmeans ± SE
from the models and pairwise differences using post hoc Tukey tests (Rpackage: ggplot2, lsmean,
FSA (Length 2016, Wickham 2016, Ogle et al. 2020)) are shown. Note that the univariate analyses
on G32 stage tadpole mass, developmental rate and O2 consumption are presented in Jury and
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Mausbach et al. 2020, chapter III.

Results
For each of the three data sets (G32 full data, CORT-G32 data and G32-G42 data), we first present
the statistical tests from the MANOVAs, followed by relevant univariate analyses, and finally
inspect the HE plots from the MANOVAs to for effects of the fixed factors in bivariate trait
associations.

G32 full data
Of the significant predictors in the MANOVA of the mid-larval phenotype, Population explained 23
%, pH treatment 23%, Predator treatment 15% and Population x pH interaction 6% of relative
variance in the multivariate phenotype. The other effects were not significant (Table 1).
Life-history traits - The details of univariate analyses of mid-larval developmental rate and mass are
presented in Figures 3A, B and Table 2 of Jury, Mausbach et al. (chapter III) but summarized here:
SA tadpoles developed, on average, slower than SR tadpoles, and TT and SR tadpoles were larger
than SA and RD tadpoles. Tadpoles also developed substantially slower and were smaller in the
Acid than in the Neutral pH treatment. A significant Population by Predator interaction indicated
that TT tadpoles were larger in the P treatment than in the C treatment, whereas tadpoles from the
other populations did not significantly respond to the Predator cue treatment in body size (see
Figures 3A, B in Jury, Mausbach et al. chapter III).

Morphology - PC2 (higher PC2 scores relating to deeper TMD and shallower BD) was strongly
affected by the pH treatment (Figure 1a, Table 2): under acidic pH, tadpoles developed relatively
deeper TMD and relatively shallower BD. However, a significant Population by pH treatment
interaction indicated that this effect was significant in TT, RD and SR, but not in SA. Inspection of
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LSmeans further indicates that this effect was somewhat stronger in RD and SR tadpoles (the two
NOP populations, Figure 1a). There was no effect of Predator treatment on PC2 in the univariate
analysis.
PC3 (higher values reflecting shallower TMD and longer TL) differed strongly among the
populations, being lower in the two AOP (TT, SA-deeper TMD and shorter TL) than the two NOP
(RD, SR-shallower TMD and longer TL) populations (Figure 1b, Table 2). Moreover, PC3 was
lower in the Predator cue treatment, indicating that under predator presence tadpoles developed
relatively deeper TMD and shorter TL (Figure 1 b, Table 2). The pH treatment had no significant
effect on PC3.
Behaviour – At Pre-period, tadpoles moved 0-35% of time (depending on population-treatment
combinations, data not shown), with model specific LSmeans shown in Figure 1. A marginal
Population by pH by Predator treatment interaction (P=0.063) effect suggested that tadpole activity
may differ among the four populations in a context specific manner: TT tadpoles were more active
in the Acid-Control treatment compared to the other three treatments, SA tadpoles were more active
in the Control treatments compared to the Predator cue treatments, RD tadpoles were more active in
the Neutral pH treatments and SR tadpole activity did not differ among the treatments (Figure 1c, d,
Table 2). A significant Predator treatment effect arose as activity was, on average, lower in the
Predator cue treatment (Figure 1d, Table 2).

At the Post-period (i.e. after application of predator cue) tadpoles moved 0-32 % of time (depending
on population-treatment combinations, data not shown), with model specific LSmeans shown in
Figure 1. There was a marginal Population by Predator effect (P=0.064) and significant pH and
Predator treatment effects (Figure 1d, Table 2). Specifically, tadpoles were on average less active in
Acid and Predator cue treatments. However, both the pH and Predator cue treatment effects were
primarily driven by the two AOP populations (TT, SA), which reduced activity in the predator cue
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treatment and tended to be less active in the Acid treatment. The responses of tadpoles from the NOP
populations did not differ between the treatments (Figure 1c, d, Table 2).
Physiology - Details of O2 consumption are provided in Figure 3c, Table 2 of Jury, Mausbach et al. (chapter
III). These showed that Predator cue treatment reduced tadpole O2 consumption in all but the SA population
(see Jury, Mausbach et al. chapter III, Figure 3C), but there was no significant Population by Predator
treatment effect. In addition, RD tadpoles had relatively lower O2 consumption in the Neutral pH than the
Acid pH treatment, whereas O2 consumption of SA tadpoles did not differ among the treatments (Jury,

Mausbach et al. chapter III, Figure 3C).
Bivariate trait associations of mid-larval phenotype
Inspection of the of the Population ellipses in the HE plots showed a positive association between
O2 consumption and mass (Fig 2a), O2 consumption and PC3 (Fig 2b) as well as O2 consumption
and Post-activity (Fig 2c). There further was a weaker negative association between O2 consumption
and Pre-activity (Fig 2e). There was a positive association between mass and PC3 (Fig 2d) and a
positive association between mass and Post-activity (Fig 2g). These results indicate among
population divergence in multiple trait axes at mid-larval stage.
The pH treatment resulted in a subtle negative association between PC2 and Pre-activity (deeper tail
muscle, shallower body and lower activity, Fig 2h), a strong negative association between PC2 and
Post-activity (Fig 2i) and a moderate negative association between PC2 and mass (Fig 2j).
Predator treatment resulted in a somewhat higher PC2 and lower PC3 (Fig 2k), a strong positive
association between PC3 and Post-activity (Fig 2l), a positive association between Pre-activity and
O2 consumption (Fig 2m) and a strong positive association between Post-activity and O2
consumption (Fig 2n). Based on univariate analyses, the Population by pH interaction in the
MANOVAs and HE plots (Table 1, Figures 2 i and j) arose primarily from variation in PC2 (i.e. tail
muscle depth-body depth, Figure 1a, Table 2). These results indicate that the pH treatment affects
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mostly tadpole morphology and behaviour, whereas Predator treatment affects morphology,
behaviour as well as O2 consumption.

G32-CORT data
In the G32-CORT MANOVA, Population explained 29 %, pH treatment 28%, Predator treatment
22% and Population x pH interaction 11 % of the relative variance in the multivariate phenotype
(Table 1). The univariate analysis indicated that CORT levels were lower in TT, SA (both AOP) and
RD (NOP) tadpoles than in SR (NOP) tadpoles, whereas the other population pairs did not differ
significantly (Figure 1g, Table 2). Moreover, CORT level increased on average in the Acid
treatment, whereas Predator cue treatment had no significant effect on CORT levels (Figure 1g,
Table 2).
Bivariate trait association mid-larval phenotype and CORT
The HE plots for the G32-CORT data set indicated a strong positive Population level association
between CORT, mass and O2 consumption (Fig 3a, 3b), with SA having lowest and SR (NOP)
highest values for all three traits. There was also a positive Population level association between
CORT and PC3, with TT and SA (AOPs) having lower CORT and lower PC3 (i.e. deeper tail
muscles and shorter tails) values than SR and RD (NOPs) (Fig 3c, Table 2, Figure 1b).
The pH treatment effects resulted in a positive association between CORT and PC2 (Fig 3d). Based
on univariate analyses, the Population by pH interaction effect in the G32-CORT MANOVAs did
not seem to be related to CORT (no H ellipse outside the E ellipse, Fig 3a-d). The results indicate
Population divergence in the CORT-O2 consumption axis and the CORT- morphology axis. In this
reduced G32 data set, the pH treatment influenced mostly the CORT- tail morphology (PC2) axis,
whereas Predator cue had no CORT associated effects (Figure 3a-d). Importantly, the finding of PC2
being correlated to CORT was supported also by the CORT manipulation experiment (Appendix 2):
experimental CORT addition increased tail muscle depth of tadpoles (Appendix 2 Fig 1f). CORT
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addition also reduced tadpole mass (Appendix 2 Fig 1c).

G32 – G42 data
In the G32-G42 MANOVA, Population explained 31 %, pH treatment 41 % and Predator treatment
22% of the relative variance in the multivariate phenotype (Table 1). Univariate analyses on the
metamorphic traits showed strong Population, pH and Predator treatment effects on time to G42
(Table 2), and a strong Population effect, pH treatment effect and pH by Predator treatment effect
on size at G42 (Table 2).
Time to G42 ranged from 40 to 64 days and size at G42 from 0.236 g to 0.713 g across treatments
and populations. Time to G42 was on average longer in the two AOP (TT and SA) than in the NOP
(RD, SR) populations (Figure 1f, Table 2). Furthermore, time to G42 was longer in the Acid
treatments and in the Predator cue treatments than in the Neutral and Control treatments (Figure 1f,
Table 2). Metamorphic size differed among populations, and there was a significant pH*Predator
and pH treatment effect. Taken together the two G42 traits, TT and SA (AOPs) tadpoles developed
slower and SR (NOP) faster, whereas TT ( A O P ) tadpoles were largest, and RD and SR (both
NOP) tadpoles smallest at G42 (Figure 1 e,f). Metamorphs were smaller in the Predator cue
treatment and this effect was stronger in the Acid treatment (Figure 1e, Table 1).

Bivariate trait association mid-larval and metamorphic phenotypes
In the HE plots for the G32-G42 data set, the Population ellipsoid reflected a negative association
between PC3 and both time and size at G42: SR and RD (NOP) tadpoles had higher PC3 (shallower
tail muscle and longer tail), but developed faster and metamorphosed at a smaller size than TT and
SA (AOP) tadpoles (Fig 4a, b). There was a negative population level association between O2
consumption and time to G42 (Fig 4c): on one end, SR (NOP) tadpoles consumed more O2 whilst
developing faster and on the other end TT and SA (AOP) tadpoles consumed less and developed
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slower. The association between O2 consumption and mass at G42 among populations was weaker
(Fig 4d), but indicated that tadpoles that consumed less O2 (SR and RD (NOP)) were larger at G42
(TT and SA (AOP)) (Fig 4d) (for Univariate LS means see Figure 1). There was a subtle Population
level positive association between Pre-activity and time to G42, with TT and SA (AOP) tadpoles
tending to be more active as tadpoles (on average) whilst developing slower (Fig 4e, univariate
Figure 1). Furthermore, there was a strong negative Population level association between mid-larval
mass and time to G42, with SR (NOP) tadpoles being largest as tadpoles and developing fastest (Fig
4f). Jointly these results indicate that among population divergence across the life-stages is evident
as relationships between tail morphology, O2 consumption and metamorphic traits.
Interestingly, the Population and pH treatment effects on metamorphic traits acted to opposite
directions (Fig 4g, h). The pH treatment effect resulted in a positive association between PC2 and
time to G42, but a negative association between PC2 and size at G42: tadpoles in the Acid treatment
had higher PC2 (deeper tail muscle, shallower body), developed slower and were smaller at G42
(Fig 4g, h). There was a negative pH treatment level association between both Pre- and Post-activity
and time to G42 (Fig 4e, i). The pH treatment effect also resulted in a clear negative association
between mid-larval size and time and size at G42, with tadpoles in the Neutral treatment being larger
at mid-larval stage and, subsequently, developing faster and being larger at G42 (Fig 4f, k). These
results indicate that pH treatment affected many of the trait associations between mid-larval stage
(especially tail morphology, O2 consumption and activity) and metamorphosis. In contrast to the
strong pH treatment effects, Predator treatment had minimal effects on mid-larval trait and
metamorphic trait association as only a subtle effect was found on PC3 and mass at G42 (Fig 4b)
and no significant effects in the other trait pairs (Fig 4).

Discussion
Phenotypic integration is a key component of multivariate responses to natural selection (Pigliucci
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2003, Murren 2012). In this context, individual-level analyses of multivariate phenotypes are highly
important for drawing meaningful conclusions about trait relationships and genotype-phenotype
maps (Houle et al. 2010). However, they are rare due to logistic reasons or missing data for metaanalyses (e.g. Haase et al. 2016, Francis et al. 2018). Moreover, as phenotypic expression can be
strongly genotype and environment dependent, it is important to study trait associations across
multiple populations and ecologically relevant environments. We studied tadpoles of four R. arvalis
populations reared in a combination of two contrasting stressors and found different mechanisms at
play. First, we observed responses depending on the environment (E, here: pH and Predator
treatments). In response to acidic pH, tadpoles altered morphology (deeper TMD and shallower BD),
behaviour (Post- phase: less active in response to Predator cue), life-history traits (tadpole
developmental rate and size lower, metamorphosis later and at smaller size), as well as
corticosterone levels (elevated in acidic pH). In response to Predator cue, responses were seen
in morphology (deeper TMD and shorter TL), behaviour (lower activity both Pre and Post phase),
O2 consumption (reduced) and metamorphic time (slower). However, for some traits we also found
strong population specific ‘constitutive’ trait variation (G) as well as population by treatment
interactions, indicative of GxE interactions (Via 1995, Pigliucci 2001).
Divergent patterns for different populations (G) were seen for tail muscle morphology (deeper TMD
and shorter TL in both AOPs), O2 consumption (lower in both AOPs), as well as life- history traits
(tadpole mass was lower in SA and RD but developmental rate lower in SA than SR, Jury, Mausbach
et al. chapter III; slower developmental time but larger size at metamorphosis in both AOPs).
Populations differed also in CORT levels (lower in TT, SA and RD than in SR). In contrast, evidence
for GxE interactions was primarily seen in tail morphology (TT, RD and SR had shallower tail
muscles and deeper bodies in Acid than Neutral treatments, whereas this effect was much weaker in
SA; Fig.1a). We next discuss the evidence for adaptive plasticity and divergence along the pHpredator gradient, as well as implications for tadpole trait covariation and their association with
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CORT expression and metamorphic fitness traits.
The multivariate tadpole phenotype
In accordance with several previous studies on this system, we found phenotypic divergence to
multiple dimensions among the populations, but also substantial environmental effects.
Life history - Mid larval size, as well as metamorphic size and developmental time, in these study
populations were influenced by pH (smaller size and slower development) and predator cues (bigger
size and slower development), but indicate adaptive divergence among populations (AOP tadpoles
are larger but develop slower). This goes in line with previous findings on this system (Hangartner
et al. 2011, 2012a, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014, Mausbach et al. chapter I, Jury, Mausbach et al.
chapter III). The high repeatability between studies and years in common garden conditions, jointly
with previous quantitative genetic studies (Hangartner et al. 2012a,b), indicate a genetic basis of
population divergence in these traits although maternal effects also contribute (Hangartner et al.
2012b).
Morphology - Tail morphology (deeper tail muscle with shorter tail), as well as body-tail relation
(shallower tail muscle with deeper body) were influenced by E, G and GxE effects in our study. Tail
morphology is a likely predator defense trait and might evolve in populations that are exposed to
increased predator stress (e.g. McCollum and Leimberger 1997, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014), whereas
body shape can reflect swimming performance as well as gut length (Lindgren et al. 2018). In
particular, deeper tail muscles can allow tadpoles to flee faster (Teplitsky et al. 2005b, Lindgren et
al. 2018) and a previous study on R. arvalis showed that TT tadpoles have a shorter gut than SR
tadpoles (Zimmermann 2019). Population differences where seen in our study as AOP (TT and SA)
tadpoles having deeper tail muscles, shallower bodies and shorter tail length. We also found strong
plastic responses to acidity (deeper tail muscle with shallower body) and predator cue (deeper tail
muscle with shorter tail) in all populations. Similar plastic patterns have been shown in tadpoles of
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a number of anuran species, indicating widespread adaptive plasticity in tadpoles exposed to
invertebrate predators (e.g., McCollum and Leimberger 1997; Van Buskirk et al. 1997, Teplitsky et
al. 2005 a,b; Lindgren et al. 2018; Florencio et al. 2020). Interestingly, in our study the plastic
response to predator cue was in the same direction as the characteristics of the AOP tadpoles
(relatively deeper tail muscle and shorter tail), whereby this trait might present plasticity driven
evolution (i.e. initially environmentally induced phenotypic expression that has resulted in genetic
divergence via natural selection; Noble et al. 2019, Levis and Pfennig 2020).
Behaviour - Behavioural activity is an important fitness trait as it influences both food acquisition
and predator evasion (Ferrari et al. 2010). We found a reduction in activity of tadpoles in the Predator
treatment at the Pre-phase (i.e. predator cue was not present at this time point), which indicates that
the prior rearing conditions influenced tadpole behaviour. We further found indications of genetic
divergence in this plastic behavior as AOP tadpoles reduced their activity level (e.g. Noble et al.
2019, Relyea 2005), whereas NOP tadpoles did not. This divergence may have arisen because in
AOP populations (in nature) it might, for example, be more costly to forage (higher risk of predation
due to higher predator density when being active) compared to NOP populations where predation
pressure is likely lower (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). When we added fresh predator cue (i.e. Post
phase) tadpoles from all populations showed reduced activity, especially in the Acid-Predator cue
treatment. This plastic behaviour showed that all populations responded to predator cues in a similar
way (i.e. no Population x treatment interaction). This is in agreement with the fact that all these
populations have experienced invertebrate predator mediated selection, even if predator densities
differ (Egea-Serrano et al. 2014, Hangartner et al. 2011).
Physiology - As we show elsewhere (Mausbach et al. chapter I, Jury, Mausbach et al. chapter III),
CORT levels and O2 consumption have diverged among R. arvalis populations along the
acidification gradient. Lower O2 consumption may reflect a reduction in both energetic demands as
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well as in the release of ‘prey cues’ that could reveal tadpole presence to predators (discussed in
Jury, Mausbach et al. chapter III). Consequently, this physiological characteristic could be under
strong selection from predator pressure, which may have resulted in the evolution of lower
population trait means in our AOP populations. Given that both the plastic response (lower O2
consumption in presence of predator cue) and population divergence (lower O2 consumption in
AOPs) acted to the same direction, metabolic activity could be another case of plasticity driven
evolution (Relyea 2005, Noble et al. 2019, Levis and Pfennig 2020). However, E has not resulted in
fixing G. Alternatively, this pattern can also be interpreted as cogradient variation (Conover and
Schulz 1995).
Tadpoles from both AOP and one NOP (RD) showed, on average, lower CORT levels than SR
tadpoles. Among population divergence in CORT levels may be expected for several reasons
(discussed in Mausbach et al., chapter I). First, in populations inhabiting stressful environments,
this response can be adaptive to avoid chronically high and detrimental CORT levels (e.g. Sapolsky
et al. 2000, Hodges et al. 2010). Given that only one NOP population had elevated CORT the current
patterns in divergence are not consistent with this hypothesis, at least considering acid and predator
stress. We further found higher CORT levels in the acid treatment in all populations, indicative of
chronic stress response. In Mausbach et al. (chapter I), we found context dependent evidence (i.e.
evident only in an afternoon sampling block) for elevated CORT in Acid treatments in three R.
arvalis populations. This finding is similar to that by Florencio et al. (2020) who found that acidic
pH increased CORT levels of Pelobates cultripes tadpoles. Elevated CORT levels in response to
predator stress have also been found in other studies (Middlemis Maher et al. 2013, Florencio et al.
2020), but this was not seen in our experiment. This is potentially because the chemical predator cue
in our study was not sufficient to elicit a ‘stress response’ (i.e. a visual predator cue might also be
necessary for inducing a hormonal stress response to predators). However, other studies on tadpoles
also showed a downregulation of CORT levels in predator presence (Burraco et al. 2013; Fraker et
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al. 2009). The slightly different findings of CORT levels in Mausbach et al. (chapter I) and current
study for this R. arvalis system could be explained by the often observed context dependency and
flexible regulation of CORT (Bonier and Martin 2016, Schoenle et al. 2018, Vitousek et al. 2019b),
and consequently low repeatability of CORT expression (Ouyang et al. 2011, Schoenemann and
Bonier 2018, Taff et al. 2018). Such variation in CORT expression could be due to direct genetic
effects (sampling of different genotypes in different years), maternal effects or even epigenetic
effects on endocrine profiles (Sarma et al. 2020).
Tadpole trait associations
The multivariate analysis of the integrative phenotype of mid-larval stage tadpoles (G32 full data)
indicated that some of the investigated traits might be causally linked to each other. The positive
association between O2 consumption and behavioural activity (Fig. 2n) is logical as more active
individuals will consume more oxygen (i.e. show higher metabolic activity). The same might be true
for the relationship between morphology and behaviour. In contrast, the relationship between O2
consumption and tadpole tail morphology (TMD and TL) is more eye opening as all significant
explanatory variables pointed in the same direction: tadpoles with longer tails and shallower tail
muscles had higher O2 consumption. Since the predator treatment effect (deeper TMD and lower
oxygen consumption in Predator cue treatment) pointed in the same direction as the population
divergence effect (deeper TMD and lower oxygen consumption in the AOPs), this lends further
support for adaptive divergence along this acidification gradient being in part derived from predation
pressure (Hangartner et al. 2012, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014). Under this hypothesis, originally
predator induced plasticity may have become genetically assimilated, but not fully fixed because
some degree of plasticity is essential (Noble et al. 2019, Levis and Pfennig 2020). It may also
reflect a ‘predator induced syndrome’ (e.g. Sih et al. 2004a, b), a suite of correlated traits
expressed in a given behavioural or environmental context (here: under predator stress).
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Alternatively, traits may be linked to each other and covary due to joint genetic or functional basis.
CORT-tadpole phenotype association
From the physiological perspective, some insight to mechanisms and causality of trait associations
can be gained from our study on CORT levels and the CORT manipulation experiment. Strikingly,
in the rearing experiment CORT was associated with tadpole tail morphology (PC3) across
populations, with tadpoles from both AOPs (TT and SA) having lower CORT levels, but deeper tail
muscles and shorter tails, in contrast to tadpoles from one of the NOPs (SR) which had higher CORT
levels, and shallower tail muscles and longer tails. Additionally, we found a relationship between
CORT and body-tail morphology (PC2) across the two pH treatments: tadpoles with higher CORT
levels (Acid treatment) displaying a shallower body but deeper tail muscle. Intriguingly, this effect
of CORT was confirmed in the CORT manipulation study, where CORT addition led to deeper tail
muscles (Appendix 2). This strongly suggests that there is a causal link between CORT expression
and tadpole tail morphology as also seen in some other amphibian species (Glennemeier and Denver
2002c, Hossie et al. 2010, Middlemis Maher et al. 2013, Chambers et al. 2013).
Second, CORT was strongly positively associated with metabolic activity (O2 consumption) and
tadpole size across populations. Specifically, SA (AOP) tadpoles had lowest CORT levels and O2
consumption, whereas SR (NOP) tadpoles had the highest CORT and O2 consumption, although TT
and RD were not showing a clear support for this pattern. The association between higher CORT
and O2 consumption indicates generally higher metabolic activity of tadpoles and has also been
documented elsewhere (e.g. Haase et al. 2016, but see Francis et al. 2018). As discussed above, and
in Mausbach et al. (chapter I), the lower CORT jointly with lower O2 consumption indicates
metabolic downregulation in AOPs and may reflect adaptive divergence. Such lower metabolic
activity further suggests evolution of a constitutive phenotype in response to elevated predator
pressure and acid stress (i.e. stress has selected for lower baseline CORT levels to minimize
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detrimental effects; Denver 2009, Vitousek et al. 2019a).
Several studies have found CORT – phenotype associations, with CORT being a strong mediator of
several phenotypic traits relevant for an individual’s fitness (Ricklefs and Wikelski 2002, Husak et
al. 2009, Németh et al. 2013, Cox et al. 2016a,b, Taff and Vitousek 2016, Vitousek et al. 2018,
2019b, Schoenle et al. 2021). Except for the CORT manipulation experiment and the reoccurring
CORT - tail muscle depth relationship, it remains mostly open with our study approach whether
there is a causal relationship between the traits, to what extent the observed phenotypic variation is
adaptive, and what are the evolutionary mechanisms behind the divergence in the multivariate
phenotype. The next step would therefore be to link physiological traits directly to other traits,
performance and fitness (Sapolsky et al. 2019). This could be achieved via further CORT
manipulation experiments (either adding or blocking CORT, Appendix 2, Glennemeier and Denver
2002a-c, Middlemis Maher et al. 2013). A more semi- natural study could be done in a mesocosm
setup in different pH and predator treatments by manipulating CORT levels of tadpoles in divergent
populations and then testing for fitness consequences. This could be done by exposing tadpole
groups to CORT addition or blocking treatments and, upon phenotypic changes, releasing caged
predators (e.g. Aeshna larvae) and recording survival of individuals. Finally, it is to be noted that
individual level observations bring also some disadvantages, especially when measuring
physiological traits. Since measurements are conducted right after each other, ‘handling’ can affect
measurements and increase noise, although in our study all individuals were handled in the same
way. As most of the time CORT measurements in tadpoles are invasive, application of non-invasive
methods (e.g. water-borne hormonal measurements (e.g. Gabor et al. 2013, Forsburg et al. 2019,
Narayan et al. 2019) would be highly valuable.
Tadpole - metamorphic phenotype associations
In line with our previous studies, the populations showed divergence in metamorphic size and age
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(AOP tadpoles were larger and slower developing), and tadpoles from all populations were smaller
and developed slower in acidic conditions (Hangartner et al. 2011, 2012a, Egea-Serrano et al. 2014).
Metamorphic age and size are fitness proxies in amphibians (Altwegg and Reyer 2003). In our study,
many tadpole traits correlated with metamorphic traits, indicating fitness consequences of
phenotypic variation at mid-larval stages. On one hand, negative associations between mid-larval
trait phenotype and metamorphic traits (i.e. delayed development and/or smaller size) could reflect
costs associated with expression of traits early in life (e.g. Lindström 1999) and phenotypic or
genetic trade-offs. On the other, positive associations between mid- larval phenotype and
metamorphic traits (i.e. faster development and/or larger size) could reflect phenotypic and genetic
covariation with positive fitness consequences.
In our study, tadpoles with deeper tail muscle and shallower body (indicated by the PC3 axis) and
lower O2 consumption were larger but developed slower to G42 (mostly AOP compared to NOP
tadpoles). This indicated that investment in a different tail morphology, larger larval size (reflecting
growth) and lower O2 consumption – possible adaptive responses to elevated risk of predation by
invertebrate predators (see discussion above) - may come at a cost of slower development to
metamorphosis. On the other hand, tadpoles that were less behaviourally active (Pre-period) and
larger at mid-larval stage, developed faster to metamorphosis (Fig 4e, f). Third, individuals with
deeper tail muscles and shorter tails (see Predator treatment ellipse for PC3-massG42 in Fig. 4b)
tended to be smaller at metamorphosis. Jointly these associations between mid-larval phenotype and
metamorphic traits indicated that the early life conditions (e.g. predator cue treatment) can induce
costs for later life fitness (Lindström 1999). Most strikingly, among populations shallower tail
muscles and higher O2 consumption at mid-larval stage correlated with faster development to
metamorphosis. The higher O2 consumption-developmental time relationship is explainable very
well: if metabolic rate is higher individuals might develop faster, but grow less (e.g. Pettersen et al.
2016, Auer et al. 2018). Interestingly, also here the direction of the population effect was the same
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as the predator treatment effect (though not statistically significant).
Although our studies along this study gradient have shown repeatedly consistent patterns of pH
related phenotypic divergence, some of the trait variation observed here was inconsistent between
the two AOP or NOP replicate populations. It is important to keep in mind other processes than
acidification induced natural selection can contribute to population divergence, including other local
selective forces, genetic drift, gene flow and historical contingency (e.g. Räsänen and Hendry 2008,
MacColl 2011, Briscoe et al. 2020, Bachmann and van Buskirk 2021). For stronger conclusions on
multitrait divergence more replicate AOP and NOP populations should therefore be studied.

Conclusions

Overall, we found strong indications of constitutive and plastic trait divergence among R. arvalis
populations exposed to different selective histories along an acidification gradient. Our study
highlights the importance of studying the integrative phenotype at the individual level, and across
different ecologically relevant environments and in divergent populations (Noble et al. 2019, Safran
and Vitousek 2014). We suggest that some of the observed population differences along the
acidification gradient are likely driven by acidity and predator driven ‘syndromes’ and may have
been facilitated by plasticity driven evolution (PLE) (Levis and Pfennig 2020, Noble et al. 2019).
Our results further indicate that R. arvalis tadpoles are able to respond very context- dependently to
interactive stressors via phenotypic plasticity. At the same time, acid origin populations are better
adapted to acidity and predators as evident in parallel plastic and genetically based responses.
We specifically tested the role of CORT as a key mediator of multitrait responses and found strong
associations of expression of hormone with several tadpole traits (most notably with tail muscle
depth). It is clear however that CORT responses are very context dependent and highly flexible. It
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is important to determine the capacity of natural populations to respond to environmental stress both
at the individual and population levels. In general, plastic responses can have a strong genetic basis
(e.g. Pigliucci 2001) and understanding genotype specific responses to environmental stressors is
important to infer drivers of genetic divergence and to predict responses to future environmental
change (e.g. Noble et al. 2019, Norin and Metcalfe 2019). However, this has been little studied in
the context of physiological traits (Bonier and Martin 2016). Our study highlights the power of
individual level studies of the integrative phenotype in understanding evolutionary stress responses.
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Tables
Table 1. MANOVA
Multivariate ANOVAs of traits at G32 and metamorphic traits (subset), traits at G32 and CORT
(subset) and traits at G32 (full data set) in Rana arvalis tadpoles from four populations reared in two
pH treatments and two predator treatments. Significant effects (p< 0.05) are shown in bold. Partial
variance (eta2) and ranking (rank 1 = strongest contribution) is shown for three different test statistics
(Wilk’s lambda, Hotteling-Lawley and Pillai). Eta2 values show the relative variance contribution of
the different predictors.
Model
Factors

Pop
pH
Pred
pop*pH
pop*pred
pH*pred
Model
Factors

A) G32 full: PC2, PC3, O2, Pre, Post, mass

df

Wilks test approx.
F

ndf, ddf

Partial Eta2 & rank
Wilks
H.-La.
lambda

Pillai

3
0.46
12
18, 662.34 <0.001
1
0.77
12
6, 234
<0.001
1
0.85
7
6, 234
<0.001
3
0.84
2
18, 662.34 0.001
3
0.93
1
18, 662.34 0.540
1
0.97
1
6, 234
0.299
B) CORT-G32 data: PC2, PC3, O2, Pre, Post, mass, CORT

0.23 2
0.23 1
0.15 3
0.06 4
0.02 6
0.03 5

0.21 2
0.23 1
0.15 3
0.06 4
0.02 6
0.03 5

df

Partial Eta2 & rank
Wilks
H.-La.
lambda

Pillai

0.29 1
0.28 2
0.22 3
0.11 4
0.03 6
0.05 5

0.26 2
0.28 1
0.22 3
0.11 4
0.03 6
0.05 5

Wilks test approx.
F

ndf, ddf

0.36
0.72
0.78
0.70
0.91
0.95

21, 261.85
7, 91
7, 91
21, 91
21, 261.85
7, 261.85

p

Pop
pH
Pred
pop*pH
pop*pred
pH*pred

3
1
1
3
3
1

Model
Factors

C) G32 - Metamorphic data: PC2, PC3, O2, Pre, Post, massG32, timeG42, massG42

Pop
pH
Pred
pop*pH
pop*pred
pH*pred

df

3
1
1
3
3
1

5
5
4
2
0
1

p

Wilks test approx.
F

ndf, ddf

0.33
0.59
0.78
0.75
0.77
0.90

24, 351.54
8, 121
8, 121
24, 351.54
24, 351.54
8, 121

7
11
4
2
1
2

<0.001
<0.001
0.002
0.035
0.986
0.642

p

<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
0.060
0.120
0.093

0.25 1
0.23 2
0.15 3
0.06 4
0.02 6
0.03 5

0.32 1
0.28 2
0.21 3
0.12 4
0.03 6
0.05 5

Partial Eta2 & rank
Wilks
H.-La.
lambda

Pillai

0.31 2
0.41 1
0.22 3
0.09 5
0.08 6
0.10 4

0.29 2
0.41 1
0.22 3
0.09 5
0.08 6
0.10 4

0.33 2
0.41 1
0.22 3
0.09 5
0.08 6
0.10 4
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Table 2. Univariate analyses

Univariate analyses of linear models for Rana arvalis tadpoles reared until mid-larval stage and/or metamorphosis under a
combination of two pH (Acid and Neutral) and two predator (Predator cue and Control) treatments. Traits at G32 included a)
multivariate morphology PC2, b) multivariate morphology PC3, c) Pre cue activity, d) Post cue activity, and f) Corticosterone levels.
Traits at G42 included h) metamorphic size and i) developmental time until metamorphosis. - indicates that effect was removed from
this final model as it was not statistically significant. Significant effects (p < 0.05) are highlighted in bold. For Univariate analyses of
O2 consumption and body size models see Jury, Mausbach et al. chapter II. Note that Univariate analyses for G32 traits are from
G32 full data (20 replicates / population-treatment), whereas CORT is from G32-CORT data set (10 replicates) and G42 traits from
G32-G42 data set (10 replicates).
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Figures
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Figure 1. Univariate data
Overview of Rana arvalis tadpole univariate trait values from four Populations (TT, SA: AOP,
RD, SR: NOP) and reared in a combination of two pH (Acid and Neutral) and two Predator
(Predator cue, P, no cue Control, C). With LSmeans±SE from final models of a) multivariate
morphology log(PC2), b) multivariate morphology log(PC3), c) Pre-phase behavioural activity (%
time), d) Post-phase behavioural activity (% time), e) log(mass) at metamorphosis, f)
log(developmental time (days) until metamorphosis), and g) log(corticosterone levels(pg/mg)).
For a and b, the tadpole images show the most extreme individuals at each axis. Higher values for
PC2 reflect higher TMD and shallower BD. Higher values for PC3 reflect shallower TMD and
longer TL. For statistical analyses see Table 2.
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Figure 2. HE plots on G32 full data (all tadpoles)
HEplots on pairwise trait associations of Rana arvalis tadpoles, derived from the G32 full data
MANOVA. All response variables were log transformed. Hypothesis Ellipsoids that are outside of
the error ellipse indicate significant effects. The solid dots indicate fixed effect means for
Population (TT and SA: AOP, RD and SR: NOP), pH (neutral: Neutral treatment, acid: Acid
treatment) and Predator treatment (P: predator treatment, C: control treatment). For statistical
analyses see Table 1, for LSmeans of Univariate analyses see Figure 1. Only traits with significant
H ellipsoids are presented here.
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Figure 3. HE plots of G32-CORT data
HEplots pairwise trait associations of Rana arvalis tadpoles derived from the final MANOVA of
G32-CORT data. To reduce duplication with the G32 full data, we only present those plots with
Corticosterone involvement. All response variables were log transformed. Hypothesis ellipsoids
that are outside of the error ellipse indicate significant effects. The solid dots indicate fixed effect
means for Population (TT and SA: AOP, RD and SR: NOP), pH (neutral: Neutral treatment, acid:
Acid treatment) and Predator treatment (P: predator treatment, C: control treatment). For statistical
analyses see Table 1 and for Univariate LSmeans Figure 1. Only traits with significant H ellipsoids
are presented here.
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Figure 4. HE plots on G32-Metamorphic traits
HEplots of pairwise associations of traits of Rana
arvalis derived from the G32-G42 MANOVA. Here
we only present those pairwise plots with
metamorphic trait involvement. Response variables
are log transformed. Hypothesis ellipsoids that are
outside of the error ellipse indicate significant effects.
The solid dots indicate fixed effect means for
Population (TT and SA: AOP, RD and SR: NOP), pH
(neutral: Neutral treatment, acid: Acid treatment) and
Predator treatment (P: predator treatment, C: control
treatment). For statistical analyses see Table 1 and for
Univariate LSmeans Figure 1. Only traits with
significant H ellipsoids are presented.
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Appendix
Appendix 1. Principal component analyses of G32 morphology.

Appendix 1 Table 1 PCA morphology G32
PC1 explained 80.8% variation and was interpreted as the size axis as it was positively
associated to all morphological traits. It is not further analysed as we use tadpole mass as a
measure of overall body size.
Rotation (n x k) = (5 x 5):
PC1
PC2
BL
0.4775827
-0.1529419
BD
0.4403120
-0.5764812
TMD
0.4097238
0.6879113
TD
0.4604326
-0.2327589
TL
0.4451611
0.3418766

PC3
0.3003197
-0.1328930
-0.5178601
-0.3885375
0.6877551

PC4
-0.2237576
-0.4845146
-0.3011917
0.7623671
0.2079857

Importance of components:
Standard deviation
Proportion of Variance
Cumulative Proportion

PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
2.0105 0.7108 0.51260 0.36145 0.24323
0.8084 0.1011 0.05255 0.02613 0.01183
0.8084 0.9095 0.96204 0.98817 1.00000

Appendix 1 Table 2. PC1 morphology univariate ANOVA
(Intercept)
pop
pH
pred
pop:pH
pop:pred
pH:pred
Residuals
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Sum Sq
1.53
201.03
3.77
0.07
32.11
11.21
3.67
854.31

df
1
3
1
1
3
3
1
263

F value
0.4710
20.6291
1.1596
0.0202
3.2945
1.1503
1.1295

pr(>F)
0.4931
4.912e-12 ***
0.2825
0.8872
0.0211 *
0.3293
0.2888

PC5
-0.779912886
0.470510212
0.002996358
-0.040745132
0.410715092

Appendix 2. CORT manipulation experiment

To establish causality from CORT to mid-larval stage phenotype, we conducted a CORT
manipulation experiment.

Methods
The experimental design of the CORT manipulation experiment consisted of 2 populations (TT and
RD) x 2 pH treatments (Acid and Neutral) x 4 CORT treatments. The CORT treatments consisted
of corticosterone addition (CORT), corticosterone blocking by metyrapone (met), a vehicle control
(vc) and a control (c). Both CORT manipulation treatments had 10 replicates/pH and population
type (N=80), whereas the two control treatments had 4 replicates /pH and population (N=32), total
N = 112. Here we only manipulated pH (not predator cue) for logistic reasons. The replicates
consisted of individuals from 9 RD (1-2 ind./family/pop-treatment) and 10 TT (1 ind./family/poptreatment) families, which were reared from embryonic stage to G25 in neutral RSW (as described
for the Main experiment). Upon reaching G25, individuals were assigned randomly to either Acid
and or Neutral pH treatment and reared in individual 1L containers in a separate walk-in climate
chamber at 17°C. The general maintenance procedures and rearing conditions were similar as for
the Main experiment. As we were interested in the causal effects of CORT on mid-larval traits, the
CORT manipulation treatments started when the individuals reached mid larval stages (range G31G32.5), and lasted for seven days. This length of time was expected to be sufficient for tadpoles to
alter their phenotype (growth and morphological traits), whilst not yet initiating metamorphosis
(which would have strong effects on CORT and morphology, Denver 2009). All individuals were
maintained in their respective pH treatments (Acid or Neutral). In the CORT treatment, individuals
were reared in water containing 125nM corticosterone (Sigma 27840) dissolved in 99.9% EtOH.
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In the met treatment individuals were exposed to 110uM Metyrapone (CAS 54-36-4, Santa Cruz)
dissolved in 99.8% EtOH. Individuals in the vc treatment were reared in Acid or Neutral RSW with
0.02% EtOH (as control to dissolvent in two treatment conditions) and individuals in the Control
treatment were reared in Acid or Neutral RSW. Treatment concentrations followed previous studies
on Lithobates sylvatica (Middlemis Maher et al. 2013), an ecologically similar ranid frog closely
related to R. arvalis. The implemented CORT treatment was expected to increase CORT levels
around 35%, which is within the physiological range in related species, and the applied Met
treatment reduce CORT levels by approximately 67% (Glennemeier and Denver 2002b,c,
Middlemis-Maher et al. 2013 ). Water change took place every three days and treatment chemicals
were pipetted into the fresh treatment water at each water change. After the seven day exposure,
individuals were sampled for and tissue CORT, body size (mass), developmental rate (stage per
day) and morphological traits (BD, BL, TD, TL, TMD). This sampling was done as detailed in the
Main experiment.

Statistical analyses
Two MAN(C)OVAs were run to investigate CORT-trait variation in the CORT manipulation study.
First, a CORT-life-history MANOVA included log(CORT), log(size) and log(developmental rate)
as response variables. Second, a CORT-morphology MANCOVA included log(CORT), log(BD),
log(BL), log(TD), log(TL) and log(TMD) as response variables. In both models, fixed effects
included Population (2 levels), pH treatment (2 levels) and CORT treatment (4 levels) and their
interactions. In the CORT-morphology MANCOVA log(size), and its interactions with the fixed
effects, were included as a covariate to account for size dependent trait variation. Non-significant
four to three way interactions were sequentially removed when P≥0.1. The MAN(C)OVAs were
followed by univariate linear models. Pairwise Tukey post hoc tests on LSMeans were run were
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relevant.

Results
The MANOVA on CORT and life-history traits showed significant pH treatment and CORT
treatment effects, and a marginal population main effect, on multivariate trait variation (App 2
Table 1). Subsequent univariate models showed that tadpoles strongly increased CORT levels in
the CORT treatment relative to all other treatments (App. 2 Fig 1, Table 2), whereas no significant
differences were found between metyrapone and the two control treatments (App. 2 Fig 1, Table
2). Tadpole mass was strongly different between populations (TT being larger), pH treatments
(larger tadpoles in the neutral treatment) and CORT treatments, with tadpoles being substantially
smaller in the CORT treatment (App. 2 Fig 1, Table 2). There was no difference between
metyrapone treatment and the two controls. Developmental rate was not significantly affected by
any of the fixed factors (App. 2 Fig 1, Table 2). These results indicate that CORT addition
manipulation was effective, but CORT blocking treatment did not have an effect and CORT
addition reduced tadpole mass but did not affect developmental rate.
The MAN(C)OVA on CORT and tadpole morphology found a strong treatment effect and a
significant effect of tadpole mass (App. 2 Table 1). The subsequent univariate linear models found
significant mass effects on all morphological traits, but only TMD was affected significantly by
Population and CORT treatments (App. 2 Table 2). There was a marginally significant Population
x pH and Population x Treatment effect on TMD (App. 2 Table 2). These effects arose because TT
tadpoles had relatively deeper TMD in the acid than the neutral treatment, whereas RD tadpoles
had, on average, relatively shallower TMD in the acid than the neutral treatment. Moreover, for
RD tadpoles CORT addition substantially increased TMD but vc and metyrapone treatments tended
to reduce their TMD.
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Discussion
Intriguingly, the CORT manipulation study also showed a positive association on CORT and tail
muscle depth (more CORT, deeper TMD), so there seems to be a causal relationship (e.g.
Glennemeier and Denver 2002c). However, although picked as CORT levels in natural range for
the tadpoles in our case they seemed still quite high, which might be because of species specific
differences. CORT treatment also resulted in a clear effect on mass as individuals in the CORT
treatment were significantly lighter in both the TT and RD population. This effect is likely caused
by an increased lipid metabolism in response to elevated CORT (e.g. Zaytsoff et al. 2019, Morgan
et al. 2019). It seems that the ETOH solvent also had a slight effect on tadpoles relative to the
unmanipulated control treatment. In contrast to previous studies which found that metyrapone
treatment can reverse morphological effects on predator treatments (Middlemis Maher et al. 2013)
and reduce CORT levels (Glennemeier and Denver 2002c), we found no effect of the metyrapone
treatment. This could be either because metyrapone treatment failed or its effects were subtle and
not visible due to the manifold stronger CORT effect and limited replicates affecting statistical
power.
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Appendix 2 Table 1. MAN(C)OVAs for CORT manipulation
Multivariate AN(C)OVAs of CORT and A) life history traits and B) morphological traits from a
CORT manipulation experiment in Rana arvalis tadpoles from two populations (TT and RD)
reared in a combination of two pH treatments (acid and neutral) and four CORT manipulation
treatments (control(c), vehicle control (vc), metyparone(m), CORT (cort)). Significant effects (p<
0.05) are shown in bold. Partial variance (eta2) and ranking (rank 1 = strongest contribution) is
shown for three different test statistics (Wilks lambda, Hotteling-Lawley and Pillai). Eta2 values
show the relative variance contribution of the different predictors.
A) Life history: log(CORT), log(mass), log(stage per day)

Wilk’s test

Factors

df

Pop
pH
Treat
pop*pH
pop*treat
pH*treat

1
1
3
1
3
3

Factors

df

Wilk’s test

approx.
F

ndf, ddf

p

Partial Eta2 & rank
Wilk’s
H.-La.
Pillai
lambda

Pop
pH
Treat
log(mass)
pop*pH
pop*treat
pH*treat
Treat*
log(mass)

1
1
3
1
1
3
3
3

0.90
0.95
0.65
0.39
0.94
0.79
0.84
0.74

1.6
0.80
2.34
23.93
0.95
0.79
0.84
0.74

6, 90.0
6, 90.0
18, 255.0
6, 90.0
6, 90.0
18, 255.0
18, 255.0
18, 255.0

0.156
0.571
0.002
<0.001
0.465
0.243
0.605
0.064

0.10 3
0.05 8
0.13 2
0.61 1
0.06 6
0.08 5
0.06 7
0.10 4

approx.
F

ndf, ddf

p

Partial Eta2 & rank
Wilk’s
H.-La.
Pillai
lambda

0.93
2.51
3, 96.0
0.064
0.07 3
0.07 3
0.90
3.42
3, 96.0
0.020
0.10 2
0.10 2
0.23
21.80
9, 233.8
<0.001
0.39 1
0.52 1
0.98
0.56
3, 96.0
0.645
0.02 4
0.02 4
0.95
0.54
9, 233.8
0.844
0.02 5
0.02 5
0.86
1.66
9, 233.8
0.099
0.05 6
0.05 6
B) Morphology: log(CORT), log(BD), log(BL), log(TD), log(TL), log(TMD)

0.10 3
0.05 8
0.14 2
0.61 1
0.06 6
0.08 5
0.05 7
0.10 4

0.07 3
0.10 2
0.27 1
0.02 4
0.02 5
0.05 6

0.10 3
0.05 8
0.13 2
0.61 1
0.06 6
0.07 5
0.05 7
0.10 4
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Appendix 2. Table 2 Univariate analyses of CORT
manipulation

manipulation
CORT
analyses
Univariate
experiment on Rana arvalis tadpoles from two
populations (TT and RD) reared in a combination
of two pH treatments (acid and neutral) under four
CORT treatments (control(c), vehicle control (vc),
metyparone (m), CORT (cort)). Analyses are
presented for A) corticosterone levels (CORT
pg/mg), tadpole size (mass) and developmental rate
(stages per day) and B) tadpole morphology (body
length, body depth, BD, Tail length, TL, Tail depth
TD, and tail muscle depth (TMD). Significant
effects (p< 0.05) are shown in bold.
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Appendix 2. Table 3. univariate ANCOVA of CORT derived from the morphology
MANCOVA (the above mention is without covariate).
Response: CORT
(Intercept)
Pop
pH
Treat
Mass
pop:pH
pop:treat
pH:treat
treat:mass
Residuals

Sum Sq df
1.0773 1
0.0972 1
0.0118 1
6.2454 3
0.0496 1
0.1284 1
1.1049 3
1.1444 3
0.8337 3
28.8853 95

F
3.54
0.32
0.04
6.85
0.16
0.42
1.21
1.25
0.91

pr(>F)
0.063
0.573
0.844
<0.001
0.687
0.517
0.310
0.294
0.437
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a)

Appendix 2. Figure 1.Univariate figures
from CORT manipulation
LSmeans ± SE of Rana arvalis tadpole trait
values from Univariate linear model of
CORT manipulation experiment, including
a) log(CORT) b) log(dev rate(stage per
day)), c) log(body size(g)), d) log (TD), e)
log(TL), f) log(TMD), g) log(BD),
h)log(BL). For statistical analyses see
Appendix 2 Table 2.

b)

c)
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d)

g)

e)

h)

f)
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